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Prcygrams designed tett assess .student achievement and the performance of
educational institutions have-become widespread in American education. at as
assessment programs have multiplied, 'doubts about thair effectiveness have
grown. Serious questions have been raised aboutwthe methodology of
standardized educatinal testing. Disagreement has mounted over to
interpretation of test scores. And controversy has arisen over the ways. 'it
which tests° are ubedlcn schools and universities.

School toards, depetrtments of education, legislatures, and the co
have all, been involved in the debate over testing policy and practice. ge
numbers of school districts have 'implemented testing programs design to
diagnose student progress in the basic skills. Some states have enacte laws
requiring that students pass "minimum competency tests" for promotion fran grade
to grade. Other states have enacted. laws requiring that students, ach'eve a
mirrimum,test score in order to receive a high school diploma.

As of this writ'ing,- the legislature in one state has enacted, a "Truth
in Testing" law requiring that all standardized tests used in the state for
university admissions decisions be'made after they are 'administered, `and
swlar laws- are being considered by other states and the United States
Congress. At the same time, a U.S. Court in one state has ordered a,moritorium
on the state's minimum competency testing program. And 'a LS. Court in another
state has ordered that IQ tests no longer be used to place children in.classes
for the educable mentally retarded:

Altogether, the effort to, assess the perforrnance'' of educational'

institutions. has raised a number of difficUlt issues)

What roles should assessment programs play in educational pcilicy
and pracice?

What kinds of assessment materials are appropriate for these -roles?

What should be expected,of educational tests, when they are used?

* What should be .taken into account, _in distinguishing appropriate
and inappropriate uses of educational assessment? "

an effort to examine these questions", the Division forStu and
Reseach and Education at M.I.,,T., with the -support'of the Ford Foundation and the
4Nationa1 Institute of Education, has initiated a project focusing on the social
purposes and intellectual foundations of asessment practice,..in education. The
primary goal of the project is to explore the possibility of developing new,
more appropriate educational assessment' Strategies'.

Tere is .a growing critical literature on the role of educational
testing in, the schools. Much has been written on the defects in currently
available standardized tests. But little has emerged on alternatives to present
practice. Thus, the aim of our project is a synthetic one; to search for



positive guidelines fornew approaches to educational assessment.

One of, the main assumptions underlying our.woek is that there are a
number of distinct social purposes educational assessment .is expected to Serve,

. Q. 9/11 Z.,.10'; .11 en methoc

instruments; and practices. First, schools, conduct assessments to. obtain
feedback on student progreds, so teaching methods and materials can be adjusted

appropriately: Sec:43nd, educational,institutions -conduct assessments as the
basis for reports' to parents, School toarda, and government' agencies, as a _wa

.-of promoting accountability. Finally,. schools and universities cOndu
assessments to provide infbrmation on whethee, a student has mastered a b
knowledge or skilla (for purposes ofawarding a diploma or -license);-.
provide information on hcw well a-student will do in the future (for5Purpose
of selecting applicants forcolleges and profesSibnal schools) :

, k -

Generally, these distinct social % paepo'ses have all been a4dresmd
4. 4

using the same sorts of assessment instruments. ''There is little a priori reason
to ,believe, hadever, that instruments designed toserve one of these purposes
are equally suited to serve the others. Indeed, it seems morelikely-that the
opposite is true. :Consequently, wehave organized our project by examining each
of several ofthe social -purposes of assessment: in turn and asking'whit types
instruments and practices might test serve each if the constraints of preient
Practice, tradition and vested interest were absent.

As part of our project, we have conv d several panels, each focusing
on one of these broad purposes of educational assessment. This document is the
report, of the first panel;, focusing' on the eale of assessmtnt in classroom
instruction.

In forming the panel on instruction; we brought together people with..
diverse perspective8 on education; and asked .theme to --think'..-broadly 'about ,the
role eduCational assessment might play in the -teachingyand -:learningpeccesS.
.Tbe meMbers of the.panel were:

Eva Eaker(Director, Center for the Study of Evaluation, University of
California at Los,AngeIes)

J.Parker Damon
Massachusetts)

Howard Gruber (Professor of Psychology and Director, Institute for
Cognitive Studies, Rutgers University)

Walt Haney (Senior Research Associate, The Huron institute)

'(Principal, McCarthy - Townie School;: Acton;

David Hawkins (Professor of Philosophy, University of Oolorado)

Asa Hilliard III(Dean,, SchoI of Education, San. Francisco State
University)

Philip Jackson (Professor or Education, Uni4.rersity of picago)

Rbbert Keegan (Rutgers University)

Eugenia Kemble (Special Assistant to the President, American



Federatiod,ofTeachars)

Carmen Perez, New.York State Department ofiEducatiorl

Edvtidueat-
Sheldon White (Professor of

Nancy Willie (Education Development Center)

Jerrold Zabharias, -(ProfessOr Emeritua, Ditassachusetta Institute of

Technology)
A

The Panel on Assessment and Classroom Instructigi met for the first
/

time in March of 1579. Over the next year; membera of the Parel paared
/outlines, comnents, and ,draft paters, which were circulated and discussed at a

laecorid Parel meeti.ng held in February of 1980., Ale Panel completed its work in

dune of 1980.

This document while refleating the panels view is woven together with ,

only the lightest of threads. The individual _authors are in no way to

be held, responsible for the coherence the editors have riot been able

to make sufficiently explicit. ,

We wish to thank ewis,_Pike of_the National Institute Of Education and

Marjorie Martus of the For Foundation for the encouragement they have offered

us in this work.

It is the edit rs' easure to acknowl e the aspiatance

tartar of Ligia Domingo in the preparation of the manuscript.

Cambridge, Mass.
Stanford,_Calif..
January 1981

JudahL. Schwartz
Miehael S. Garet
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Since the turn of the centUiy,_educators have hoped that the practice
of classroom teaching might be reformed through the use ok standardized'
educational tests._ As the discipline of,psychological measurement took form in
the first few deco les of the twentieth century, practitioners ,b0lieyed that
achievement tests micit have a significant and beneficial effect on teaching.
Tests might help teacAers make more objective judgments about student progress.
They might offer diagnostic informationeon student learning problems,' And they
might assist teachers in devising and evaluating instructional strategies.

) There istt, growing doubt, however, ?about whether conventional
standacdized 'tests have provided much Support for the classroom teacher. Many'
doserVers of eNcainnal testing argue that the tests commonly in use fail to

ovpride information useful in the' practice of teaching. Indeed, some observers
argue that of the :primary purposes tests,are expbcted to serve -- instruction,
accountabilfty, selection, WIicengure -- tests Serve instruction least well.
For example, the report of a recent National InstitUte of Education "Conference
on Research on Testing" concluded: " InstrpationaI guidance is the educational

. activity which is.leaatfserved -- some published articles have said not at all.
served -- by existing tests." CUE 1979)

Serious questions about the instructional value of tests have been
raised by several recent studies of the role of educational testing in the
classroot. Cne study,`conduct by the Center for the Study of Evaluation at
UCLN, found that teaciers rare use standardized tests to guide instruction.
Instead, they rely or tests pri rily .to confirm judgments about students made
in other ways.(Yeh 1978) An
Pittsburgh, found tiat while
about individual studants, they

-'-these decisiong..(Resnick, Salmon-
by the American Federation of Teac
reported that. tests do not pray
materials and activitiesl(Kemble-

ther stu
achers m
ldom if.
x&

-conducted by the University of

e frequent instructional :decisions
ever use test results as a oasis for

roul 1980) And in a survey conducted-
, a pajority of =the teachers surveyed
sufficient information on Instructional .

this volume)
Given the questions raise , concerning the tructional value of

conventional testing,we have set out reconsider the role of assessment in .

the, classroom. In perticular, we have focused on .the following problem. Row
can .,assessment '-,,strategies be devised to prdvide inforhation 'helpful in the
teaching and learning process ?. What ,assessment strategies would support
instruction in the.classoom?

In addressing ,these issues, we have been led to a view of the role of
assessment in the teaching and learning process which :differs in significant
ways from the conventional view the instructional uses of testing. In the
literature on testing,'-it is possible to-identify two somewhat distinct ways Of

thinking about the relationship between assessment and instruction. One

approach grays out of the tradition,of standardized' psychological testing, and

the other 4rows. out of a more' recent concern with learning theory and
instructional,objectives. Some of the ideas we will propose 'can be clarified
contrasting them with these two conventional views.( *)



One view of the relationship 'between assessment and" instruction is
based on psycholcgical testing. Standardized pGychological testing, of f"course,

has a long history and' a, tradition of practice. Generally speaking,
standardized tests are supposed to detect differences between (individuals, with
respect to stable, underlying traits or characteristics -- such as.visual Memory
arapt-iudendoubtedlic mostwel1 knownstandardized-i-teSt7--,=t-lie=
"intelligence" or. DD test, which was originally developed to,predict hcw well a
child might do r schatd.

For our purposes, the most important standardized tests are the
general,' achievemept batteries, diagnostic testS, -and readiness tests..,
Standardized,achievement batteries are widely used' in the eleMentary grades; and
they are designed to compare student performance in broad educitional subject
areas such as reading, arithmetic, spelling, and language usage.- Diagnostic and .
readiness tests are supposed to, provide somewhat more specific information onsa
-student's strengths and weaknesses in an instructional area. A third grade
diagnostic rea g test, for example, might provide scores on auditory
vocabulary, audi ry discrimination, phonetic analysis, structural analysis,--and
comprehension.

Standardized tests are thought to be useful in instruction because of
a_belief in their.ability to predict future performance. For ,example, °reading
readiness.tests are often used at the end of kindergarten or the beginning of
first grade to predict which Children will have difficulty 'learning to read:"
And standardiied achievement tests are fused to group children for instruction,-
under the assumption that children ilith similar scores have similar
instructional needs.

The intencd ,fold of' standardized tests in instruction is samewhat
similar to the role of diagnostic tests in clinical medicine. Both educational
tests and medical tests are used because they are expected to be good
predictors. Medical tests are used, of course, because'they are helpful in

predicting the presence-or ahpence of disbase; Similarly, educational tests are
Supposed to predict the presence or absence of learning problems.(I)

The "mail-cal model" of tducational testing suffers frcxn one main"
d

defect. Unlike medical 'tests, current_ standardized tests -provide: little.
information useful in.what might be called "differential diagnosis." In spite
of the fact that some tests arelabelled Miagnostid," they generally prOvide
little specitic guidance about a-student's strengths and weaknessesi. While
standardized 'tests sometimes predict std-dent performance, they rarely help
exp3aill why students perform as they do.

. .

7
This defect in the "medical model" of educational testing may simply

indicate that researchers have not yet been able to identify arer:-Measure ,the
underlying traits that influence learning. Or/ the defect.. may be more serious.
Perhaps, as some members of our panel argue, the notion of measurement,'borrawed

: ;from the physical sciences, is inappropriate when applied to human talents and
abilities.1Schwartz, Taylor &Willie, this vcdume)

In the last twenty years, a_second, somewhat distinct view 'of the role
of assessment in instruc on hat emerged,. drawing in part on experimental
learning theory. In is view, tests should be designed, not to detect
individual differences o underlying traits, but rather to assess stUdent



progress toward explicit instructional ectives. This emphasis, on
instructional objectrves_, is shared, by a number of recent educational

includinginnovations, ncludng programmed instruction, criterion-referenced testing,

domain-referentedtesting, and 'mastery learning.

To develop an objective-based test in a particularsubject area, it
necessary to divide the subject area-intoappropriate-instruLtiunaI--uni
d'omains. One common way of doing this is .to postulate a sequence of instruction
leading from iower=aevel to higher level ski1181/Once,a sequence of objectives

is established,. AIN! Xole of 'assessment in instruction is straightforWard.

Students arey tested at the beginning of each./ instructional unit; to determine

the areas in which instruction is required, and at the end of each .`unit to

assess mastery.

bJ.though the movement to develop objective-based ,tests is still young,

several questionStan be raiSed,about the instructional, value of the objective-

based tests currently in use ?trst, the effort to divide subject areas into

sequences of objectives and sub- objectives often results in systems that are

extremely. l'arge. The Individualized Mathematics System for example, an
objectives-based arithmetit'cufridulum for grades 1=6, involves 393 objectives,'

organized into 11 content areas'and 9 leVels of difficulty. Be6auSe of ti'm size

of systems_ like these, they are often difficult' to integrate with other'

instructional materials and activities`
' e

/ Perhapl more- TriFOant, the division"of subject areas into

instructional domains. often .seems:arbitrary, especially for objective-based

tests that area not linked to pdrticular curricula. In general, little empirical

work with Children has been done to determine whether the instructional 'domains

that have been carved out have any instructional stgnificance.

Finally, instructional objectives systems often emphasize rate skills

it the, expense of conceptual understanding. The division of subject areas i o

small omits often .produces an arid not .atomistio or reductionist concept

of knowledge:
4

In sUmary, then,: there,are,bao popular views of the role of assessment,
in in*truction ,One approach'has involVed attempting to integrate standardized-

tests ,and instruction, through-a model somewhat similar to medical. diagndsis."
The other approach has involved attempting' to integrates: 96JectiVe-based tests
and inStruction,-by:organizing instruction in small, discrete unit's, so that

tests can be inserted along the way. , -4.4°

veTheliev that there 'andther we inking 'about the

relat,ionshiP between assessment and instrutipn, an °apprde .hat may be more

helpful ins developing useful sassesSkentmgals.- Pathei'than frigginning. the

° ditcussion'of assessment by aSking haw teas qiuldvbe deVeloped,*: we think it is'

more 9helpful to .ask- how teachers, in the r ordinary day-to-day tlassrooT
experiences;, figure out what their st6dentS.know. '

.,In theact'of teaching, after teachers continuously. ask questions

make judgfentt. ,,:beachers,tontinuouslY ask theMplve8 ;Whether this child

understands. a'particalai concept, filether that child 'should 'spend more time in

reading rather than social/st, 'eS, whether thls lesson is !gettin, across,",

whether that lessomisimoving.f.:4apidly or t00%owly. Teaching itself is a

continods,process.of inquiry --,in=other words, of assessment. , ' .



We believe it is 'helpful to view formal assessment Materials -- testt-
- as ways of expanding upon the inquiry proceis already inherent inteaching.
.Assessment materials, in this view are not something separate from-instruction,
something to be used before or after instruction, but are instead something
which is :a continuous pert of thvact of teaching itself.-

. FrOm this perspective, assessment materials -might be conceived as
materials much like regular classroom exercises, tasks, and; games == -but
designed to provide a bit more information. about haw a student is thinking and
what a s ent underttands. . Assessment materials should provide teachers a way
of looking refurly at a' stud'ent's regular classroom work, to see why the work
was done t way it. was.

Assessnent materials of this kind might help teacher's and students in
several ways. FTist, they might help a .teacher find pettern and order in the
strengths. and weaknesses appearing in a child's work. For example, a teacher
might notice that a perticular child has difficulty forming plural nouns, and an
assessment exercise focusing on plurals might call attention to same potential'

'Sources of the problem; Another child might perform erratically on arithmetic
'word problems,'-end an assessment game might help.determine whith sorts of word:,
problems are causing difficulty and why.

Assessment materials of this kind might also serveanother purpose.
They might help teachers, communicate with each other about individual children
and their work.. .For example, such assessment materials might provide well-,
focussed; 'concrete examples of a child's Work, so that teachers 'can discuss
problems and suggest solutions. In the same way, assessment materials might.
help teachers communicate with parents about specicc strengths and weaknesses:

Altogether, assessment strategies of the-type we are PeOposing Would
have three main characteristicS. 'Firat, they_woUld help identify', regularitie6
underlying the strengths and_errors in children's work. 6econd,2'they would
respect diversity among' chilqren, and they would draw on'thildien s life
experiences in their awn culture. Third, they.muld serve. ,as the 'basis for
dialogue,-- among teachers, students, and parents.

In the report that follows, we develop this alternative view of the
role of assessment in instruction in some detatl. The report"-containsYfive
parts. In. Part I, we dismiss the pcoblems teachers face in trying to use
currently available testing materials,_ In Part

as
we "developfSome_of the main

philosophical themes underlying ouriview,of ssesreht and instruction. In
Part III, we draw On:these themes.to outline some. of, the characteristics we
believene0 assessment materiaIs'shouldlgosSes4. and in Part IV we.deSdribe a°
project whose ,aim was to deverop assessment practices that embOdy some of the
ideas :dibtusiea in PartIV.. Finally, in Part V,..we offer. some recommendations
for the development' of new asSessment.materials,-we consider what it might cost ,

to move' in tne,directionS we describ4 and we:suggest some organitat#hal and
poltical strategies that might;-pranote the practites' we propose.;

16,



Lauren Resnick, LeSlie-Salmon'Cox, and Lee Sproul, THE SOCIAL FUNCTIONS
EDUCATIONAL TESTING, University of Pittsburg, 1980.

_

Ralphi:e% Tyler and Sheidon,K, White, TE$TING,,:TEACHING, AND_LEARNING:. Report of
.5a Conference,on Researchcon Testing, NatiOnaljnstitute of Education, Washington

-

Jennie Yeh,.TEST USE IN SCHOOLS, Washington, : U.S. Department -of Health,
Education,_ and Welfare and National Institute of Education, 1978. One najOr
studs' of the role of tests in the classroom has obtained results quite different
frat those obtained by Yeh and .the' others discussed -above. Michael D. Treck and
Fiank P. Stetz, of the Pssichological Corporation, conducted a large sample

,..survelLof teachers,:and a substantial majority of teachers reported usi tests

qse_ may be that the studies discussed above asked somewhat more
for-instructinal purposes: One,reison for the discrepancy
th studies

, in "the re is ofo

specific_ questions about the roie of tests in instruction than did Beck and
Stetz. See Michael' D. Beck and Frank P Stetz, "Teacher Opinion bf,Standardized
Test Use and UseluIness," Paper present to the American Educational Research

"$'Asboeiatioh, SA) Francisco, April,' 1979.

(1) For example, ned born-infants are often given a test that measures the
level of blood ,phenylalinine, because the level of blood phenylaIinine,"ds

s.._

'associated with PKU, an inherited_ metabolic disease. Infants whose blood levels
are above normal. are more likely to have PKU than children with 'low_ blood
levels. 1,

1

Like edtieationaI tests, medical tests are often far less than perfect
predictors. Not all children With high leirels f blood phenylalinine, for

13

example, actually have PKU. Babies.who are prematur sometimes show high levels
of blood bhenylalinine.

Fc,5 useful account of the predictive model -and the role of
diagnostic tests in medicine, see Robert'S. Galen and S. Raymond Gambino, BEYOND
NORMALITIY: THE PREDICTIVE VALUE AND EFFICIENCY OF MEDICAL DIAGNDSIS, New Fork:'
John Wiley and Son% 1975. ( /



bducationafl.achievement t,esting is a familiar featureiof eleMehtary
and secondary,school life. Achievement tests are widely administered, and their'
results are periodically reported to teachers, school departments, parents,
government agencies, ana.-Aen, from time to time, local newspapers. We begin
our diSCussion of educatiOnal testing with :a series of questions. What kinds of
tests are generally used in the Schools? What assumptions about teaching and
learning do these tests 'reflect? What role do, the tests play in classroom.
instruction? Andhow well do they.,;; serve the teaching and learning process?

Eva Baker, ProfeSOr of Eddettion and Director of the Center for the
Study of Evaluation at the University Of. California at Los Angeles, pi&vides an
historical overview of iducatiotal testing in-the United States. Baker begins
her paper_.by discussing the origins of standardized peychlogioal testing and
educational achievement tests. As Baker points out,' standardized achievement
testing. grew out of an effort to identify individual differences on underlying- - -
traits largely_ for purposes of educational prediction. B4ker. concludes her
discustiOn of standardized testing b raiOing some serious questions about their
instructional value.

In the latt twenty yetrs, a second approach: to educational testing has
emerged, partly. as _a result of criticisms of the intructional value ,of
conventional: standardized- testing. Baker outlines the development of this
second- tradition -- sometimes called objeCtive-based or criterion-referenced
testing..-- and discusses some of the difficulties involved in specifying
instructional objectives and using criterion-referenced tests in the classroom.
One response to these.difficulties has been a recent shift of attention from
instructional objectives, to learning domains. Baker raises'same questions about
this recent trend, and then discusses some dilemmas that must lie considered in
the development of new, more useful assessment materials.

In the ,folIowieg_chapter, we turn from an analysis of the asspmptions
underlying conventional educational tests to an examination of..the role these
tests play in the teaching and learning process.'Eugehia Kemble, spebiel
Assistant to the President of the American. Federatiotof Teachers' reports the
results of' several surveys of teachers opinion about'Iestirig and draws some
conclusions about the kinds of information teachers would like tests to provide.

7,000rding, to; a s4rvey_oonducted)Di the AFT4.teachers believe current
tests provide insufficient guidancefoi 'instruction .--"The survey indicates that

hers desire assessment -materials that provide more Informations about
individual siudenis,.and especially about student strengths and weakne6ses.

Kemble then outlines some characteristics assessment materials should
possess, if tests are to support teachers in the

-

practice: of teaching; In
particular, Kem* argues thatsthe traditional distinction bebdeen assessment
and instruction Should be reconsidered. AsseSsment. 'materials not on.1.-Ygenerate
information: about StudentA.1Tfiey also influence what iS1,taught and' what is
'learned. Thus, ii .i& essential thatedachtiontl testing material s. reflect the
depth and diversity of tho'aims of education:





Educational .testing .provides accountability; testing raises standards and
facilitates learning; educational testing proscribes teaching. These
paradoxical interpretations of testing occur partly because of the operating
understanding we have for the'enterpcise. Where do these understandings come
frail'? What is an achievement test? Mat could count as a test? Eo we know
whether .the tests we have are the tests we might have? Should tests be
resurfaced, remolded, or retained? HowAid we get what we ,hhve in educational
testing?

In_COmmon experience, tests have come to mean "trials , as in the trials by
fire suffer6d by mythic heroes.' Ists,are endured because of the rewards they
promise upon success. In the sense that mettle, is tested and ability found out,
tests are thought tohave revelatory power. They'investigate personal limits
and secrets; they display what people are inside. Itcit acceptance of this
reielatoey potential is, in part, what makes people anxious about tets.

Tests and trials are also terms common to the language of judicial
prcoedure. ,I.egal "tests" create additional nuance for our definition, because
courts are convened to discover the truth. In law truth is to be determined
fairly, and due prccess requires that particular rules of demonstration and
evidence be followed.

Tests are also employed in 'medicine, to verify or exclude alternative
causes Of particular symptoms. In the realm of science, tests- are used to
examine the tenability of hypotheses. And in engineering and applied sciencel,
tests may he used in,reaChing critical decisions, (for examplei to determine,
whether a machine falls within a band of acceptable performance) or they may
function more simply as observation points within a carefully' specified set of
conventional procedures./

. -

The word "test" has been woven into our most casual conversation, partly RP-
. doubt as a result of'our fascination with technology, and with research and

development; Test pilots, men who braved the dangers of new supersonic aircraft
two decades ago, have now been reified by inversion:f instead of people, we have
events; "pdlot tests" stand for the tryout of something under development, a
trial which occurs under conditions of at least minimum verisimilitude.



Revelation, ptychology, "law, medicine, science, and technology are high-
status sources, of the connotations associated with testing. Undoubtedly,% all-
these uses, and understandings Of "test" somehow contribute to, the range of
interpretation evident in educational testing and, as certain, all occur against
a background socioeconomic system based on competition. But as influential as
these connotations may be, the specific applications besting, in edimation
require further exploration.

~N
Our discussion narrows, then, to the uses of achievement tests in

education. The principal uses of tests since their inception have been for
giagement (to decide who belongs in a particular_class or instructional program)
for credentialinq, or grading (to determine who did hew well, or who did well
enough) 'and for prszon evaluation ( to find out what changes are needed in
eduCationarseguences).' While there are numerous other Uses of tests. let us
confine diFussion to,the three identiflea for achievemOnt testin4.

- _
'THE RISE OF ST ARDIZED TVSTING

The relative emphasis given to placement, credentialling and evaluation hap
Varied over the history. Ofeddeational.testing. In thet4rly days "'Of testing,

Il
placement or select n was paramount: one of the firSt standardized educational
tests developed in to United States, for example, was used to select men to be
officers in U.S. military service. Tdsts were developed _so that they would
detect individual differences among potential officers. The test development
paradigm was Parallel to that eiployed by Binet in his well known explorations
of human intelligence.

The prevalent statistical models of the time reinforced the differentiation
function Hof tests and provided comparative information about individual
performance. Of high interest was whether an individual placed in the top,

middle, or bottom of a distribution of scores. ,Fecause tenability, or the
consistency of a person's rank in a distribution was needed, great emphasis was.
placed on the stability of ranking; a person who was best, on one day should,
when readministered the test, be best again, or close to it. Concomitant with
this notion of test stability was the interpretation of human test performance

. as a measure of astable characteristic or general trait possessed by the
learner.

The importance of prediction cannot bt overstated in this .model.
Philosophically, the model suggests that schooling operates. to sort into groups
people of various stable and predictable characteristics thought to 'profit
differentially from alternative instructional regimens. One extension of this
view can be discerned in recent research by those who want to match a student's
instructional treatment with the student's cognitive 'style. This line of
research is called, alternativelY, trait-treatment interaction or aptitude-
treatment interaction, and the "trait" or "aptitude" is usually neasured by
achievement tests. (Immediately, one should pereceive a basic conflict in this
view of the function of testing: "achievement" is seen both as a' predictable,
stable trait and as something amendable to change, perhaps through schooling.)

Tests of achievement, developed originally in order to differentiate among
individuals (including ubiquitous college entrance examinations), gained
legitimacy from a number of sources. First, the tests promised to add an
important refinement to selection processes, a refinement in the name of the
democratic principle of fairness. It became,socially less acceptable, although



perhaps not less frequent,.to select those for the educational elite exclusively
from among the ranks,of the wealthy. Tests deemed a fair way to Jproaden the
information used in selecting students for higher education. Secondq it was
important to recognize tHat selection into programs such as university
educationv or officer's candidate school was regarded for a long-time as a
special or uncommon reward and,opportunity, not within the aspirations of most
of thepopulation. People voluntarily "sat.for" college entrance examination;
they were not required to do so. Thus, the tests were accepted as a legitimate--
tool to identify the deserving few. In general, those selected for college were
rewarded (a d were able to afford the option); those not accepted were not
stigmatized r regarded as failures. \

Concommitant'with these social interpretations of testing wasthe Continued -,

evelgPignt.. of :ProcoduFai-And# statistical designed to support the
-...sortingirld'.01Acement purpose of tests. 'before mild War II,, additional uses-of
achievement testing had not, gained much importance. Except in particular

i,profeSSional, or : techniCal fields. and ..in the -New York Stkte Regents
examinatiOns, 'csrdfir4tioh (te, releasing of students, .from, Mograms of
instruction,' or the passing of students from one program to another) was the e.

private responsibility of academic personnel in schools. The teachers' right to
assign grades was understood and generally unchallenged. Tests Used to e aluate

,

teaching and instruction appeared only sporadically with no concrete imp ct.

/ Sinue world War .11, the role of standardized testing in education has
expanded markedly. What forces account for this, expansion?_, First, one may
point to the democratization of: schooling and the delivery of universal
education. More and more students attend4d high school; Graduation becche
expected rather than exceptional. And through the effects -Of legislation
designed to reward those with. military .serevice, college education became an
economic possibility for a more diverse set, of students. The .student loan
programs and the rapid growth_and variation of the higher education system
changed normative values, and students in increasing numbers planned to go and

,e' actually went to col3ege.

While the expansion of schooling helped promote growth in the use of tests,
undoubtedly, the single most identifiable influence in the post-wak:field of
educational achievement testing was the federal government, in both its direct
and indirect effects. The federal establishment supported educational research
in the sixties on a scale unlike that experienced previously. PSychologists and
educators, in their thrilled (or, at least cheerful) exploration of
instructional and curricular variables almost exclusively depended upon the
growing array of commercially available achithement tests. Education schools,
began to shift from predominately teacher training "craft" centers to bastions
of educational research. If much of the education research produced in the
sixties was not heart ,stopping, nonetheless, the availability of federal
research support grew (such as that offered by the Cooperative Research Act of
1963).

. . ;

In parallel, the expansion of higher education, with the strict imposition
"publish-or-perish" ,criteria, fostered dependence upon the' production of

science-like educational research. Waiting to play their part were standardized
achievement tests. The direct and, final push establishing -the 'legitimacy of
achievement tests came from the great investment in federally inspired social
and educational programs in the 1960's. In Title. One, a program to improve the
learning of disadvantaged stUdents, in Head start, a similar program fram a
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different bureaUcracy, the government required evaluations of student learning
as a measure .of prcgram effect. Spawning a sub-speciality of still grawing'
'proportions, and aped as they were by both State programs and state evaluation
requirements, federally mandated progr4m evalua4ons fixed' achievement tests as
the criterion Of Choice for educational evaluation: If the most competent
eduCational researcheks, by and large, accepted such tests as adequate criteria
to judge" theii theories with: .hardly a blink, one could similarly assume the
suitability of, these .tests to-determine program quality. Cbleman used such
tests to assess the policy implications of segregation, and Jencks continued
that tradition.

Vg"

Although were early and vocal dissenter's, the testing industry grew,
encouraged by f ra6le governmentarregulation, and supported, by and large by
"experts" in univ et-ities. Percentile rankd, stanine scores, and reports of".
individual and F,20 e. perfprMancame commonplace;-,newspapers reported
reading achievemen ores, andpahobl boards came and went on.%;'the strength af,

such scores. Fba "t st"-perfortnance became a scandal, and teat Scores, served'
as a marker for"e quality". Repeatedly, conventiontl wisdom about
the effects of one er another clearly different programs was . swamped by test
results the shaded no difference in achievement amongdiftering concentrations
of resources. It is only lately that.the validity of test ..scores as measures of
educational effect have been challenged.

go, advances in educational psychclogy, sunny optimism' in the federal
support of .school interventions and research, the rise of higher education
supported again by the geverhment, and the blessing of achievement tests as
satisfactory devices to measure educational growth conspired to create the
climate of assessment we are faced with today. Particularly:

1. Tests of achievement evolved because of needs to choose the
best students for spbcial opportunities like college.

2. Tests were designed to measure stable student characteristics

3. The broadening of student populations and the Value placed
upon higher education contributed to the acceptance of standardized
achievement testing.

4. Ihe collective desire of educational research-to-approximate
science, combined with the expansion of higher education and salient
tenure decisions, inexorably increased experts dependence upon
achievement .tests for research stUdies.

5.- Achievement tdts were also used to certify ptudents and to
assess program efforts, although these uses came somewhat later.

6. Ftderal and state educational pragrams,krequiring evaluatian
of innovations fed the grawing testing industry.

7. Teat scores, legitimated by these, and other well publicized
and influential events such as the Coleman studies, created a climate
where testing is seen as, an essential' corponent in educational
programs and the single best indicator of educctional quality.
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StrANDARDIZED TESTS AND INSTRUCTION

The tests used as "achievement" measures in the schools have mainly been
ercially available, standardized tests, usually dealing. with a subject'

ma ei or skill area., such as mathematics or reading comprehension. The fact
that most achievement tests are both commercial and stgacbsai0, has had a
large influence on the role of.testing in instruction.

. The commercial character of.such test8 has led them to be considered partly
in terms of their' marketability. Tests which are marketable are those with the
broadest appeal, that is, those /least tied to local or_ idiosyncratic needa.
Thoughtful scholars in this field have poi ted out that the requirement to be
"general" and appropriate for broad use conflicts with the test's function to
detect particular effects pssocit& withvidentified programs (in program
evaluation contexts.) Sampling .a brCad field; such as readingu with a test not
sensitive to particular pedagogical methOds can (and,doe8) produce results that
inaccurately portray achievement of students.

An even more insidious problem has been identified_ by Porter and his
colleagues in Michigan in their analysis of mathematics .and reading standardized
tests. The technical manuals accompanying such tests describe the general
topics to be tested, but review of the actual number of items used to .assess
different skills varies greatly and could!Selectively penalize classrooms . of
students whose instruction has not matched the same set of content emphases.
Remedying the problem, that is,Ytrying to °select a test which better fits
particular instruction is a course of action,hampered by concerns for test
security, a topic to be treated more extensively later .

The term "standardized" brings with it additional difficulties in, test
application. "Standardized" refers to at least two different, but interacting
features of _testing. One interpretation of "standardized" relates to the
conditions' of administration of the testa Wherever the test is given, a
particular set of uniform directions is used; a specified amount of time is
allodated; certain pencils may be required;.common answer sheets can be
provided; student questions about the test may (or may not) be answered;
instructions to guess may or-.may not be given. The Standardization, or
exchangeability, of conditions 'of administration undoubtedly contributes to the
test's special and ceremonial qualities. Such tests could not be given
comfortably within 'the regular classroom daily life. Special rules are used and,
these rules contribute to.the distinctiveness of the testing occasion compared
with other classroom events. Atypical Conditions likely affect anxiety most
obviously for students, but with growing concern by teachers. The
standardization of conditions, thus, underscores the foreigness of the test and
sets it apart frOM "normal" instructional activities.

A second interpretation of the term "standardized" relates to the.
standardized way in_ which test results are to be interpreted. In common
practice, the standards used to interpret test performance involve transforming
raw scores (the number of right answers on a test) into formats that allow
cross - student or cross - school comparisons. 'Test scores are most often scaled to
prodUce a normal distribution, or what is sometimes called the bell-shaped
Curve. The reports 'of students' or schools' achievement levels are then
converted to relative scores: A student might be in trT'4, first quartile (the
bottom 25% of a distribution) or the 85th percentile, (with 85 percept of a
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comparably tested group scoring 1
score somewhere in the middle of
student's rank in a distribution

understanding. L

e6s:well), or. the -Eturth stanine, (placing the
aet of Scoree.)t InfOrZation is focused on a-

iather than the.Student's_-'level of skill

This transformation of scores infoA, ; standardized framework for
-

interpretation ,raises two ;elated issdet.
.

First,:how. appropriate are the groups
v- .

used to "norm" the tests? Norming groups may be-inappropriate becaute of the

socioeconomic characterittics'of the students chosen, or becapte of .the time
elapsed since the norming process took plade. For instanceoshould test scores
from Minnesota in 1974 be compared with those in inner 'City Los Angeles in 1980?

Second, hod does the effort-to- insure a normal distribution of test: scores
influence the relationship between- testing and thecurriculum? In order for
this "normal" feat to occur, each students ..should have,,abodt '50-0 chance of
setting each item right. But clearly, thoSeitems on whichsinstruction has
focused would hare success.levels much higher than 50 %. 'Faradcixically, such
items would be excluded frograchierment testefo being: too 'easy:. And the
paradox extends. Because tests are believed to-Ineasure7,:stable.: traits, designing

instruction to improve test stores (even if such' could ,be.'Aone) is regarded'ab

unethical if not Perverted.

Thus, commercially available, standardized, norm-referenced tests create,
the potential for a logically strange set of 'condititns .i. if not simalianeouslY#

at least in sequence: .9 y

Tests that are commercial have to'be general. rattier than specifyl.c, and
yet-they are expected to serve potentially'idiosyncratic local program
requirement;

The administration of tests that are standardized requires some degree
of foreign and. special procedures, procedures which withdraw such
tests from the daY to day regul ity of classroom instruction.

Tests that are standardized.dsin some form'''Of the normal,distribution
provide relative information' who's better thariwhcml and they are
most efficient when, a sddent's dance of success on each item is
about 59-50.

The general.: ...:relationship to instructional 'programs of" commercial,
standardized tests is therefore weakened byti 1) general rather than specific
content relationships; 2) the loss of informaticn by providing relative data;
and .3)* -the. need to- -- discard potentially instructionally relevant:; itemep

, approXimate' the normal curve. Orecall, then, the factS of development
administration andscoring Of norm-referenced tests tend to weaken theirutility
for instructional planning-, and therefore, result irk reduced appropriateness of'
such . measures as indicators of the effects of instructional programs. The
process,is unfailingly inteiactive. Notwithstanding, achievement tests continue
-to have wide influence in public education:
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THE' EMERGENCE OF OBJECTIVES -BASER TESTS:

The linkage among. achievement, tests, /academic psychology, and educational
statistics, represents by no -means the.only approach that has beentaken to the
assessment of adnievement. A contrasting perspective argues that tests should
net be ,revered principally as instruments for measuring_ the "true capacity ", of

but should "instead be-seen as instrumental in the teaching and
learning process "itself.From this ekSpective constructs binding tests to
curricular -'or instructiorial-requirements haVe _greater ..utility in achievement
testing than do 'constructs of human capacity and individual differeheeS.
view, dates from early in the 19th century, when Rice tested 'spelling
perforMance,and it extends to the domailf-referenced testing advocates; of today.

Attenti to e control of instructional events_ his, led, to a renew
pltereSt in.demonstrating the effectiVeness of fhstructicni,

eexampieof this effort can be seen in the _programted instruction; movement of
'the late 1950s-and-early 1960s. programMed instruction wad based '',on the idea
'that" learning could proceed incrementaIly,and, to some extent, diagnostically.
4"Frograms", that is "reprodUcible sequences of instruction" werNesigPed in
order to control performance at every step of the way. Learner's responses were
-darefullyilonitored. Interrogations of."why" students may ha e responded one way
or another way were the subject of research studies. and rec endations..

: Tire = principles upon which theseftprograms were based share some ofgthe,ideas

pramoted and debated by current test designers. For example, an early schism on
response mode erdPEed between two major divisions Of the field. The, debate was
whether it Was best toask respondents to construct or to select answers. One
side favored ,gradually increasing the item difficulty of a learner-produced
resp3nse; order of instruction was fixed, but students' time-to-completion, or
rater _could vary with individual differences. The other side focused on
multiplp.cpoice responses that built in attractive error options and appropriate
remedial .n.struction contingent upon selection of different wrong answers.
Thus, different students might experience very different presentations and
orders determined-by their error patterns.

Segmentsde instructional' programs galled "frames, were designed to
correspond to items on achievement tests. In a frame, the learner received a
'stimulus that presented..the'minimum number of features thought necessary to
elicit a correct_ response. By,careful trials,' these frames grew gradually more
difficult, so that at the end of the program the student was successful at
comparatively difficult tasks'.

.

The ex-Perimental psychologists who werei, the designers of programmed
instruction, were interested in making these sequences both effective and
efficient. They contrasted prompted frames, where the learner received "help",
with _unprompted . or criterion frames, where the learner performed the task
unaided. PraEPts, might, be formal, e.g. line length or thematic and
substantive, cipitalizing on preexisting information possessed by the learner.
jlith support from research,'many psychologists believed ,that prompts should be
"faded" or withdrawn, so that-students became competent as quickly as possible.
The term "lean program" was coined; suggesting that anything not demonstrably
instrumental to performance should not' be included in the sequence. 'Chile this
emphasis' on efficiency had a."Gee-whiz, look nb hands!", appearance,'the effect
was to try to express, as concretely as possible, the particular set of
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performance tasks to indiCate that "mastery" had teen acquired.

On the issue of hag one determined standardS of either minimal or e.egiert
performance, most program_designers chose pleasantlyredundant numbers: 90-90,

meaning ninety perecent of the Students were td obtain ninety percent of the
items correct, 80-80, and so onl -Military training directors set high standards °

(that is, 9-0-90), This formal ProcIamatiOn of standards (the program would need
to be revised until `the criterion leVel was set) sometimes resulted in the
selection of easier tasks and the development of simpler items, so that,90-90,'..

or whatever, was more practical to achieve.

Many wel cted, present day scholars in coignitive science expended a, .

good deal of their early scholarship detecting conditions under .which programs
were more uCcessftil and efficient: The.effects Of the spate arliiexperimenta
:work 13-x these scholars and others was to legitimate a new form AT achievement
test, -called i _.programmed instruction parlance, a criterion test,' whose

)5

.

practical -mani was that the frames were unprompted; When Glaser first
introduced the erm 'glitgliMnIgftr=gd tests, his use 'of the term "criterion"
was :interpreted into two different ways: 1) "criterion" performance was the
final or "terminal" set Of tasks; 2) "criterion" referred' not to the set of

tasks or skills to be Performed, but instead to the level of performance to be

exhibited. Glaser's article stimulated a great deal of work4 attempting to

extend his definitions. Yet the confusion between criterion set andcriterion
level remains, and it is reflected in many of the criterion- referenced tests,

developed.

What must be seen as most,significant about the emergence of this testing
framedork as an alternative to standardized, norm-referenced achievement tests

is the context from which such ideas emanated. Criterion testing; haaever
flawed and imprecise at the outset, grew as a natural extension of instruction.

These were tests to assess instruction, tests of specific and generally
replicable teaching. The early definitions of programmed instruction emphasized
its "reproducible" quality, and the term first stood for things that could be

"dittoed" and later, Xeroxed, like paper and pencil, programmed booklet8. The
definition later expanded to include "a _set of events ... essentially
reproducible." Although the application of "erite on-test" to classroom
instructional settings progressed rather sIadly, and ten with awkward control

mechanisms (such as "scripts" forAkcher-stud , in time, the
idea that the teacher was principellyresponsibl ctional consequences

was here-and-there acknowledged.

The 'translation Process_'_from "programmed" to teachetled instruction
stimulated a natter of pertinent_ developments_ in thbifield iok ;:criterion-
referenced 4testing._ For one, the ,tendency 'to specify criterion _task8

exhaustively; in the form of highly specifie_behavioral Objectives' caught held

in public education. fot a brief time, and was even made statutory in some..

places. Same delight was-found by those who enjoyed concrete experiences. For
example, hundreds of reading-objectives were identified for a single semester's
instructioni' and Michigan:State University initiated''a'teadher training program'
with literally hundreds of objectives and tests specified.

A rev±tw of many health education programs demonstrates that behavioral
specification still has a home. But two factors have diminished the zeal for
behavioral objectives in all but the most fortified behaviorist encampments.: 1)
the inforrriation load large systems of objectives place upon teacher8; and 2) the
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nagging concern that objectives such as "The learner will be able to print a _'-

have a relatively small set, of items appropriate for measuremertt.

? concern -for 'legitimating- "Criterion2-referenced" 'measures stimulated
individuals to 'attempt to apply some of 'the statistical approaches used in
standardized testing, po analyze test items., Such experiments, in translati
peraMetric statistical procedures for use with critkrion-referenced + tests point
up ,some rather diStinctive differences_between the two test tyPes. ,First of
all, criterion-referenced tests are developed to 'be sensitive to instruction;
Thus, following teaching, students' performance tends to clump near the high end
ofthe-scalev and before instruction, students' performance typically is arrayed
at ,the bottom. The comparative lack of vgriation, in, scores first

_.; __. _,

-_ ,,,
- . .- - - - -

te 'af0r instruction'. 1141-iLluggested that radically alternative statistical
procedu es are neCeSsary. '''. .

Simultaneously, he criterion-referenced,-!testadvocatesl.la
. -; .

instruc ion rather than psychometric side, continued to develop meas res. The
problem est designers had in common was hodTo describe the incriterion" tasks
the test were supposed to meadure. The use of ordinary7language such as "to
understa d" or to "know" in describing tasks was ridiculed by many; Bloom's'
article on mastery learning both highlighted programmed' instructionhs
expectations (i;e;, instructor responsibilitytfor learning) and accelerated this
view of testing for teacher led, non-prograuwed contexts. Bloom had demonstrated
that common cognitive processes could in fact be illustrated in many ways.
Knowledge could be assessed by myriad test item _formatS1 similarly so could
"higher" processes on this posited taxonomy, including analysis and synthesis.,

The behavioral psychology fervor of the instructional development groups
did not countenance such "vagueness. Gagne; working principally, to determine
the; structural relationships among learning components, suggested' a framework
that was more acceptable to those wishing a more concrete approach to task
specification. He analyzed a met of five types of learning, and later proposed
that any well stated goal -, should include.a statement about the learners'
cognitive process as well as a commOn,format in which the performance was_to be
exhibited. The complementary work of Bloom and Gagne has encouraged the
aggregation of cognitive tasks under common "levels" of learning, as one way of
dealing with the glut of tasks, objectives and test items; tCorresponding work
in the specification of concept learning had4also continued;

° As methods of aggregation for objectives were developed using complexity of
cognitive process as a heuristic guide, so other methods were explored to
synthesize disparate objectives. In the early fifties'Ralph Tyler identified
"objectives" as consisting of two parts: behavior and content. The focus'on,
specific behavior was first atomized by the compulsive specifiers and later
underttood and consolidated by the followers of Gagne and Bloom; Rut the
content specification had yet, to be systematically addressed within a
measurement context; Although' the specification of content-behavior matrices
had been used by developers of standardized.; commercial tests, in practice these
specifications principally guided the-Anitial versions of the test, and were
less influential following empirical trial. For instance, if an item was found
to be "too easy", the item might be revised_ to_ include more attractive "wrong"
answers or to obscure the distinctiveness of the right answer. The bases for
these decisions derived from the data rather than from any prescriptive notions
about 'earning; Such revisions have often proved difficult to descrifbe; In
practiCe, the updating of test specifications has often seemed inconsequential
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once empirical data were collected. Test specitidat2ons, then, have'of ten been
used, as a rough. planning aid for, item writers rather than as 'rigorous
guidelines: Inceed, item specificationS have sometimes been written after !the
items themselves have already been prepared. ,

z.

Fran the psychological lbarning perspective, the detailed specification of
learning tasks collided with one of research's most cherished, potion's; i.e. the

ideaof generalization. In learning termsp'the notion of "transfer" deScribes
the "spillover" effebtsof instructional treatments, effects usually thought to

II?

be &Sin:bre. These side effects, for instance ave Often been included as
..

dgFendent Measures for `research stodiesmhere pe °Mance on practiced and non-
practiced tasks Was contrast . TO take'acco t of the idea of transfer in

12:1
deliberate _instructional pl ing, one should describe the categories of
learning outcomes desired, d teach to these broader categories.

Foreshadowed by the work of Osbourne, Wells lively set out to find a way to
explicate content categories. Hively used set theory as a point of departure.
He provided a model by which instruction could be matched to an identified set, .

or "universe", of content to be sampled by test items.

These "domain _referenced achievement tests" solved a number of problems
simultaneously. Fiist, the formulation led the way to the specification ,of a
limited and manageable number of tasks, in contrast to the proliferation of
specific'behavioral objectives. In this model, transfer tasks were incorporated -

as set members, to be intentionally ad8ressed by both _instruction and
measurement, rather than left outside to enter as good luck might provide. These
procedures also xplicitly integrated content domains and behavforal

o

requirements.
A

Hively's suggestion was -very :Simple,- He proposed that an "item lorm" or
"shell" be created that encapsulated' the behavioral requirements of tasks,
explaining the kinds of stimuli to be presented, the conditiOns of exposure, and
the manner of response desired. In addition, he demonStrated the stecification
of castes of content, to which instruction pertained, coAtent which could be
considered fair game for assessment and to Wtich the learner's- skillS and
understanding presumably generalized. 'lively arNed that the specification of
domains should involved not only a description of content, but ilso'a-.

'description of the contrasts or discriminations required to demonstrate that the,
learner understands the critical features of the tasks. These content limits'

should identify rules or guidelines for selection of content, e.g., "all pairs'
of two digit numbers," by enurrieration, "all poems by Keats and Hopkins;" or
ggiughtiztazesagiaae, "all words found on page one of the Iii2s Alma*

ziatsw.

The exercise of trying to formulate rules for the identification of content
limits or boundaries has been somewhat frustrating. It has become Clear, for
instance, that analysis of structural relationships within certain disciplines
has not been sufficient to permit the abstraction of sensible rules to define
content universes. It has also proved to be comparatively 'easy t16' apply this

process superficially so that content domans "look" as if they have been
created.

The attempt to prodUce sets representative items has confirmed the
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difficulties involved in carrying. out program. The'HivelY'approaoh has
gone through a. numbe;of ,Permutations, and simplified versions 'foe tea8her
consumption 'have beem.deVeloped, as well ad'Iniiire complex formulations tO guide
Professional test dedigneti. Recent work. has focussed on a variety of-issues,
including westions 4abou t -hcw-_big a domain 'sho.ld be, hoo many iteins,shauld be
sampled, What are the Most impottant .characteri'sticS. of siteins,' and whether items
f ran a common domain shetild be equally difficult

I
\

Seve-tal Models of the telatiOnship between: test; deinaint..:arid iristuction have
emerged.: The motel, for instance; first adked;teactiete.: to generate
,exemplary instructional plahs. By 'ahaIy2ing lesson'.'ffeatUres,, Hivelv and- his
staff on the Nitnneirtast project abstracted the be-havioraf and 'content, featUres

:.,assesment: Mutual. adjustment- between:, rneasUrement- and instructional people .

oecurred,., but the ',source of the-i domain '.,was -:;predominately teachers, and
°indtructior1;2 Ana1090:Is Proce-Se used by the Leantinq 't-lagteY System

. developets: They painstakingly analysed text mater'als -;,and /then developed
specifications and tests, which sampled the content, are incuded in ;these text's.

. , .

$

A second model haS focuthed on the spec4ficiaktiiin of tile domain ,prior ti".) the
development of instructional materials: Ina curriculuzn develogne.iit; project
primaWrea,ding, for example, project staff ,deVeloped domain specificationsand ,

then proceeded to develOp in.structi6n that reprenfativqly addtessed`the dornain
identified. similar model, used, in th4 Iltroit 'Public 'Schools,. Specified the
domainS",end then aoquired card eveloped a wide range of instruCtional
that might be used to address the domains. (These approaOlies'are represented in-
f 1, belcm.)

*-

s;

MODEI:S/ FOR. pETATING TEST INSTRUCTIaN
. .

Closed Systems open systenis
(curriclar packages)- (ecletie instruction

.
Doinained
I'nsttcuction

at

Instruction-led
DOrtiath;

THE CU NT DIEMMA

Domain specification, of ,c6urse; is vulnerable 'to a number d.Oharges. The_ ....-, -...rrst, and most. IS the source of,.content.an . behavior spegfications.
Onically; these questions -are of most concern whe the domain designers are

)very ectilicit. about their selection :rules. It is ar ?ga6iet' to accept _a
,state it such 'as ,"Tdords usied kn-fotittfi glade 'reading texts". as a content

Q....description thafi abstractions such as "words of Latin cletivaiOn; nest more than
three syllables in length." TheOvpparent legitimacy of 'Using. text, books'- to

tidefine domains' is, of course, partly_ atttibutal;18 tip oar- respect_ -toe tear
aOlfacts:', The fact that fourth grade texts got Nplished "rnst"-imply that the.:,:.
words within them were'reViewed carefully and found to be batigfactcey. It is !."



much easier to question why-Latin as opposed_ to Creck.dcriVations , should- be
included in a domainrLand why three syllables should .,be Gelected.as, the cut =off:
point. Clearly,. however, attributing _lesitirilacy to the,-Conient in texts

involves a degree Of wishfUV'thi,iking, and the source of-;',Ehe coritent°.limitsih

domaih'statements is in need of review.

Piopharn,has sought to.'defen6arbitrary specification of omains (why three

giarttplek'iiri paragraph and not four?) :by r c011ectixe human

gudrent:T !He urges'pedp.1:e Simp7ly judge'. and decide. He is quite Tossibly
-pbrrectsabcrut the cottiton°'State" of the art, or even what may,, be possible in the

near ,t,ut an analysis .fro_r, .legitiirrAte:sourCes. of test- domainS. seems
waracted, partigiilaily the'''Povitr°41of tests to guide.and perhaps direCt
curricular and instractiona_Liefforts seems to be increasing.

ca,Nell-.develope'd; 'Set') of 'iSpeCific.,ation's would- derive fan mature
linoWledge in diversk For exam 14e, in selecting distrOctors for

perceptual tasks, research oh di;.4.dellence/f cbro-r, -size, Lvsition,-, would clearly

.,...i.nfluende..41-ecritical.4di.scriminatrons to be aseessed, as well as the range of

, -examples.. over 'iihich° Pe4f9rmace should generalize. .Thus, the knowledge

...develOPed frary cognitive piiirthalogy, would be one_'important source of

° nformation. imYlarl , analyses ought to assureThat the topics and
,illuStrations identified in ihe:,donain are those upon which there is reasonable
,,consenSus. '10niat_Arg: the five characteri.sticS of de i.ning world -powers? and

who says 'so?) Third, , domain specifications should attend to ;pedagogical

knOwledge.. Content features are delimited.by practical nstraints in teaching

.,As welt as by Rur record in successful developing certain classes of skills.

.
:-Exhaust.iIe,anallised that, produce domains no one can teach have only marginal
'interest.

.-

&lielopme.ntal -.psychology can provide cues about the capacities

of...Children to assimilate various sorts of skills, as a function of maturation.

One' shOtild be quick to' recognize, cwever, that such perceptions ay vary with

the theory
be quick: .rmay

al patterns are hypothesized.
- , ,

. Another overlooked area is the language of the test items, and its
semantic and syntactic= p 'omplexi.ty: The issue of language needs to'be addressed
much more _specifically ;..t.hdn by simply reporting readability levels (however

Useful 4_":theie fprmulas may be for longek discourm than typIcal, test stimuli)
L5artictil'arly,,,asticOncern fjor equity and culttiral diversity in testing garners

ttiQre .,4EtentiOn, thcse 'elinguistic features are likely to be increasingly
and analysis of linguistic issues Shbuld be incorporated

SYStem'aticaffi,:iti,;deVeloping domains:

AL- silipE s about the ways children confront test materials should'also be, ,
.examined. Analysed of test "frames" from cognitive and linguistic perspectives
might provide additional ways to design test and instructional items that

:.r ct diVergity among students.:

rests are not going to go away soonr even those that- we might personally

'regard as irredeemable. We should therefore look for tests to become more
tispful.and more fair. Their uses. in instructional planning may ultiniately call
for the true merging of instruction and testing. Tests no doubt should become

increasingly available or public, because of the constitutional guarantees
inherent in-society's 'requirements to sort and choose people, for 'schools, for

certification; for retirement or dismissal,' and for additional.--educational
,
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experience. Tests need to be maae more cheaply and in more variety: Solutions
are needed to a host of technical problems, such as how standards are set, how
long tests ,should be, and how much error we can tolerate in our decisions.
Finally, we-need to find better ways to assess several critically importarit,

competencies .currently given too little attention -- such as speaking, writing,
and thinking.
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EUGENIA ICEMBLE
Special AssiStant to The ?resident
American Federaticiiof Teachers ."

Attendance at highly publicized conferences on educational testing,. ,or ".

perusal of the literature of many national education organizations, would lead
the average obserVer to conclude that teachers, and the ed6cation' community in

general, are highly suspicious of the modern testing incbstry and even hostile
to the administration of standardized tests. It is unfortunate that this public
relations-style warfare has eclipsed any examinati6n of_ the real needs, and

concerns of thotewho use tests. 'Wen more distreasing this.; - debate's effect

in creating an ,*.mosphere which questions the value of comparative standards,

and which undermines whatever resources andinclination we might have to improve
upon the assessment methods we now have.

While many groups and organizations are expending vast amounts of; energy

attacking- the testing industry: most teachers in classrooms. have information

needs related to test results that are now , for the most _part, going unmet.

Their batic comnitment .to testing does not mean they are uncritical But they

are not demanding that all student eValuations be subjectively administeredby
teachers who have*developed the tests themselves.- They are not calling for a

moratorium on the use of all standardized tests. And they 'are not hostile to

the use of minimum competency.tests.

Fran what we in the American Federation of .Teachers, -AFL-,CIO have been able,
to find out through our. orkn survey work and by examining the work others,

e teachers feel a need to know,mpre almut their students. They, want tounderstand

students'_ individual educational .needs better, -and they want, to be` able to

compare their progresS with other students, want to Use this inforitation

to improve upon. what . they do. in the classroth. And, they believe that
standardized tests are Useful in prbviding than with some of 'this information.

They want more not less, information from tests, and they would like more in
ithe way. -of - n.service training to help them in interpreting and using tests-

results. In short, teachers are looking for more action-oriented information
about their students because they want to be more effective teachers:

In discussing had to get from_where we are to where' we should te, it "flakes

sense to begin with a discussion of how teachers themselves view, the ..current

situation. LVe can then begin to',analyze the gap be,tweeri what. _is wanted and the

adequacy of what is available. Finally, it should be possible to Speculate on

what needs-to be done to improve things.

HCW TEACHERS- THINK 'Awn .AMD USE STANDARDIZED TESTS
.

Thia discussion will rely. on two studies of teacher ,viewsof the uses of

standardiZed teata. The first is an as yet unpublished purvey, done for the-.





American Federation of Teachers by the Center for Study of Evaluationat the
University of California in Los Angeles, The _second is a study'entitled "Test
Use in. Schcols" by Jennie P. Yeh, also of the Center for the Study- of
Evaluation. The results of both are supportive of one another even though
sampling and methodology were quite different.

---The AFT Needs Assessment Survey was sent to a stratified, random sample of
800 AFT members. The return rate was 19%, or a total of 153 questionnaires.
The return was divided roughly evenly between elementary and secondary school
teachers. M6st were from urban and suburban communities. While the return rate
is low, the fact that the conclusions of the AFT survey are reinforced by the
results of the work by Beck and Stetz would seem to indicate tha the AFT Work'
hasalidity4

It must; be made clear that.the AFT survey measured teachers percePtions of
their own'capatilities and needs. JATelp respondents claim to know which typeslaf

7- 1decisions are best fed by information from aptitude .tests and which from
achievement testsf there is no way of knowing exactly what their assumptions and
knowledge really is. It is perceptions, not abSoluteS that we are looking at...

' It is also safe to assume that those who answered the survey questionnaire were
probably those who felt most self=assured about their own abilities and
opinions.

The most interesting oaspect of the AFT survey's conclusions for purposes of
this disCussion has to do with teachers use of test results. Student placement
or grouping and diagnosis of individual student needs were the uses tanked
highest among respondents. Secondary school teachers tended to rely less on
this information for these decisions than did primary school teachers. Those
teachers with'no formal training in tests and measurement gave more weight to
test results in making these decisions than those with greater expertise.

Ironically, despite the usage of these tests for these purpases4 teachers
also complain that standardized tests do not provide enough information in areas
that would seem to be directly related. For example, 64% of the respondents '

Said that "results do not provide prescriptive information, e.g.,-guidance as to
what materials, instructional_activities are needed." ever, half (54%) found
that "results do not provide an adequate profile of student,strengths and
weaknesses." These two were among the top problem related to test usefulness'
for teachers.

These results woad seem to indicate that teachers recognize the
shortcoming of standardized tests when it comes to making decisions they simply
must make. Lacking other information,. they use these tests. amyway. This
dilemma is further indicated by the fact that 64% criticize standardized tests
for being inadequate when it comes to instructional planning. And yet, 31%
percent of the respondents reported high expertise in doing precisely this with
test results, a larger percentage than for any other test-related activity.

_iThe AFT survey also asked teachers, what a perfect test would provide.
Their answers are strongly supportive of what the other survey results relate.
TEACHERS NEED MORE INDORMNTION THAT WILL HELP THEM KNOW INDIVIWAL PUPILS
BENTLR.

Cne caution must be introduced fat this point; The fact that teachers
recognize the shortcomings of standardized tests for purposes of 'instructional.

27
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Planning, and yet at the same time use these tests for precisely that purpose,
need not cause us to conclude that standardized test use should stop. It may be
that we should develop new tests to satisfy teacher needs more precisely. Butt
such advocacy says nothing negatiVe about the relevancy of standardized 'tests
for OTHER purposes relating to group and student comparisons. (It would be a
mistake to translate 'a teacher demand for more test information, specifically
geared to decisions about individUal students into a call for thkowing Out
standardized testS. The classroom uses of assessment and the broad policy uses
of assessment are different and should not be confused. The fact that teachers
need more test information for classroom use does not make the informatOn
necessary for policy uses -- information more likely to he gieaned, from
standardized tests -- i-Tkpievant or invalid.)

The study Eby Jennie Yeh covered a sample of teacher8 in nineteen Ctlifornia
elementary schools. 260 teachers returned useable questionnaires, a return rate
of about 60%. One of the main findings of the study is that, wtile teachers
often use standardized test 'results for placement and grouping of students at
the beginninej of the school year, they:,:,,, seldom use test scores to. guide
instruction throaghout the year: Insteadtthey rely on other sources of
information. (See Table 6, below.) According to Yeh,

Teachers reported' that of several possible sources of information,
theyimost _frequently_ used information from interactions with or
observations of students, informal assessment techniques (e.g.l'oral
quizzes, reading aloud) or results from teacher-developed tests to
assess their students throughout the year. The least frequently used,
sources of information were the results from 'standardized and
instructional program or curriculum embedded tests, while moderate use.
was made, of information about students' place in a took and work
assignments.(1)

About 53% Ot the teachers who responded to the questionnaire reported that
they developed their own in-class tests. According to Yeh, 'teachers who
developed their owp tests reported that the most important reason for doing so
was that their own tests more accurately assess the effects of. their
instruction. In other words, their own tests were seen as content valid."(1)
Teachers also reported that the format and wording of their own tests seemed'
more suitable for.students. /See Table 7.)

There areSsome rather simple conclusions that derive from the data presented
here. First all, it is clear that ,teachers want and need, assessment.
information. It seems,' hadever, that most of what they are getting from
standardized tests is not as useful to their decision-making need-8 as it could
be.' They realize this, but they often use the information anyway, / an outcome
that could be counterproductive. This would seem to indicate that more needs to :

be done to help teachers differentiate between test types and their valid uses.
It also means, and this is themost important conclusion, that.NORE TESTS NEED
TO BE DEVELOPED "TO SPECIFICALLY HELP TEACHERS WITH INSTRUCTIONAL'DECISIONS.

MEETING TEACHER' NEEDS =- NO STIMI3LE SOLUTIONS

This discussion thus far might tend to, lead some to think that one logical
conclusion to our problem is to use more criterion-referenced tests and fewer
standardized, norm-referenced tests. Unfortunately the discussion about these
two types of tests hts become narrow and oversimplified. Conventional wisdom in



the current debate over testing is that criterian-referenced tests should be

used rather than norm-referenced tests in order to comparisons
tetween children, to pEevent,misuse of test results by teachers and to avoid
common abuses in the release of standardized test data. We need criterion-
referenced tests, to be sure, to assist teachers in.dia9nosing student needs,
judging student progress and individual needs and prescribing classroom remedies

-- the very kinds of uses teachers are now, often wrongly, making of
standardized norm-referenced test infOrmation.

But we.._ also need standards -- and setting standards often invcaves ng
ry

Ievel____foi=criterizin=referencedestinless=whavense=o-f==whatthe
average child can do? And, had can we get a sense of "averse" withcut a

certain amount .of standardization? In :other words, is it really possible to

develop a fair criterion-referenced test without- adMinistering the test 'to

representative samples of children and examining their performance?

While teachers may not be as immediately invcdved in these processes and as
immediately appreciative of their value as they are oft other activities
asciated with test construction, these Processes are no, less, essentials to a

c rehensive, quality testing program. In other words, an emphasis on, the
kinds of demands coupled with usage that our studies turn up should not be read
to mean that standards and comparisons are irrelevant to teachers and schaols.

comparisons among children. Haw, after all, can we- set an appropriate

Teacher needs go beyond even these types of tests. In the surveys
(Fscussed here, teaChers felt a need .to use standardized testing data to measure

cationaI 'growth', or "judge student pfbgre8sn (see TabIe.2). Unfortunately,
he of the acknowledged problems of norm-referenced, standardized achievement
tests is that in addition to not telling us much about what the individual child
knows, they also cannot tell us much about how he is progressing.. But we' need
to look =at children, over time if we are to get an accurate picture of the

effects of schooling. Teachers need this infonnation for their work. We also
need it so that we can knw, more about effective schooling. Longitudinal
studies that fcalow the same Children for a number of years are remarkably
absent in the literature of research. The deveIopment and use of more
criterion-referenced tests should help us with this problem as well.

But this is not enough either. To really satisfy the needs of teachers
to really get a well-rounded picture of students -- we need more varied forms of
assessment. Sheldon H. White takes up this problem in "social Implicaticns of
1.0." an essay in the compendium published by the National .Elementary 'School
PrincipeIs THE MYTH OF MEASURABILITY. White's essential argument is for an
expansion in the types oLtests we use to measure more 'accurately the range of
intellectual diversity:

Our experience -with schooling tells us that children show diverse
patterns of' giftedness and achievemenp. This'is true within the simplest
form of elementary school as a place to foster reading, writing and
mathematics. The similarities and differences among children concerning
'these skills are only lightly portrayed by a linear arrangement of grade
point equivalent scores on a standardized achievement test....

I believe we must imagine that the reform of intelligence testing can
best be accomplished by 'the widespread adoption of plural tests of human
mental abilities ,.. such things as verbal ability, spatial,ability,

29
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reasoning, numerical ability, idea flUency, mechanical knowledge and skill,
ss ancL_use of such a systeml of
1 en wo
larger magic circler encompassing
encounters in schcols. It would also
of science in the midst of magic.

and so forth ... the inventivene
character zing erences among c
benefits. It would provide a
significantly more of the reality one
provide a considerably richer mixture

111

In other-words: teaehers and other educators-needtests:and better tests -..
-----different

testslor different-purposes to a-wide-variety-of nee :

There is one other rather controversial point that needsto be raised in
discussing the needs of teacher6§r test information. It begins with looking
at what constitutes a good relationship between test use and teaching. If what
teachers, want is more information about individual students, and if we can
assume they want it to assist them in their teaching, we can also assume that
the existence of tests that provide this infonmatien will influence how teachers
teach and what they teach. In other words, they may end up teaching to the
test, a thought which provokes great distress among educators generally. The
notion that teaching to the test is a bad idea is part of the contemporary
mythology surrounding tests that deserves fUrther examination.

In a very clever essay called "There Ought to Be a Law", hbrman Frederiksen
of the Educationall illeSting, Service takes a close look at this issue.
Ftederiksen tells a story of how a shift from paper and pencil multiple choice
tests to tests that required students to perform tasks related to the operation
of naval guns ultimately changed the way teaching was done in navy service
schools. He notes that the change came about not because of any effort that was
made to change the curriculum or teacher behavior. Improved student achievement
and changes in teaching style were the direct and simple result of .a change in
the tests used. Frederiksen concluded:

The moral is clear: It 1,1 possible to influence teaching and learning
by changing the tests of achievement. It is also clear that those who make
the tests have a great, responsibility to produce tests that influence
teachers to teach, and students to learn, the knowledge and skills that
truly reflect ... objectives ....

Frederiksen goes on to, discuss this own effort to develop such tests --
tests that would seem to address the heeds Sheldon White refers to, as well as
the needs of the teachers who have answered the surveys discussed here. His
tests ,are aimed at finding out about the psychological processes .involved in
Problem-solving. Their titles are such things as "Formulating Hypotheses,"
"Evaluating Proposals," "Solving Methodological Problems," and "Measuring
Constructs." Frederiksen's thinking and his work have led him to redefine
tests "A test is any standardized procedure for eliciting the kind of behavior.
we want to observe and measure. I mean the behavior we really want to measure,
not merely something related to it." Actually, this definition of tests" has
been implicit in the ways teachers have used tests up until, now. Tbe problem
has been that the tests have teen inadequate to the task.

irr

Fut if, we really had the range of tests we needed -- tests to measure a
wide variety of behaviors and the learning. skills these behaviors demonstrate,
tests could help us refine the science of teaching,in innumerable _ways.- yn
fact, Frederiksen ends up with a revolutions conclusion:
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have argued that it possible to,make tests that reflect
instructional objectives more accurately than do conventional tests
wiLl-that--such-tests--14-1-uence the-behavior_of_teadiets_anchatuderits in
ways that enhance learning. 'If I am correct, it woad seem sensible
to use tests for teaching, not just for evaluation. Forms of a test
could be _constructed_ in such ntanbers'and variety that they could be
used regularly for, hanework or classroom drill. Students 'could crani
and teachers could _coach as much as_they pleased. The cost of the
es&stouIcljustiLi.edi3y--theitalue-Edist-ructional purp3ses.

If those who are now attacking tests could devote just, a little attention
to developing new tests and to helping teachers use both the new and the 4d
more appropriately, education would gain much more than it 'is getting fran the
onslaught against standardized testing.

NUI'ES

(1) . Jennie P. Yeht "Test Use in Schools,"enter for, the Study of E'valuation,
University of California, Los Angeles, June, 1978, page 28.

(2). Yeh, page 32;
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TABLE l

se of. Standardized Test pesultsin InstruCtional Planning

Student plaaament/grouping

DiagnoSis Of Individual Needs

Determining class needs

Judging student progress

Modification of your course content

EValuation of your instructional program

.2;5'

2.3

2.4

1.05i

ii64

0;96;'

1;04
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L1Se of

TABLE 2

dardized Test 'Results in Instructional TA

by Grade Level

rtince* ( 4 =Very important )

Student- placement/
,grouping;

'biagnosis of
, individua.1 needs

Determining class
'needs

JUdging'ist4ent
::-progresST-1

Mortification. of

courSe, Cntent

Evaluation of_ your
. instructional progr4

.

.1

Primary Secondary
(n7) (n=58)

Man S.D. !lean S.D.

Secondary Stated
(n=12) (n=5)

flean S.D. fle..an S.D.

2.84 0.96 2.36 1.22 3,17 1.03 '3,0 1,41

2.82 1.13 2.66 1.13 3.08 ,1;00 3:0 1.00

2. .0;99 2 .47 1.16 2;42 1.08 2.60 0.55

'7,067 0.96 2,3L- 1.11 2.17 1.03 :3.40 0.55



!TABLE.

TABLE 3

Influence of Formal Training in Tests and
masurement. on Use of Standardized Test
Retults in Instructional Planning

No Formal
Training

(n=14) ,

Student = placement/
grouping.

Diagnosis of
individual needs

Determining class
needs

.(0.86)

3.0_ (1.04),

2.7 (1.14)

Judging student
progress

_2.4 (1.16)

College
CourSes
Only

college
COurses and .

Inservice

(rr=6,0):.

TrT4irking

.in=62)

2.6, (1.17)_ 2.6 '(1.11)

2.9 (1.13) 2.7 (1.11)

(1.Q5) 2.5 (1.04)

2.4 (1.08) -2.6' '(0.99)
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Table 4

Main Problems which Inhibit the Udefulness of
Standardized Tests for Teachers

h) Results do not provicle prescriptive information,
e-- idanca as to-what

98 64

g)

activities are needed.

Results do not provide an adequate profile of 83 54

student strengths and weakne'sses.
.

t

1) Results are returned-toi3 late to te useful, or
are not returned to teachers.

83 54

) Test content does not match my curriculum. 73 48

d) Test materials are inappropriate biased
for at least some of my students.

71 46

-e) Comparison groups_ (norms) provided by the tests
are not meaningful.

47

j) Results are not repdrted in a form that
facilitates interpretation.

46 31

4 R6sults do not give me any new information
about my stUdents;

31

.

1X-Sts are given at the wrong time of year. A 41 27

better time would be

b) Tests take too long to administer. 32 21

f) Technical quality of tests is inadequate: 28 18
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Table 5
Jcps.

Teachers Peredptions of Informatioq a Perfect
TeSt WeUld Provide s

Prescriptive information
p, for each pupil
Student's strengths and
weaknesses

Self and environmental
-40 awareness

-32
Reasoning powers
(analy-z-imgi-vrobrer-Roten

Teacher involvement needed = 3
Ab'q;ty to learn = 2
Scores should reach teacher - 2

tion-abilitics 1

solving, etc...) -19
Mastery of skills -12
English/Language (grammar,
vocabularY, spelling) -11
Reading -10
Grouping. students by
scores

math
Writing skills
Comprehension ability
Does not exist
Provide information on
curriculum taught

Personality - emotional I
(maturity)

Socioeconanid background
Potential ability
Verbal skills - ability
to-communicate

Strong and weak learning
channels (i.e., visual
vs. auditory) -1

Scores in relation to
other areas, districts
Artistic ability and
creativity

Overall factual knowledge
Motivations
Interests
Social knowledge

_ 9
_'7

- 5
- 5
- '5

- 4

-5
- 2
-4

Physical - 1
Why a student does or does
not want to learn - 1
Standardized testing is Big

_ Business' profits - 1

Canoe ration level = 1

Effect ess of teacher's
instruction -.1

Tests must be more complete 1

Tests should not confuse
students

Should provide unbiased
results

Do the children have
emotional learning blocks - 1

Leadership abilities
Learning growth (pre. and

post tests) - 1

4 Ability for later employment- 1
Chart - graph - map
interpretation abilities

3
3

3

3

3



'Table 6

Percents of Yeachers Making Varitus Uses of
Standardized Achievement Test Restilts in,Their
Classrooms

Personally use
standardized
adhievement IGr.deS'COmbined Groups Catibined
tests resqlts total GrOtip*ibrOup Group .GradeArade:Grade Percent
for :sample 1 2i K - 8 9 -12 of Omitg,

Individual student
a/1

evaluation 65 63 80 65 68 55 7=11

Diagnosing strengths,.
& weaknesses 74

Mass evaluation 45

Instructipnal planning 52

Evaluaticn of teaching
methods 37

Recorting to parents 42

Resorting to students 24

Measuring "growth" 66

74'

44

51

.36 36 44 .1

41

22

67

37 - 22: 15=20

40 . 54 44 46

24 33 15 34

61 77 71 66

8 P'20

17=22

43 &=18

29

*Percent of teachers in the various Sub=Samples who omitted this question.
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i'ercents of Teachers Who Consider Standardized
Achievement Test Results Useful for Various

Purposes

Standardizedtest results
are Usefuito,r,

Groups. Combined

up 3 Grades
K.=.4 .5=-8 9 12

report to newspapers 10 10 10

report to boards
of educatipn

report to parent.

report progress to
stUdents

I

53 :54 46 - 62

67 : 66: 64 78 63 70 (I

55 56 63, A4 66

6i 60 ,67

52

measure educational status'
of individuals

measure educational "growth"
of individuals

61

screen special education
students 56

help plan-instruction for

individuals

help plan instruction for
class groups

detect system-wide general
strengths/weaknesses 75 76 72 81., 73 77. 79

79 71 83 77 78 76

57 52. 65

61 70 61 68.

65 61 72 65 67' 57

help evaluate teaching
procedures or methods 34 34

help evaluate instructional
materials

help evaluate teacher
pe4ormance

41

32 44, 36 35 30

39 43 46

17

53
compare students with a
national per groups 0.58. 60

41 39

63 54 59-

compare claSses in a school 30 28 29 36 -26' 32 36

compare schools within-a -

.-'s#* 36 33 37

compare a_systerri with systems
across the country 56: 58, 54 59 52 58: 65

4.,,,.......................- ............_-_-__.

33i '38 41

licross questions and subgroups, 5.A.2% of the teachers omitted particular

question.



PART II

liSSESSMDIT AND INSTRUCTION: WHAT. NIGHT BE

inPart I, wediscusseds-orne of the main assumptions unc-k-rlying
conventional educational tests, and we examined the role these tests have played
in the instructional process. As we argued in Part I, conventional tests have
not provided much information helpful to teachers in the practice of teaching.
One reason for the limited instructional value of_ conventional tests, we
believe, is that the tests are-based on a mistaken view of the relationship
between assessment, teaching, and learning.

To uri&rstapd the role of assessment in instruction, we believe it is
necessary to begin byr focusing on the ways in which teachers, in the day to day
practice of teaching, form judgments about what their students have -,..learned.
Teaching, we argue, is an ongoing process of inquiry, in which .--teachers
continuously draw inferences abbut what is going on in the minds of their
students.

Conventional testing is generally conceived as something which either
precis or _follows instruction -- not as, something which has instructional
value in itself. But if the view we have taken is correct, assessment materials
should be iconceived as ways of expanding on-the inquiry process arready inherent
in teaching. From this perspective, there should be little distinction betwen
instructional Materials and assessment materials.

We develolp this view of the -role_ of assessment in instrbction in m e

detail in the two Chapters that follow: Philip Jackson, Professor of Bduca ion
at the University of Chicago, examines _the routine methods teachers_rely or o
make judgments about what their children know Jackson identifies four c
approa s teachers employ to draw conel ions about stuaents' tho
proces s, ranging from informal observat` o formal questioning and testing.

Ap

Each of these four ways of c ing to understand students thout,
Jackson argues, is fallible, and taken together, the four methods cannot
eliminate entirely the fundamental uncertainties_involved in making judgments
about students' cognitive, skills. Furthermore, Jackson concludes, the act of
using formal questions to test stucknt knowledge can at times be disruptive of
the teaching and learning process. Asking students continuously %to demonstrate
what- they know can betray a lack of trust in student's autonomous capacity to
learn.

We believe, then, that assessment materials for the purpose of
instruction should not be viewed as something to be employed once insruction is
complete. Instead, assessment materials should be viewed as materials much like,,
regular classroom exercises or games but designed to reveal 'strengths,
weaknesses, and appropriate pathways through the curriculuM. for individtaa.1

students.

the following. -chapter,. David Hawkins explores some of the
implications of this view of assessment;: teaching, and: learning. He ,tegirm by



arguing that learning can be misrepresented in two seemingly opposing ways as.
a process of transmission or sToping, and as a process of autonomous
development: To`. understand the role, of assessment in 'instruction, he goes on,
both views need to 1:e, Combined.

Hawkins argues that -children are active model builders. They learn in
the process of completing,gaztes,.-puzzles,--andliSks
which the learner' abitracts information fran
isiteraotintithA±nd_inarthvrays-are-geiierally-

Learning is an activi in
the world by selectively

At the same time, learning depends on teacher guidance and direction.
By focusing stude t attention-on 'particular elements of a taSk, a teachers can
increaw the ilk lihood that the task will elicit critical skills and
capabilities. By r sing questions, a teacher.= uncover hidden connections
and-deepen the quality of student disCoveries. By assessin student interests,
strengths, and weaknesses, a teacher can'mlect appropriate curriculum materials
and tasks.

Thus, Hawkins concludes, teachins is a dual process. The art of
teaching involves both devising a curriculum and helping students find pathways
through it. Ib involves both laying out ..tasks for students to complete and
asking students to reflect on hod they completed them. Assessment materials and
instructional materials, then, are essentially similar. Itsks that encourage
learning also provide infOrmation about the learning that has occurred.
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THE UNCERTAINTIES Cr TEAMING

Philip W. Jackson
University of Chicago

"A teacher affects eternity," Henry AdamS Mice, wrotee "he never can tell
where his influence Stops." That celebrated quotation, a mere twenty syllables
'in all, must surely come close to being the perfect tribute to the teaching
profession. For what nobler thought could there be than the one expressed in
is first, four words and what truer fact than that contained in the ',remaining

eight? "A teacher affects eternity; he never can tell where- his influence
stops." Inspirational, accurate; concise: A combination hard to beat. Snail
wonder, then, that Adam's verbal pat on the back, penned more than Seventy years
ago, retaines its appeal to thig day.

Yet, hadever fine those twelve Oell7dhosen words may be.for chiseling in
granite over the portals of schools or on the; headstones of dear departed
teachers, they leave much to -.- 'desired when read'as commentary on the really
troublesmne uncertainties .4-5 -cted with the aOt of teaching. Adams never meant.
then to be read that way, of course. He obviously was more intent on paying
respect to teachers than on being either descriptive or analytic about the
details of their work. But queStions about the more mundane and worrisome
aspects of the ignorance from which teachers sometimes suffer are not long in
surfacing once we have been stimulated to think about the more flattering forma'
of the unknowns they confront.

fr
The mental process that guides,'our thinking about_ such matters,seems to

work a bit like gravity, at least it does ,for me. Just the 'way most things
hurled into the air are, pulled,back to earth, so do my thOughts return tothe
here and now after a skyward leag'of, the imagination. And the more commonplace
the topic, the faster, it seems,is,thereturn. Teaching, being quite an
ordinary activity, does not allow' illy raninations to soar ugaard Eor;longAfter
only a few seconds of wondering AbOut the farthest reaoh?`Of..a teacher,
influence I find myself asking questions likel What about tf-rlininute-by-...Minutd9

influence teachers have on the pupils seated before their very eyes, an arm's
length or so away? How muph do they now about that?

"Much less, sometimes, than theYWould lik to know" has got to be the only
proper answer to such questions. Fhr w t teacher haspotioomdered from timeto
time, whether ,this or that stud nt re understoP8a particular = point or
Whether the class as a ,whoIte s'fOliOwing the line,bf an argument or had
grasped the moral of a tale?":' d who2among us his'fiad' all such questiOns
answered to his or her satisfaction? gaiely the answer'ig: /none.

_So if we think of a person!qi influence as extending foraard in time and
space, as Adams's observation compelp, not simply that the teacher cannot
tell where his stops.` ,likellhood he also cannot tell for '"-sure where it
starts and from time to:time he may haire serious miwivings about hcia it is
progressing between start aid moreoveri theAtter forms of uncertainty
can be quite unsettling

r,

f ,more so as foie-than might, any speculation about
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long term influencer-for they bear directly upon such matters as the'teacher's
day-to-day sense of accomplishment and the public's confidence in the work of

the schools.

As a teacher I may never live to discover that what .I said one day in class
has altered:the course of human history a mite, and it is a pity that such good.

news is unlikely to reach me. But if,I go home at the end of each day with
serious doubts about whether. anything I did or said had any effect whatsoever
anyone, I've got serious troubles, no matter what my future rewards might turn
out to be. The public too might thank me and my teaching, colleagues some day as
it comes to realize what a powerful fbrce for the good we _ have been. But if

tomorrow itbegins to suspect that.our students are not'learhing what they are
supposed to learn in our clasSeS, the status of the entire 'teaching enterprise
is'in jeopardy. .

The 'possibility of such deeply troublesonie uncertainties arising among
teachers or within the publi-at large, does not make them a certainty of course.

Indeed, they may never arise at all: Nb one, certainly, .would wish them to.
But the fact that'we can even imagine then occurring' and can do so with ease
says something about teaching that we would do well to ponder, Tarticularly''ir
we are keen on preventing such unpleasant possibilities frcm happenin4.

kiart of what. it says has _been stated implicitly already A is simple
enough to be almost self-evident. It is tlat teachers may.sometimeg have a hard--
time proving their worth, even to themselves. Why this should- be -,sio is also

easy to understand, deriving as it does frowthe:obvious fact that teaching,
unlike masonry or brain surgery or auto mechanics or even garbage collecting,

has no visible product, no concrete physical object to make or repair or call

its own. Consequently, unlike workers in the forenamed occupationd and in the
scores of others that could Le added to such a list, when a teacher's workds
finished he' or, she is without anything tangible to hold up as the fruit of his
or her labor. No sturdy brick wall, no tumor-free brain, no smoothly purring
engine, not even-a clean back alley to point to with pride as evidence of a job

well done.

Indeed, the very question'of when the teacher' job it done, forget whether
well Wpoorly, is itself problematic much of the time and must be established
by agreeing in advance upon some fairly arbitrary cutoff point, a time to call
it quits, such as a specified date on the calendar or a set. number of

instructional sessions. Moreover', 'what is true of the' termination of

instruction is equally true of resting points along the way. Even the decision
to end a single lesson is more often determined by what the clock on the wall

says than by any judgment of pedagogical accomplishment.
. .

In this feature of their work, this absence of a tangible produbt whose
gradual transformation' yields a clearcut criterion of progress, teachers
obviously are not alone. They are joined in this regard tyministers, priests
rabbis; therapists, performing artists, ambassadors of good will of all

varieties -- from office receptionists to public' relation specialists -- ,and
countless other workers whose chief concern is with how some special group of
people think and feel about things. At the close of the day, figuratively
speaking, all these good people, teachers numerically prominent among them, wind
up empty-handed.

Nor can it be 'said that teachers suffer more'froW this condition than do
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others who face if. There is no reason to believe that the, psyches of
pedagogues are any more or less sensitive to: discomfort than are those of their
fellow mortals who face a ,similar plight. Consequently, .we miOhf expect self-'
doubt and other forms of personal misgivings to plague teachers no more than
anyone else utiOte labors yield little in the way of visible proof of
accomplishment.

At the same time, granted that the general condition of periodic
uncertainty occasioned_ by_ the absence of, a tangible "product" is widely shared
by many occupations and, in all likelihood, is equally troublesome to each, it
is also highly likely that ea dk occupation so burdened experiences and copes
with this state of affairs sam*hat differently. We might expect this to he if
for no other reason than .that the overall circumstances of each form of work
its mission, techniques, physical setting, and so forth -- are sufficiently
unique to set it apart from others. Why not, then, the uncertainties each face?
Prhaps these too are uniquely defined for eacfroccupation. An exploration of

that postibility sets the agenda for what follows, which is to consider in some
detail had the uncertaintes of teaching are commonly and perhaps uniquely
thought about and dealt with. When sucha cIcte look is taken what emerges is a.
view of teaching that is at once familiar and strange.

.What'puzzles teachers most? What is charecteristically problem is for
them? °How do they think about the uncertainties'they confront? 'There- re many
ways of framing the opening question of .such an investigation, ,but none has a
definitive answery for. the, circumstances of _teaching and the personal
characteristics of indiVidual teachers vary enormously and change over thme, as
do the broad features of the profession as a whole. .Consequently, what is
puzzling for one teacher may not be for another and what teachers of today look
upon as-problematic may have been taken for granted or never even examined by
their predecessors a fed generations back. Yet t-despite these situational,
personal, and historical variations, there are similarities and continuities as
well in the way teachers characteristically view their work. With respect to
the brace of questions used as openers, the answers with the broadest
applicability across different settings and different times would surely contain
some reference to two closely allied perspectives on'theteacher's task. One of
these is philosophical in orientation; the other, psychclogical.

Ehilopophically speaking, all teachers might be said to be puzzled chiefly
about epistemological matters.' That is, one of the most common ways of talking
about the goal of teaching is-to describe it as having to do with knowledge and
its transmission. Accordingly, when it comes to the question of what worries
teachers most we might reasonably expect that the answer would have somethingto
do with the status of some specific bit of knowledge, be it a skill, a
propositional statement, a logical conStruction, or what have you. And we
hardly need conduct an empirical investigation to affirm that expectation.
Anyone either who is or has teen a teacher or who has been around teachers for
any length of time (and the latter category must_ include almost everyone) would
surely agree that teachers seem to spend a lot of time worrying about that most
ancient of all dichotomies: THE KNCWN AND THE UNKNCWN.

But this recurrent concern, which I have christened with the adjective
epistemological, could as easily be called psychological as well. Though
teachers may be accurately described as being principally concerned with the
status of some body of knowledge, they are not concerned with it-in the same way
as would be a person studying that knowledge on his or her own, nor as someone
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Seeking to add to that knowledge, nor yet as someone. Chiefly interested in the
principles or conditions by which knowledge ingeneraI comes to be established
as might, say, a cognitive psychologist or even someone who called himself a
professional epistemologist.

For one,thing, teachers are chiefly interested in the status of other
people's knowledge, as compared with their own. But that does not set the
apert, of course, for there are many peOple who are interested in a professional
way in what others know or do not know. (Public pollsters and spies come
immediately to mind.)

What-distinguishes the epistemological puzzlement of teachers, if .I may
Stick with such a fancy-' tag for the worries under discussion, is that it focuses
on knowledge that is or is not lodged, so to speak, in the minds of an
identifiable (and usually a clearly identified) group of people, called
students, And on knowledge for whose-transmittal the teacher is either partially
or wholly responsible. This gleans, first, that of all the uncertainties facing
a:teacher-some of the moSt bothersome take the form of questions about WHAT IS

ING QV_ AT THIS INSTANT INSIDE THE HEADS OR MINDS OF THE _PERSON OR PERSONS
EING TAUGHT. Do they understand? Are they following me? Has he grasped the

point? .A parallel set of questions fills the pedagogical mind when instruction
has ased. Did they. understand? Have they now achieved mastery? And so
for

It means, se= nd, that the teacher's answers to such questions, even his
guesses as to who the answers might be, have an important tearing not only on
what his _next ove will' be as a teachers but also on his notion of how
successfully he h performed his work.

Ibis is not to say that no one but a teacher raises questions out whether
another person does or does notunderSand whatever, the questioner a en-
trying to communicate. Such queries are commonplace in human affairs. They
occur each time someone-says to someone else "Do you understand?" or something
equivalent. Usually, however, the "messages" whose acknowledged receipt is being
sought in such exchanges are situationally specific in content ,and therefore,
do not qualify as knowledge that is generalizable, to mar' situations the way the
contents of a teacher's lesson purport to do. When what is being communicated
does have such a generalizable quality; the exchange iS'decidelY "teacherish" in
tone, no matter where it occurs or wtether any of the participants think, of
themselves as either teachers or students.

having said this much about the epistemological and psychological focus'of
a teacher'S concerns, we are ready to ask how he or she typically goes about
responding to them: 'What, in othei words, does the teachere 42 to answer the
many questions that crop ,up during the process of teaching? Once again, we need
not initiate a tedious empirical investigation to obtain at least rough and
ready answers to this, our second order, question.- Given the familiarity of
teachihg toltmist of us, all we need do is to picture.in our mind's'eye a typical
classroom teacher at work. By so doing, most of us can easily "see" what an
answer to our question -- at leaSt in gross terms --,would have_to contain. By
this easy exercise of our imagination we)can, as it were, envision the major
ways 1n which actual, teachers may be seen'to go about the business of. finding
out what is going on inside the heads of their students. According to my awn
count, there are four such strategies. In real life not every teacher may be
found to use then all, and some teachers (such as those on televi8ion) may use

44
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none at all, but each is common enough to be familiar -tomcst of us.- first
. three involve actions that take place while teaching is going on. The fourth
occurs only after teaching has ceased, has been temporarily, halted, or has not
yet begun.

The least formal and the least intrusive of these four ways_ of
investigating what is happening_in classrooms is the. common Jane of looking,
around the room for signs of the students having difficulty with What is being
taught. This form of visual monitoring is most-readily observable when the
teacher is delivering a lecture, or conducting a 'discussion, though it can
sometimes be seen to occur during the°supervision of seat-work and study
periods. uhat the teacher 1.8. looking for on such occasiOns are those
spontaneous indicators of understanding and interest or the lack thereof that
can be "read", so to speak, from the looks on students' fates and the postures
they adopt. These include nods of assent, smiles, 4owns,' furrowed browt, head
scratching, fidgeting, droopy_eyes, and much else that makes_up the "vocabulary!
of what is sometimes spoken of these da's as "body language."

-

A standard way of, talking abo4t this kind of visual Search j.sIttisay'eNkt:
the teacher is trying to find but whether or not tOe.stuqents are with him or
whether they are following him in their undersdanding. If thee judgment is that
they are not, they are sometimes spoken of as being lost or out of Ito a
condition calling for some kind of remedial action. Finally, though -the chief
purpose of the teacher's visual Scan may be to seek information about haw this
are going ("things"- referring principally.to the students'_ understanding _o the
material being_taught), the act itself is often perceived by students to be a
kind of warning signal, reminding them to remain attentive and alert. Thus, the
procedure itself helps to .bring about the /conditions that are the object of the
search.

The second of the 'four techniques is not as easily observable ag.the one
described, though it is hardly less common. Its lesser viSibility,derives

from the fact that it has more; to do' with the establishment classroom
procedure than with any readily identifiable movement or action en the part of
the teacher Basically, the procedure is designed to encourage. students to
volunteer infonnation about the, status of their Unders nding- of the material
beingtaught. Usually thiS encouragement takes the rm of an .invitation to
interrupt the teacher or the classeodm proceedings whenever' there is a failure
to 4Npipvglend what is being said or done, though the formality of actually
invieng distress ,signals..of this sort is often unnecessary. Many Students
volunteer the information without being, asked. (Ind&ed, sometimes the
interruptions come so thick and fast that the teacher:: is obliged t&slow them pp
or stop them comPletely, usually by requesting that such questions be held until
the end of the class or until there occurs a natural break in the session.) In
essence, then, this strategy amounts to arranging conditions so, that students
will call for help when they are in trouble, thug signalling; a' breakdown in
comprehension or understanding.

A third common way of finding out whetheror it students understand what
is being taught is to ask, them directly while teaching is''underway. Such
questioning takes many forms, most of which can be arranged along a continuum of
specificity that refers to both the content of the question and the rrson-or
persons to wham it is addressed.. At one extreme are those queries addrdN7d to
no one in particular and calling for little more than a nod of the head, or a
showing of hands. These-are often'one-word questions, such as "Understand?"'or.
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-'GC?". -or "Right?" Some teachers use theii:sehabitually that it is'doubtful that.
they are even 'aware of doing .so.

At the other extreme,' and Much° more interesting.froM the standpoint of
understanding what schcblisell about, are questions to individual students,
asking them to display -their knowledgo,_in some detail or to'perforM a parti6ular
skill for the teacher's 'inspection. These targeted queries leave no chxdce but
to respond-in onefashion,or another, thus revealing knowledge oeignorance for
the teacher and all others present.to observe. Indeed, an old,,fashioned -way of

with the answers given was to grade and record them on .the spot, .a

., : procedure that was part of what used to be caled the kgitation method.

Fourth and finally come the most formal of ail teaching prodedures aimed
at finding out what-students have ,learned.- As anyone wi* has evee:beeh. to
-school ,must by now have guessed, these comprise jtests,,quizZeb, 'exams, and
relatedectivities that typdcally Occur during lulls in teaching or ifter.itrhas'
ceased completely. In addition to-the ubiquitous pdper-andlzpenciltests they-
include term papers, oral examinations,, project reports, recitals, and other.
means of

and
or requiring. students- to :display their newly . acquired -

knawledge and skills. Beyond occurririg,Outside of tedehing,.so to speak, these
forms of questionihg,(for that, in oneiSefige,,is what. 'they all are) 1_1?ave an
official quality ghden air of finality about them that customarily. are lacking
in the lss formal methods thatt,have been described. This is -so hecause'their
results commonly serve'as the chief, if t,the sole, basis for assi*ing course
grades.

llere then,; if my exercise of
,

gining a _typical teacher-in action has
yielded an accurate portrayal of reality, are the four most common. ways employed
by teachers to quell whatever uncertainties might, arise in their minds about
what is happening or has happened in the minas of their students. There may be
other common ways as well, but none suggests itself to me.- Consequently, I'
offer- these, four' as the classic procedures by which teachers cope with the
unknowns, that beseethem.

Had successful these procedures turn out to be will depend,-of.'course, on
the skill and consistency 'with whicll each is employed. Some teachers are
doubtlessly more skillful than are others in their use and some teaching
Situations lend thariselves more easily to their, aPPlication" than do others.
Such ,#fferences aside; hadever, U can be said of all foUr_ that none is.

4'*
foolproof and that each has special' shortcomings limiting ts Some
of these limitations are widely recognized and understood; Others, seem not to
be. ., ;

It is well-known, for Aexai, that the outward SignS: of inner
attentiveness and ,understanding can eked. Thus, by -looking around the
classroom and relying on visual cues alone the teacher- may think that everyone
is following the discussion or whatever, whereas many may not be. Conversely,
the student who appears to -be dozing off in the far corner of the math may
actually be the most attentive of them all. Such are the ambiguities that
pligue the application of tne most effortless of the four methodi.

A A

. . .

We know too- that calling for students. to signal their otan difficulties has
built-in drawbacks. Though the teacher may do everythingin his_ or her power to
create a non-threatening atmosphere, one in which stOdents4feel freejto say .what.
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is on their Minds, and to confess to troubles when they arise, not everyone,
even in the most comfortable environment, 1.8 willimg or able, to take,advantage
of such an opportunity:'COnse4dently, no matter how hard the teacher might try
to have,. it otherwise, there will always remain the nagging worry that some'
students are having difficulties in understanding but are not saying so.

Turning-from these two more, or less passive strategies to the two more
active ones,.those involving questions the teacher \puts directly to one or more
students,-we find the fallibility, of the information they pTovide to be Somewhat

wx

different in quality but no less troublesome.- In fact, the use of these diTect
p- robes and even the threat of their use introduceS into the teaching encounter
an element of sociar tension And an unusual quality' that serves to set teaching
apart from Other forms of ghuman activity. But before examining these more
subtle features-of the questioning process as it occurs in, classrooms, it is
well' to take note of some. of its fore obvious' limitations: Only by so doing can
we begin to understand why formal evaluative procedures, such as tests and
quizzes, are. not more widely used in schools than they are.

Those .questions the teacher- asks of.the class in general -- queries like
"Understand?" or "Is that clear?" are so obviously open to false answers (or
to' no, answer at, all) thatlittle more need be said about them. It is worth
noting, however, that signalled comprehension or understanding can be false in
two ways. It may be that the student who nods his head when the teacher asks:
"Understand?" is,lAware that he lacks understanding but wishes to hide that fact
frop the teacher. But it may alSo be that he thinks he dnderstands, but truly
doe not. Thus ,the unreliability of the information yielded by this form of
questioning has two,potential sources.

i Questions havecontent,and that are di ed at parti ar students may not
leave tie teacherr4ueSsingldhether the ,q toned student does or does not
understand What is.6eing taught (thou phrased que ions can leave.Much
in dottbt) but they' have drawbacks as well: most obvious of these is: that_ an
unceuccessful or incorrect reply is commonly'asoUrce of embarrassment to the
person giving it. It can also be a socially disrdptive event for' clAss as A
whole. _OonsequentlY, a standard practice among teachers seeking to reduce the. A
likelihood of such. "wrong" answers is to pose questions to the class as a whole,
and then seek volunteers to answer them. Thisprocedure is obviously designed
.to avoid the embarrassment of calling on ,someone whd2fildt then confess
ignorance. But the ploy is by no means foolpf6OP.. The degree of dnderestanding
°signalled by the waving hands of volunteers can be either more or less than it
appears, as every teacher knows.

Added to the threat of embarrassment associated with direct questions from
the teacher while class is in session are economic constraints as well. 'Such
questioning ob7i0,1s1Y takes time, which, commonly means time taken away ,from
direct instruction. Moreover, once :_question has been asked and answered .in
public itSperlagogical usefulness is spent. (Teachers can and do follOw up
successful 'answers with queries ,like:"How many `agree with. SAiah?", but the
reliability of thednformation received in reply is generally not much greater,
than when the teacher'asks, "Understand?") So in addition to using up precious
class time, such direct questions have to be employed judiciodsly for they
commonly are not. reuseable.

Incidentally, a comon pedagogiCal practice that avoids many of,the
pitfalls and limitations being discussed is to avoid questions that have correct
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or incorrect answers and owcentrate instead on eliciting student opinion or
attitude. This,tactic obviously eases the social strain and makes it possible
for the same question to be addressed to more than one student. "After all',"
t4acher using this technique might point out, "everyone is entitled, to his or
her Opinion." TOe trouble, of course, is that not all curricular content lends

. itself to such/ a non-threatening sharing of individual viewpointS; Indeed, ,

'critics of this pedagogical strategy nd4ht call it an avoidance of the teacher's
responsibility for the advancement of hit .students' knowledge. Exchanging
opinions might be fun, the criticism might concede, but seldom does it promote
any true intellectual gains.

Turning from the kind of questioning that goes on while class is in session
to that OomprisingAmper-and-pencil tests, term papers, and the liker we face
many of the same limitations that already have'been discussed and some new
as .well. Tests, like the directed questions teachers raise in cIass,,?,*are
threatening to many students, they are costly in time and energy to construct,

.

administer, and score. Because of such costs they almost invariably are limited
to a sampling of the questions that could be asked or even of the .ones the
teacher would like to task, and frequently a very small sampling at that;

From the standpoint of its usefulness to the teacher himselfr the
information gathered.throdgh,such formal procedures is seldom of 'much direct
value; for it typically !artives too laedto be of help to the teacher in
modifying what goes on in the classroom. Assessment procedures that are part of
Some of the newer schemes for individhalizing instruction (e.g., IGE, IPI, etc;)
may be. exceptions to this general rule, but ty_and_large the rule stands: Tests
are relatively ineffectual means of clearing' up whatever uncertainties teachers
may have about how well or how poorly they are doing their job. 'Mettle& of

, evaluating students that' are even further removed from a direct diSplay 'of.

knowledge 'gained through instruction. (such asterm papers, projects, and the
'like) may provide the teacher with useful information about many aspects of a
student's performance, but, again," they are unlikely to reduce_ any of the
uncertainty that might exist concerning the effectiveness of tht teacher's own
actions. °

,,'*.gereitheni-,,Are :several, .ofk the, more obvious erawbacks asSoOiated,With the
four most Common Ways teaChers go: about the tricky business of trying . to find
out if the material they are teaching is getting,across to students. The
purpose of highlighting'the*fallibility and limitation of' each method A not to
suggest that teachers should useanY of them less than they do. Rather, it is
to begin to explain Why some of them, paticularly the more formal and direct
methods of questioning, are not used more frequentli than they are. Nbreover,

.Adith respect,to the latter.piocedures, two further considerations need he-.a
to th6te aIrdady mentioned. Both hake to-do-witiCthe so hat 'peculiar
of the questicns teachers ask,

Normally when pfople ask, questions they-ndt,only expect answers, they need
them. That is, they are seeking the information requested, for its own sake..
(There are, of course, exceptions to this rule, such as rhetorical questions and
those "polite " _inquiries to which a standard response is usually given -- e.g.,
"How are you?") Indeed, in "everyday affairs if we are givenIcause to believe
that the person asking a question' already posseges 6e information being sought
we would legitimately. begin to wonder why he or she bothered to ask. Were they

, simply teasing?''' Were they try=ing to catch us in a lie? were they seeking a
confession?. Whatever -the answer, we :Would be reasonalAy - confident 2that..
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something was fishy about such-a state of affairs.

Consider, however, the condition that obtains when a teacher calls upon a
Piastudent tedisplay.a of acquired knowledge or skill. The'' questioner in

this 'instance already pos esses the information requested. What, he doeS not
possess, _o course,l is the knowledge of whether the student being questioned can
accurately' or faithfully proddce the known answer. So the teacher's real
interest is not in the content of the answer =gal as it is in most other
everyday; situations, but rather in the student's ability or lack thereof to
deliver the expected reply. .

This is'not to 'say- that teachers commtnly disguise their true intent nor
that they could_do so succeSsfully should they try. Except perhaps at the very
lowest levels of schooling -- kindergarten or thereabouts -- most students know
full well that when a teacher asks a question it is commonly to find out whether
they Jthe students) know or can do something and is not a search for- the about-

. to=be=disPlayed knowledge 1g:rm. Teachers rarely if ever. go out of their way
to hide this fact. Nor is there any reason for them to do so. It is widely
understood and accepted by students and teachers alike that an integral part of
the teacher's task is to become reasonably certain that a particular piece pf
knowledge or skill has been acquired; What better pay to accomplish that goal
than the kind of direct questioning being described here?

At the same time, even though it may be perfectly legitimate for teachers
to ask questions as they do, and quite understandable as well, there is
something' about the circumstances and the format of the inquiry that injects a
note of artificiality into classroom proceedings. It's as though the teacher
were somehow acting or pretending or even playing with students rather than
responding to them fbrthrightlyand openly. For even if it is the teacher's
legitimate duty to try to find out Whether or not a student knows something, the
process itself cften has a kind of cat and mouse quality, about. it that is'rarely
present when people ask questions in out=of-school settings; The teacher, if he
or she wanted to, couid.as easily give the student the answer as request it.

must mean not-simplrY that the teacher possesseS the information being
ght,:ab' has aiready-been acknowledged/ but alSa that he :or, she prefers, for

''''444the time being, keep it hidden. Is there not an element of teasing in such a
posture? Might not a perfectly natural reply to a teacher's qUery be: l'Awww,
.1211 knave?

And beypild the playful ,,quality Has some ng even more disquieting to
.-contemplate. for, dome to think of it, shouldn't the teacher 4often. be in a
position to know whether or not the student knows something even without asking?
After alii it is the teacher's job to see to. it that the knowledge gets

del4vered, sp to speak. Indeed, he or she. often delivers it in person. What
can it -mean then for -a_ teacher to,ask a student if he knows or understands
something that he has just recently been told ?: the sources of the
doubts that might lead to such a question?

The first thing to say abet them is that they aremultiplei, All kindS of
mishaps may occur between the teacher's delivery of,the..knoWledge or his
recommendation that it be obtained from somewhere ,e180 (e.g., a textbookl, and
:its, safe deposit, so't0 Speak, in'the student' s_memory bank; or neurological
network or however one wishes to conceptualiie its resting .i5-lade' within the
person. The student may not have heard or seen What was °44d,,or done. He may
have received the message but not comprehended its meaning. He may have
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understood something perfectly a short while back but now forgotten it. And so

on.

noreover, all -these envisioned mishaps and more that could be named have al

conceptual source that sets limits on our understanding of all that, can go
wrong. They are rooted metaphorically, in the image of the student as some kind
of container 'or vessel in which knowledge can be sto4ed.. Dependihg on whther
knawledge is itself conceived of as being solid or liquid, the task of the

teacher, within the terms of this metaphor; is to see that a sufficient quantity

of this precious commodity is packed or poured into the students under' his

charge:

.

But there are other ways of conceptuali ng the teaching-learning process
beyond depicting it as a mechanical operati = involving little more than filling

the heads of students with a load of owledge. Fach of these alternative

metaphors calls attention to additional difficulties that teachers mighE face.
For example, if we think of knowledge as teing like food that is digested,;

rather than as being like an object-that wins its original fdrm or shape

de-Its container, we can begin to envision the teacher as having a quite
different_set of worries, many of which/add to the urgency of his questioning
Instead of wondering whether some nicely wrapted parcel of knowledge lies safe
in the shelf, so to speak, somewhere within the student, he now begins to worry
about whether it has arrived in one piece, how it matches the knowledge that was"
there before, hag it gets used by its- new owner, and so forth.

These alternate ways of imagining What goes on when teachers try to teach
do little, if anything, to reduce the tension implicit in questions that call

for -a display-of knowledge or underitanding. Indeed, in some ways they may be

said to increase it. That tension derives 'in Pert from the fact that the

teacher's query all too often threatens to produce a rupture in the social

relationship between teacher and student. The dynamics of this threat are

revealed in the following vignette.

Suppose a gift of china dinnerware is sent as a wedding present to the hame

o£ a prospective bride. A few days later the gift-giver calls- the home of the

bricre-ta=be to see, if the gift arrived Safely. "Yes it did," is the answer. t

"Vd like to See for myself," the caller replies, "I'll drop'by this evening.",.

What's so strange about that, situation? Well, quite obviously, the
part is that the giver of the gift does not trust the testimony of the bride-to-

be. There is nothing peculiar about his calling to see if the gift arrived, .

true enough, but ,ordinarily we would expect his inquiry to cease once he has
been told that the -gift had reached its destination.- His failure to,do so is a
serious breach of social etiquette.

Though teaching only remotely resembles git-giying,, "an interpersonal

relationship .timilar tce,the on in the situation deseribed threatens to cane

into being when teachers insist_ on having students display in detail the

knowledge they possehs: The resemplance is perticularly close, of course, when
the teacherrs direct question has been preCeeded by a general query concerning

the understanding of the material being taugtit. "Did the knowledge arrive?"

asks the teacher. "Yes," nods the`student. !Let me see," says the teacher.

"What's the matter, 'don't you; believe me?" asks the-student. "Oh, sure I do,"

the teacher replies, "It's just that ;;.."
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That what? Were the, teacher pressed to give a frank*-answer.to the
studenes'query, one that he may have difficulty facing up to hiiself, I fear it
would be that something resembling distrust doestlie behind the demand for, hard
evidence of learning's having occurred and, much as we. might wish it were
otherwise, such suspicions often turn out to have been warranted. For the truth
i8 that there are many reasons why peple,might try to hide the fact th* they do
not know something, even people who are usually honest about most other thingS.
Ignorance is often an embarrassing condition, no two ways about it It is
especially so in a classroom after the teacher in charge has made an effort,
either direct or indirect, to assure that something has been learned. Under
those circumstances tho student'who admits to not knowing what the teacher set
out, to teach fias confesSed to having failed in one way or another -- failed to
have listened, failed to_have understood, failed to have done the asSignmenti or
what have you. He may,ultimately be excused or forgiven for his inability to
respond satisfactorily, but its status as a failure remains.

AIL
Thus, it is not terribly surprising to find, that many 8tudentS2will not

voluntarily expose ,their 0.gnorance and will even try to _keep it hidden wben
others, such as a teacher, threaten to reveal it thFough direct questioning:, so
the suspicious attitude that lies bdhind the seemingly innocent query -from the
teacher is not the sign of a streak of paranoia in his personality. It is,
instead, an understandable preparedness based on a realistic appraisal of human
nature.

But the 'legitimacy of the teacher's suspicions does not make the act of
putting them to rest any more comfortable for either party. It is awkward, to
say the, least, to, have to check up on people and it is demeaning, if not
downright insulting, to have to be checked up on. However much we might try to
avert the discomfort connected with such a query (and many teachers seem to be
quite skillful at removing the sting from their questioning) it is doubtful that
the process can ever be totally painless.

TO recognize this fact is not to argue for the abandonment of tests or the-
elimination of direct questions in ,class or anything of the sort. If teachers
are to fulfill their professional responsibilities, they often have 'no choice
but to insist that,students,display their newly acquired knowledge,'or the lack
thereof,,no matter how painful for embarrassing such a disclosure

, turns' opt -ta
be At the same time, recognizing the threat of discomfort implicit in direct
queptioins, tests, and the like, we can begin to understand why.some teachers
might hositato to employ such proceduresvwhy, in other words, they might,prefer
to live with the,uncertainty of not knowing for sure whether their students have
in fact learned what was taught. The costs of obtaining that information must
be weighed against not only the discomfort it might bring to individual students
but also the potential damage it might do to the social relationships involved.
We may condemn the teacher who avoids at all costs _the slightest threat to a
warm and comfortable relationship, between himself and his students, as we might
the parent who never disciplines his child, but;. we can at least understand the
motives that guide him along such a courseof action. ,

Where, then, has this discussion of pedagogical uncertainties taken us_ so
far? It has, I trust, Underscored the central fact with which we begant which
is that the process of teaching, viewed as knawledge transmission, is fraught
with unknowns. In holding up for brief inspection what seems to be the four

_major ways in which teachers cope with this condition, it has also revealed some
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of the 'imitations of.each of these'strategies for finding out what is going on
"ins4 the heads" of students. 'Same of those limitations have to do with the
fallibility of ,the,,information ch strategy yields; others with the costs,--
economic, psychologicalr'and' cial -- connected with its The upshot of
this analysis may not besnew, t it is 'important nonetheless. What it suggests ..
is that in teaching as in most other complek activities, the path, reason. is

often forked. Just as it makes good sense for a teacher to want toknow whether
or not his students arellearning what theishOuld, so does it also make sense,
'and often equally good sense, for him to avoid-the very kind of questioning that
will yield the most reliable answers to his pedagogical inquisitiveness.

Haw teachers"' handle this_ tension between wanting to know whatis being
learned but not wanting to spend too much time_ nd energy in finding out andiat
the same time, not wishing to create an undue amount of social discomfort in the.
process, is pertially an individual matterY 'Sane teaChers,teem content to press
such queries no further than what they can see with the naked eye, others insist
on questioning almost_every student at almost every turn: Some use quizzes and
exams whenever the opportunity permits, others.eschew formal tests completely.

But' riot, all sdch variations are a matter of persdnal preference. It is
also doUbtlessly true that some curricular areas lend themselves to direct
questioning more easily than do others. We know, for exampIe,_ that mathematics
And spelling are more adapted to paper and pencil tests than are, say, social
studies or literature. Moreover rudimentary ,levels of understanding are
usually more easily revealed 13:27 direct questitining thanare higher levels.

we might expect to find a heavier use of such procedures in the earlier
grade's than in later ones,

and such variations in the adaptiveness of curricular content to the
strategy of direct questioning lie differences in the level , of social concern'
aroused by the threat of'peopIe not knowing what they are. supposed to know: In

short, we worry more about whether some people are knowledgeable than we do
about others. We seem to mre more,. fd example, about whether a physician
'knows his stuff" thari we doabout, say, a florist Consequently, we would

. expect teachers in' a medical school to be somewhat more conscientious and
4emanding -about asking questions and giving tests than we would teachers of
floral design.

'Illeoverall level of such worries seems to change over t" as well. Right
now we appear to be in the Midst of a period of heightened, pub is interest in
the outcomes of schooling, particularly at the secondary level and below.
Consequently, we hear a lot of talk, these days about such notions as educational
-accountability and minimal competency testing. How long the present trend
continue remains to be seen, but so long as such a mood prellails teachers, are
bound to feel additional pressure, upon them to seek "hard" evidende of what ip
or is not being learned by their students.

An additiceal spur to the employment of, direct quesions in the classroom,
particularly formal tests, comes from the growth of the technology of test
development and, the associated emergence of the testing industry. These
developments likely have a double effect on what teachers''do to find out what
'theft students know. Cdthe one hand, teachers these' days are better trained in
the techniques of test construction than were their counterparts a generation or
.teo ago: On the other hand, today's teachers also have access to a vast supply
of cOmmercial )!Stsand worktooks that were not available in the past.
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Furthermore, the development of mess testing programs that lie outside the realm
of, teacher decisionmaking (such as the SAT or the National' Pssestment of
Educational Progress) doubtlessly heighten the overall desire of teachers to be
sure that the material they are teaching is jetting acrOss.

Given the complexity of this mix of forces impinging on the teacher's
decisi9n to question or not to question, to test or not to tett, about the only *

'thing that can be said for sure about such decisions is that, they probably_are
not as easy to make as they might first appear to be. TWo groups in particular,
it seems to me, tend consistently to underestimate the difficulty of 'the
teacher's position in such matters. The first comprises the bulk of our-: so-

. called experts' in theefieId of educational testing and evaluation. The second
is made- .up of the majority of today's advocates of a let's-get-totagh-with
students policy.

.41 addition to overlooking some of the psychological and social costs-of
questioning that have already been mentioned, both the testing experts and the
.citizens clamoring fof,greater accountability usually suffer from another kind
of short sightedness as well, which isobrought about by theit almost exclusive
reliance on particular view of teaching'that has beenA dominant in this
essay. That view, as has been said several times, depicts: teaching as
essentiallY.a process of transmittirigAnowledge..

Now there is nothing wrong with this outlook on the teabhing process, to be
sure. Indeed, there seems to be a lot that is Light with it. The important
questionOloweveri is whether such a perspettive affords a total view. In other
words, is that all there.is to teaching, the transmittal Of knowledge?

Some ps6pIe, like Mt. Gradgrind in" Dicken's 'Hard Times, would.tertainITsaY

Yes: Indeed, even-knowIedgewaS too highfalutin a term for ..ola Gradgrind. As a'
teacher all he Wanted to get: "Facts, 'children, facts!" 'X'few flesh
and blood teachers doubtlessly would echo the same sentiment today.

.

. -
But the majority, I suspect, ",would be unhappy with such a harrow view.

Even those_teachers who are willing to accept: as the'central,purpose of their
work what I have called its epistemological charactermould probably ihiist that
there is'more to it than, that. How they talk about the larger scope .:Of their
mission, they discuss, it in terms of character development or moral
education or aesthetic apPreCiation or social responsibility or 'whatever,
matters less here than does the fact that none of these ways of talking is
reducibld,to language 'mat is strictly epistemologica All, in other words,
refer temodes of experience and to psychological states that spread beyond the
boundaries of knowledge Derd, and-that are not eatily retiesled, if at all, by
questions from. even the most skillful teacher or test-maker.

There- are even times, it seems, wh the most sensible thing for a teacher
to do at the end of ,a lesson is to remain silent, or close to ,it. EIiiabeth
Hardwick; teacher and writer, describes one such occasion. ..."Iesthard to say

anythingabout a,fine short story,",She tells us, "I know from -teaching that I
would ask the 'class, to read chekhov and all I could think et) say to. them was,
!Isn't he wonderful!" ,Most teachers have had similar moments of speethlessness
in all probabilitY.- I know I have. At such.times the question of whether some
piece of knowledge is or. -is not lodged in somebody else's head seems like_

silly thing to want to know. So too does the broader question of precisely what
_influence the tea-the-es:actions have had. fie can do little better on such
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occasions than to join with Henry Adams, in his celebration of all the things
that teachers will never know. Those unCertainties begin afresh with each new
day_: of teaching and seem to have no. end. Adams hit the nail on the head all:
right- in what he had to gay about the farthestreaches of the teadher's'
influence, but he could as easily have used the close at, hand: as his starting
place. "Near and far," he might have said, the teacher's lot remains the same
-- from here to eternity, uncertainties galore."
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In this-paper I wish to consider that aspect of educational assessment
whidh is primarily of use to teachers in, the exercise of their art. I shall be
speaking mainly of the elementarySchool ages. In order to consider this aspect
I shall hcwever lay down certain general propositions about the process of
educatioh, of teaching and learning, and about the word "curriculilm."

In a genetic sense education is a pmotess which can be misrepiesented in.
two apparently opposing ways, each of which catches something of the essence-but
each of which' is incorrect if translated into practice and is inconsistent with
the other. Same things are_compaicated enough to require at leatt sentences
po say them. And as in mathematics, two axioms taken together may generate -Si
nest of theorems which world in no way follow from either of that alone.

The first of rmi, axioms is that education -- informal education first,
formal education added -- is the central prOdess of culture transmission. By
culture I mean everything which contributes;to dhildren's potential capacities
to became competent functional' members of their society -- including- all

relevant aspects of knOwledge, skill, character and commitment& The Metaphor
dominant in discussions of this aspect is that of the potter and the wheel,,the
metaphor of shaping. Human beings are.in some measure ,plastic, and from birth
are being instructed, molded, shaped. In culture transmission and culture
evolution education takes the place of the genetic code sand subsequent
embryology. Child development, so considered, is the interaction of social

nurture with embryology.

In narrow applications of this view the attempt can be made.to assimilate
the :lidescription of the process'of education Under the metaphor of standard
engineering design: Our 'public. education System; dealing with numbers of#

teachers in excess: of.a million, has evolved -- over a very few generations ---

creating an institution which has in it, across the land, manyi'dominant
informities of practice, of.,,daily and, longer-term rotitine, of style' and
practice. This standardization brings with it, understandably, l. certain, aspepta
of quality control relating to various levels of assessment'and'accOuntability;

In a simplistic account of engineering design two_ pmesappositions are
basic. One is the availability of uniform raw materials of known propertfes,

the other is a system of rules or procedures for shaping and assembling thede
materials into a finished pmoduct. In reality, hawever, these assumptions are
only approximated, and it is necessary, as part of the design itself, to monitor
for non-uniformity, for choice among alternative rules, for chance deviations.

In bringing this point of view -- at zone levels of approximation a
necessary one -- to bear on the process of schooling one is forced to recognize
a very considerable non-
uniformity among children, among teachers and their practices, among schools and
systems, curricula, etc. Among the many sorts of monitoring' assessments which
this situation invites is the constant assessment of children's progress along
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standardized curricialar tracks.
TO A HSI* - )7

This maybe thebasisjor routing children or
O

Such assessment itself. requires some, measures of standardization, as for
example in the comparison of,schools, systems, for making national comparisons,
CT across time. In recent decades a dominant response to this.: demand has been

creation of a wide variety of statistically standardized measures, almost
invariably paper and pencil tests, and thege tend to become implicit definitions
of educationally desirable objectives. What is outstandingly obvious-,ais that
their results reflect a quite gross variance with respect to the' erstwhile
uniformities which the metaphcr of engineering design has presupposed; much of

-this variance remains unaccounted for except in terms of conventional cdeas such
'as "ability," etc:

now turn to my.other .axiom. Human beings are by nature active model
builders- theirlearning -- from birth. is essentially an autonomous process
in which .their behavior (conduct) is being constantlyrriodifiedlay-proceSseS-of------7.
assimilation, accomodation and equilibration (Piaget) which involves the mapping -"

of environments and the planning of conduct, both piecesses taking place at
levels of motivation and informational complexity which take account of motor-
sensory input but which are not accounted for by external sensory input
(including "reinforcement").

Such input is in pert an independent variable. but in Part is information
elicited by the individual, in part dependent on his activity and
discrimination. Those asPects Of nurture and environment which_ are relatively
independent of such elicitation will indedchhave a directive influence on the
models built, ands support r discourage children's general model=building
properties, which____zare by their nature cumulative or autocatalytic
(intelligence).

In the course of such. careers hum
their model-buildng motivations and prope
,genetic diversity these differences become
but also can .be seen as alternative
'characteristics of habit, language, of ins
be developed. What appears fromthe vier
uniformity is from the point of view Of,
what we call

beings are congenitally diverse in.
sities. Beginning 'from an = initial

amplified in some essential r pects,
thways along which column

itutienal accomodation are or
int of the firgt axiom to be non-
.slcandi more adequately described as

Preel this' point of view the re mess for leaining is primarily a matter of
individual: development to date.- of individual motivation. The metaphor of

ttsIntinisgloa becomes inappropriate; learnir4 is Primarily an activity of theP
learner,'-abstracted from information selected'or elicited by the learner from
primary subject matter, from the accessible world, through his selective
interaction with it. In this activity the learner is an .eolithic craftsman.
building structures -- models -,- of his own using what has been 'already
assimilated, including frames of thought already stored fram'previous learning,
with ends-in-view which are themselves framed in terms Of prior experience

The, role of teacher, seen in the light of each of =these -axiamdjn edrn, and
excluding the implications of the other,- is a kind of stereotype. Under the
first axian the central role is that of instruction, leading students along a
pre-determined pathway, on their pert a step by step acquisition of skill and
knowledge, shaped -- informed -- by the teacher as source, or. -nowadays more
typically- by the teacher as administrator of standardized sources -:-tex4lEks,
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workbooks, "packages."

Under the second axiom alone the role of the teacher is no longer pmarily
that of an instructor. The teacher becomes a guardian, a facilitAor, a
"support facility," organizer of a material ambiance in which children's model-

. building-propensities will te supported, providing 'materials which they can
shape in accordance with these propensities, each in his own way and according
to his own readiness and momentary motivation. If there is educative direction
ih this provisioning it.is indirect; if there is instruction it ,is instruction
of demand, assistance in pursuit o0 an end set by the learner

In a superb philosophical e say, still in print but seldom read with any
due, regard for its content, John- a :ey(1) sets forth the dialectical Ipvelopment

.

of these two axioms when they are f y brought together. His first step is to
set forth each of tese axioms -- as I have called them -- in such a bald and
.Lei -that-t a-a i hot
but in a whole stream of practical consequences which each seams to entail. *

These contradictions become the anmamentarium of warring parties-in a perennial
debate, each charging the other as espousing ideas and .practices which doom
education to failure.

Dewey s se .nd step is surely the right one; it is to Sty -- irkeffect
that both axi are correct, and that each, taken without regard to their idint
implidation , ill in fact bring about the failure which it is, accused of.`
Without acce., both axioms, in some suitably refined form, one simply cannot
define the central problems of education.

Unless the classroom is, hot]) child-centered and subject-centered the basic
conditions of educative' success will not be met. The teacher's central role is
that of bringing about a match tetween the child and the curriculum in an
enriched esvironment. Such an environment entices children's curiosity and
/gives them wide access to subject matter. It leads them into the curriculum by
selecting, reorganizing and embodying its content in that environment, thus
"directing by-indirection." Dewey was aware of the fact that there is a large
multiplicity of pathways into the exPloratiCe and final mastery of any doMain of
elementary subject matter, 'and that it is only by the teachers' art that
pathways can be found to matdhhe Prapensities and talents of individual
children, and sponsor the kinds of associated activities which will bring them
as a small society, to relive the intellectual, and practical learning and
invention of 'mankind. Dewey discusses atlength the contrast between the
standardized logical organization of subject matter (e.g; the textbook) andwhat
he calls the psychological organization, that from which, a teacher, khowinT'ilell
the logical organization, will reconstruct accessible content from it to
maximize access and commitment from diverse individuals and groups of learners.

1. criticize. this excellent essay, andilewey's other related writings, for
two omissions. The first, of which -I need say no more here, is that it implies
a ,profundity in the understanding of elementary subject matter which teachers in
fact are typically lacking, and in the development of which they need kinds of
continuing education and practical support which our school systems -- dominated
in practice mostly by the first'axiam, not the-second -- do not provide. The.
second and more basic criticism is that Dewey here, as elsewhere, neglects or
fails to emphasize one'central role of the teacher, one which when described
will lead us to face the central topic of .this :paper, assessment in the service
of teaching.' It is a role which requires full accordance of both amlomn. remry
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education) fdi not accepting the force of the first axiom, but he still reserved'
his big artillery for their opponents.

To put the point most sharply: In the essay referred to Degey recognizes
that a teacher's role is that of creating an ambiance in which "the 'child and
the curriculum" are brought together in.some fruitful matching relation, an
ambiance wtdch includes the teacher as an adult intermediary, as one who evolves
that ambiance in step with children's development and learning, unpacking and
reconstructing curricula in the process. Dewey has however nothing to say about
the instructional role of the teacher In such an ambiance/ and so implicitly, in
the end, gives support to those of libertarian or anarchistic persuasion who
minimize that role in theory and neglect it in practice. How -then should one
conceive this instructional role, while having due regard for all- the

--implications. as to the necessity of Self-directed aqivity in model building

In that enriched ambiance which Dewey, rightly conceives as a necessary
condition for adequate education, children will have choices, and if the
ambiance is well-designed and evolves well, these choices will be educationallyi
significant ones. Recognition of the centrality of children's freedom to Choose
within such an ambiance is an easy consequence of the second axiom, and its
advocates will often use the locution of "giving choices." The practical
translation of this "giving," is often that in what nowadays would be called an
open classroom there is a diversity of activities and materials available and
"set out for children to become engaged with, while a teacher is available,
moving about to assist, to question, to encourage.

Desirable as all such provisioning may be, `as a matter of course, one must
question whether or hcw -- though it is often desirable and too frequently.
lacking -- it is really,cf the essence. Classrocms which appear on the surface
to lick it may nevertheless be excellent, and those which provide it may fail. I
believe the essence, from axiom II, is of a 'different, order. Let me say:
significant choices are Invented or constructed, they are very seldom simply
"given." The process of choice is JALL of the model-building activity, of
learning, not somethitlg prior to it which can samehag just be "given" .n the
spirit of'"here are the' alternatives, you choose:" Akernatives presented in
this way represent superficial or conventional chaices. At best they are
initial- moves, moves designed to elicit information by a teacher, very seldom
more than a potential doorway into subject matter or ,'a source' of steadying
involvement and comprehension. In our agn experience with early math. and
,science we have seen many times that a rich array of enticing materials and
phenotend-will prove attractive to groups of children, in their own classrooms
dr in visits to our advisoty centeriOnl such 'opening occasions a laissez-faire
attitude is for a time fully appropriate; one doe's not rush in' to instruct --
but it is not a long-time typically, Itleowhat one of us called "Christmas
morning." If this is continued too long,!Ohe will begin to see the fading of
interest, "running out of steam," thp signs of boredom more 'often associated
with conventional classrooms of too narrow a'style. Cut off, on the other hand,
by a -"nag let's get down to work" cabana, such an opening phase has little
educative virtue, it is only a drop of nectar. The crucial phenadenon of
significant choice comes rather,from communication aLkand these early indicators
of interest and readiness, an openitjgAlpThE,;frqsh Xernatives for investigative
curioSity, for, the acquisition ;of

ftkewte. 5l l car 4.,4.64w9
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term, in whiA what has been only a prelimi
filed, and .retrieved in later use.

ry exploration is worked out,

A teachers' role in this process is that of helping children to find
Pathways of learning. (2) This role has two major aspects. One is that of

11

assessment and planning, the_other of investment, of joining, as an add

1

in
the pursuits being shaped and fostered, investingthem, in the5eyes_of Chi n,
with adult enjoyment and dignity. *I shallreturn to the first, As the ' airs
concern of this essay; but the second is itant 17/7 way of background. The
quality of a teacher's own; perception of ject matter determines the frame or
frames within which children's significant choices can come to definition, and
is therefore crucial to choice. In part this range of potential choice depends
on the teachers existing repertoire of available materials_ and their uses. If
this is narrow and conventional, potential 'choices are limited as well. If it,is
wide,- there is a greater probability that the teacher carihelib'evOlve fiesh
choices consonant with the beginnings which children will show themselves ready

__ .. ___to make and extend. Since a_teachers' subject matter range and understanding of
subject.-matterlimita that teachers'cazacity for itS inveatiture -in ao-
familiar and attractive, it also limiiS'the teachers ability to assess and plan.

, k ,,

I give a small example. A second-grade/ teacher has been introducecito
gdoboards-and has given these, with an ample supply of rubber bands, to each of
27 children for a lesson. They are first invited to play with the figur s they
can make. ',Iller the word "rectangle" is discussed;-and illustrated, and ly
everyone is invited, toOmake a rectangle" on this lattice of nails. The
teachers' example has been,a rectangle:,

. .

I _,
.

_./.
two high and three Wide, and almost all now re.A,,...ted it. tie are going to

,

"count the squares, ' and that will be our introduction to Area. Each child is
asked to count 'and most say "six." But one dhild Madeade a first rectangle

. . . .. . . . . 4this:

4

sor

I

observer saw him look abOut and -- alas! -- change his rubber band tothe
now-conventional-,:form. But then again -7- mirabile vista! -- from some inner
'conviction and courage he changed it back again. When his turn came he
therefore said, "six." The teacher, dutifully following instructions, not
understanding, was disconcerned--' something was wrong. Afterward the obterver
was able td pick up the neglected opportunity, and the way; was opened for
looking at this square on the diagonal and a more adequate approach' to the
concept -of Aced. The child in question was ready for and delighted_with this
opportunity, and his work could have providdvd an entree to some real geometry
for other children as ,.well. But the lesson did note include any such
opportunity.(3)
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Given S sort of d- MI -s-ran-ge sadly-inadequate-in
thd case cited one can,then discuss matters of assessment and planning,
within that range or extending it,

The situations presented by such opportunities is one which calls for a
certain type of information matching. A channel is to be developed which gives
access to subject matter for who have given signals as to how that
access may. be achieved; among potential ways of access, some are suggested by
those signals as promising; Starting from the otherside, a match is to be
achieved between some subject-matter topic or content and -a AiVerse array of
children with. their available talents and resources.

However undertaken/ the rimary processof asSessmsnt is Onefri choose to
for-- specific reasons,--by some behavioral, bt t 'emphatically ,non

behavioristic label. A relevant operative term-is understanding. As teachers
we wish----to -aweSs-----and -chart -farexample,---the--progress-bfchildrenl-s----:---
understanding of the unequal arm balance. The context _I have in mind is work
with Some variety of materials such as weights, some identical with each-other,
some diverse; a long board to be balanced (or unbalanced); on a rounded support
(for stability), sheets of hardboard to be balanced (or unbalanced) on a
henispheriCal. surface, materials such as Tinkertoys to be assembled into
arbitrary ,configurations to balance (or not), on a single point.

In the course of.initial play with such materials children (and adults) will
,

behavioral evidence as to their Understandingof what, forshorthand, we
may call the law of moinents And 6f-stability or instability in equilibrium.
Students' achievement of such understanding is our curricular objective. ,I,

shall say, hadever, that,this objective is not to be exhaustively defined in
terms of specific $ehOlors, as that term is usd in the recently (an4__stiI1
currently)' fashionable notion of behavioral objectives. The latter notion,-is
based on'a4016sphicaI or methodological opinion that the content of learning
can be defined only in terms of objective data, some specific itemized list of
specific verbal or Ferformatory "behaviors," i.e. responses to such questions or
Commands as "place block A where it will balance block B." The listing may be
long, but when set forth adeguately it will give a behavioral or operational
definition, of the degree to which one has mastered "balance." Such a listing
can then become, under Axiom I, a guide to the teacher, by which students can
seriatim "be t aught not only general verbal 'responses but also correct
performance.

In opposition to this view I put forward the view that understandim is the
operative word; underStanding' is per se non-behaviora; on the other- hand
evidencd-f.regarding whether, or the degree to which, something like the concept
of balance is understood, is behavior. The view rejected is a hangover from the
logical positiv=ism of ,the 1930's, and its verification theory of meaning.
According to this epistemologicact theory a 'meaningful scientific statement is
one which can be translated into the list of observable phenomena which can be
said to verify it. The simplest refutation of this view now almost
unanimously rejected is that the list of such directly observable phenomena
corresponding to any hypothesis of scientific imFortance is always in principle
inexhaustible. The hypothesis can and met be Igagd by observation, but is not
defined by such evidence; if it were so formulated it would be useless; since
all a its implications would then be 'exhausted.(4)



The operative meaning of "understand" puts tnisscortcept in the category of
which ccinnot---beexhaustively defined -by any pre-determined list of

liehaViors. If we could train students.to a Criterion level of performance with
ires4eet to his understanding to defired -- it would not necessarily 'imply
understanding, and indeed if ,the. training were sufficiently routine might
wholly miss the mark. Indeed according to-Axiom II -- our aim is that the
student, should build some hodej for the wide array of balance phenomena, one.
which. is in some measure equivalent to the distillation'of simple Principles
first enunciated by Archimedes; should not' nly 'build, SUCH a model but shbuld pe
able to retrieve it from memory for use' diverse. 'situations of a familiar
kind, . but also for trial in diverse-Situations, some of which are novel
aspect. The extent to which such models have been, built, at any point
reaming, :arid are retrieved in new situations, 7is testable in a teacher
Observaticin and it_is from such evidence that the teacher can in turn att
to' build a =lel of the student's model by comrxiiin with the teachers'
model' of phenomena this case balance. T'

:Well-constructed .models have a'. character#tic power (5)td >reduce the
redundancy of experience. Behavior can exemplify-the use of a moder,arid give
clueb to its nature, but in its 01411 nature a ittodept- iS of a different order. In
its town nature a model 'is.first a way or habit:-0selecting, organizing and

iprotricling information, and .then later by abstraction . an object- in its own
right, a concpptual reality which we can describe and analyze -- e.g. the law of
moments, tfit conditions of stability in -the language of phYsics or
mathematics, not the-language of human behavior.per se, though as a retrievable
model it must be richly indexed to phenomenal-and,boliavioral imagery.

.

Understanding, so conceived, is, in principle, never complete. Models in
this sense can become linked_to other models in a network, thus further reducing
residual redundancy, 2.3*, and increasing what might be called the cross-section
area of possible applications ( transfer of learning ). So the conceptual frame
0-balance maybe linked to that of mechanical work and potential energy, or to
ther cases of the use- of an efficacious center (Holton), to geometry

(Archimedes), and so on. In another direction it might become linked to the
barometer and the ocean of air, to still other phenomena of equilibrium and tothe image of the potential well, etc.

The representatidn of understanding by the idea of a gradini'letwork serves
also to suggest why there. is wide latitude for educational -choice in the time
ordering, of many specific topics, at least at early levels of learning:
Important _ideas frameS and modes of understanding are met along many
tracks of learning, that is why they-are important, and that is why subject
matter is open to reconstruction for learning in many ways.

From this assertion of the adaptability of subject,matter I turn to the
other pole, the adaptability of children. It is only when these two kinds of
adaptability are _seen in conjunction,1± propose, that the child and- the;
curriculum can be fully :brought to harmonious relation.

To begin the discussion I propose to introduce two subSidiary lamas about
the assessment of ability. One that if we are to speak about measures of.ability or talent, in the biographieS of any,individual at any time, this
measure be conceived as a vector of many dimensions, not_ just one
aggregat_pe.4. I.O.1 or a few (e.g. the subsections of the individual I.tests) . The individuality of 1paristprg imni-Arm i e a 4-1-Inrwcyrn mkrst 14- 44,,,



It is practically_ confirmed by the fact that in any group the rates of
Iearning.alpftg any one cdrrictilar track are-conspicuodsly different, md there
are consicuous changes (often inversions) in these rates as a function of the
kinds of ambiance, access, and teaching involved. The second lemma, is that

learning' rates are roughly proportional to relevant antecedent leaning. The
first lemma impaies a profile, a vector of abilities and taIentS (which:
visualize in-Falai coordinateS) of whith no single fUhtiion (average, etc.) is
ither very meaningful or very usefui in teaching. The second 'implies that in

any given, specific diree%Aon on'the polar profile the distribution of abilities
in a group should be something like the log-normal distribution, with a large
variance between individuals.'

.4

Under these Ibffimas it will follow,,most importantly, that the assessment bf
strengths 77_ peaks of background, skill, knowledge, talent is of pTior
importance. to w_hat-. tsalsci necessary, that,df weakness, low/points on' the
_OrofileThus a child with visual-artisti-ostrengVisThasa-difterent-potential

; for access to geometry or arithmetic or readingtrom one with special verbal or
mechanical facility. Since rates of learning are dependent on learning alrea
achieved, .tile potential for bridging over from an existing strength.or talent
overteme--Weakness, &lone; But here the role of the teacher is Pitramourit, _

finding ways of building cross-over linkages between'areas of strength and of
weakness, and this helping Children-to find choices which are both attractive
and- educationally significant.

ThesP.twolerlinas, Z believe, indicate the principal reasons why preVailihg
ideaS_of formalf*sessment are.of very limited use in teaching, and often are
damaging. As to the positive side. Scor6S=On such,_. tests are' typically a
confirmation of what teachers do or shouldalready abundantly-know A child Whb
has become seriously_ addicted to reading F41-tbefore .long far exceed, in score,
the ,age norm for reading ability derived frOK46andardization of such tests.
The smne is true of arithmetic. To demOnstrate reading ,levels slightly above

these. norms may comfort a teacher, but is surely no sign of excellence_ in

children's work. moreover to' AiM instruction at the typical content of such

tests is in most cases to substitute routine bkill_training for the more basic

art, that of investing readingwith value for thildren in relation to their
expanding interests in the world around them,,in fantasy and storytelling, in
writing of that which they deem Worthy to tell of their own lives andrlearnings.

If the above outline of the desiderata of successful teaching is accepted,
then :one has.a background for the SeleCtion or invention of specific means of

assessment which such teaching-requires. A first.-Consideration is that time
scales, the characteristic return -time from assessment 'to its uses, in teaching.

These vary frcm minutes tb ZmOnthS.:Records (in''hiemery or on paper) are vital
because the way assessments influence teaching needs, to be monitored by the
teacher; individual decisions in teaching are fallible, and their success or

failure should confirm or modify teachers profile models of individual children
and should contribute to the teachers' own professional growth; The design of
professionally useful techniques for assessment and record-keeping must come
however as a harvest from successful practice and is unlikely to be provided by
professional Xest-designers unfamiliar with the needs of the teaching art. I

suggest that we should examineexamples of such teChniques when we' can find them
proposed or in use.
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Givenwhat_I have said above about 'the multivariate and log-normal
distribution- nature of such data, they are unlikely to reseuble formal test:'scores, thOUgh they'may sometimes. incorporate such measures. It should beremetbered in, this connectio n that any:reliable yes-no discrimination ja a.'
measurement,' and that where the number cedimensions of interest exceed the
number of data such discriminationt are liWeIy to* take the form ofa paragrapb'
than of nutter.

As to assessments of a more long-term relevance in teaching, rty'theoremsand lemmas;
--o not exclude formal tests "standardized or not as sources'of ,confirmato evidence useful to teachers. If my, argument is correct these bythemselves --- though,of limited usefulness -- am be usd to', sample' .children's

learning and skill in subject matter area8, provided they do not get confused
with more significant ways of defining the aim of eduCation. They can sometimes
reasohably=be considered as necessary conditions of educational suecett,: butthey. by meang-shotild be confused-with what ii:sufficient" o to- use a,
currentloy ,fashionable tern basic. '
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INTRODUCDIII I

In the discussions of our panel several themes emerged time and time
again with great forcefulness: The issues these themes dealt with were of two

- sorts.

The first kind of issue raised :was that of the constraints thiat
present institutional structures and organization place on possible alternative
assessment practice. The second kind of issue raised was the nature of the
desirable features and properties of nevi alternative assessment praCtice. The
three ypepers that follow* by Parker Damon, Asa Hilliard and 'Howard Gruber &

Robert Keegan address these issues'directly.

J. Ptrker Damon is principal of the McCarthy-Towne School in Acton,
Mass. He writes from perspectiVe Of a 'practicing school principal. - .ghat

perspective,is augmented and complemented by his experience as-a Ford noundation
Fella./ with project TORQUE at the Education Development Center during. the 1977-
78 school year, and his participation in the 1979 National Institute of
Education conference On Testing, Learning `mod Teaching.

- , - -

_ .

Dr. Damon believes that schools and teachers have all too little of a
precioukcommoditygdalled time. Thoughtful instruction. and sensitive assessment
take time. In the first part of his paper:., he shows how the time demands of
present assessMent,practices cut deeply into teachers' available thne, without
the compensation of yieldinqiiseful informatidn in return.

part, of >his,paper, he outlines some a$SeSsment.practices
e to,-'and complementary to standardized testing. In this

Qn the ongoing experience of his own school as well as
r educatorswith whom he is in close and coritinUpg

In the seen
that are both alternati

.'section, he draws heavi
the experiences of o
contact.

JIn the last., t of his paper, Et. Damon discusses the several sorts
of suPPort necessary to :gepractice. In particular, he points out that fiat
all problems are solved throwing money at them. Some sources:of supportare
there for. us to use, without further expenditure of funds. These new sources'of
support involve the introdupinclof new actors into the educational ,scene in the
form,ofjerents and older'SbudentS. They involve, the encouragement of teachers'
professional activities and develoment. Above all, they call for a. more
reaIcstic and informed view of the realities of schools and teaching.

Asa G. Hilliard is 'Dean of the. School of Education of. San FranCisco
State. University. He writes from the dispassionate perspective of the scholar
and from the impassioned perspective of one deeply committed to social change in
the United States. This counterpoint of perspectives recurs continually

roughout his cdntribution to this volume.

. . ,

The thread that ties Dean Hilliard's paper together isthe celet
of diversity. People differ from one another as individuals. When they form i
groups, either under their own volition or under preSsure from others, ,

groups they form differ from one another. Jerrold Zacharias once said, "childreh
are different from one another, and schools should, make them 'more S03.,r. Asa
Hilliard clearly subscribes to this view.



c ul t u r e a n d e x p l o r e s s o m e of t h e r e a s o n t-current n assesmen t-- ractice-is-a-

insensitive as it, is to cultural ation and diversity. He goes on to examine.

the meaning of the term !teSe--71Fi ducation and-the interacting tiled of
considerations of the type of testy the use of the, test and the user ofthe test
result. loll too, often, schools and society have paid dearly for the confusion of

these considerations in theilinds of the public. Finally, in `dosing his paper,.

Dean Hilliard draws up a list of guidelines for the shaping_of new assessment
practices and instruments are very much inthe spirit of the other contributions

to..thiSvolume.
_ .

In the long run one of the goals of education iS to have students
internalize the assessment function and reflect on the quality of the own
reatning and doing.,:A,Indeed, leading an "inspected life may well be regarded as

the hallmarkpf.a successful education.

By and large 4edon't devote much effort-in our formal educational systems
to helping-stUdent velop _the ability'as well as the inclination to do this:,

Howard Grilbersand Robert Keegan, of the InStitute for Cognitive - ,Studies at

Rutgerg,--University, describe a course in psychology they -offers to-
traditional students that emphasizes the importance of reflection on ones own

thought and learning and offer some explicit suggestions drawn from their
experience to help those that seek to move in this direction.



INVESTIGATIVE TEACHING: AID 19 THE S'IUDENT

by

PARKER DAM ON

McCarthy-atone SchOol
Acton, meet.

WHAT ..PREVENTS .TEACHERS FROM MAKING EFFECrIVE. DSE. S'pANDAADiZED TEstg, OR OF
DEVISING -AND USING mgiattatervEs '10"THEM?

Standardized tests have an impact on curriculum'dontent, budget priorities,
.and faculty assignments. ,They are used to identify_ individual students for
inclusion or exclusion in special programs. They influence teacher .behanior
gometimes this influence .is great, sometimes_ not. Whole ',I:pits of study may be
added to or &leted fronis the curriculum; time allotments devoted to a particular
.activity may be -altered; seqtiences of learning experiences may be switched. As
result of poor performanceon a language mechpnics-sabsecticp. of a testy a
district or school may purchase a whole series. Of language arts textbooks.
teachers may be told to spend amore time on this'area of -inStruction in igolation
as opposed to integrating the teaching of gzammar, punctuatcon, usage and
capitalization with the studentt' _other wOrk on reading and writing.' A .weak
showing *on the. study subtest may pressure a teacher to revamp the
curriculuM so that )students will have to use resource books in place of other
reSeach tvery one of these influences: work in the direCtiori of
further constraining the time the teacher has available.

e amount, of instructional time available to teachers for whole class
projects, large group instruction, and sequential small group activities, is not
as extensive as.some may think. After daily organilational meetings, lunch,
recess, physical education, art, music, and special class V for certain students
are cducted from the twenty-seven and a half hour school week, not much is
left. For example, during a tYpical week tritime not available for whole class
instruction (i.e., all students present. in e classroom at the same time) might
include 1/2 hr/day for morning meeting and Predismissal cleanup 2 1/2
hrs/wkr1 hr/day for lunch cleanup, lunch,Junch --recess = 5hrs/wk; 1 hr/week for
art, ITIUSiC, physical education =.3 hrs/wk; 1 hriday when some students are out
of the room for special civses = 5 hrs/wk; 1/2 hr/day for recess or other
kinds of recreational = 2 1/2 hrstok; 1 hr/week for unexpected

_miscellaneous activities._ the teacher may have eight and ._La heif hours per
week when all the students are present. ,These hours, hooever, may not be
.available in coherent blocks of time `or at the most advantageous times of the
day or week. Thus when a teacher is faced with making the best use of both the
nineteen hours when not all students are present and the eight, and a half. when
they are, it is not surprising to find other pressures or incursions having a
marked imoact on teacher-attitudes and behavior..



experimentation, discussion, are components of the instructional, process that;.
require a lot of teacher effort 'and a lot'of available instructional time.,,
Pressures fram the 'outside in the form of standardized test outcomes
whatever theirmerits, force other priorities, activities; materials or methods

ma rliot, agree with.
to give way. In can have a direct impact on classroom instruction
that the teacher may, or.

In addition, there may also be! indirect kindS of irapaCt that are not
appreciated A first. Often someone an'group other. than the 'classroom teacher
believes the test results signal something .different is required..
Administratord' ----a-ssuTpions, parents' perceptions, and -'citizens' concerns
pressure the teachers- to do what the teachers "know to be unnecessary or, wrong;
on warranted but poorly- tiMed,-or appropriate. and ctiomed to fail (because the
requisite support'` is'lacking), Impacts of these sorts `are second-hand; Indirect,.. ,
and delayed.-

The daily instructional .prooess is, in the main, unaffected
nformatian practiced by standardi.zed tests. 'Ito the extent that there is
impadt; it'is usually a,negatiVe one. :Elva Baker points out that "stddies show
that what teachers.do -as a result_ of :test scores: is..to drop whatever it they- .-
are working en and .do-something else, or to repeat-, lzhat they are doing more
frequently. Neither pf these are examples of positive, or constructive-' Use of
test information:- Teachers are not using the information to "ot:en up their
instructional repetoire.".

rlachers have a variety of good reasons for snot using the data produced by
standardized tests. LtoWever, these reasons are-often.averlooked by those whose
views of teacher's' aretbaSed faulty:stereotypeS, ematiOnalistri, d
is, therfote; =Po- rtant to point -on't that; ; "` .*

-;-Teachers are. not lazy.
their work- time more thary9646a1S,
weeks the yeah.

'k day arid' year are .shart,'
ers,who work 94'to 5.for '50

-=..=Jiteachert giant to . be a untable for their performance. But they
also want and deserve siapp-ort o,that ,accountability is an avenue for ,
professional improvement rather than simply an avenue for blame:

-- Teachers welcome assistance intended to'ilciprove students' specific
learning experiences. Successful materials and practices are always
being sought. Thus anything which is easy and effective in terms of
providing teachers with accurate, insightful, diagnostic, releVant;
immediate, concrete, complete; and constructive information would be
welcomed. Critics of Standardized ;testt argde that none of these
criteria is Met by, any group. administered- achievement test,

, .

--Teachers are willing to devote extra time (tIcte;e4e* defined) to
improve the learning experiences of their studente. This wil.lingnesi
includes becoming more proficient in the use of, tests and other
assessment. practices. Theo: fact is however, following participation
in workshops and :courses designed for this purpose,- the active,,,







7ere,are'belisril :reasons why teacherS iailtb'use test data. First,sEhere,-- ,--a
are'thmarlf.mec;0111:6a1 impediments that get in, wW...Turn;around time from
wherv;tim sndent takes the test to when the.teieli* receives the results is too
'long. :tiro be useful'for instruction, that tirdeAidght to be.no more than a day or
so.tiguallY, several weeks to a month pass and Frequently. there are unexpected
Oeimg. Ttgt .items bear marginal resomblande to daily classroom work. qhe
rely ship of test goals' to'teacher goals and to each teacher'S tequence of
insteudt'on to reach them occurs only by chance. Moreover, the information-

/Pei:41de to the. teacher, is usually too sparse or too sUperficial or both for it
to be of use even if it arrived promptly and related to what the teacher was/
teac

checklists.

A second reason for the non-use of test results comes from the 'constraints
,cof the materials schools and teachers'mugt contend with. In determining ,Vhat
instructional materials they and their students will use, schools and teachert
usually have only.two choices. Teachers.may buy them from suppliers whote wares
are, practically indistinguishable, or make them themSelvet At night, on

, weekends, or during vacations., lbe latter path is demanding. Adapting,
collecting, creating ate time consuming efforts. It it unrealistic to expect_
teachers to discard what they have created and believe to be, worthwhile on,the
basis of infmation which they do not value much.

The argument'-that teadhers will' make better use of criterion referenced
tests (thamthey now do of.norm referenced tests) because theY 'Can participate
in. selecting test items fails in face of the fact that thege itent arei4usUally.
selected to represent a district's goals and not to reflect what students are
doing and.leaining in.the classroati.,Teachers use materials in idiosyncratic
fashions thee usually make standardized test information ingppropriate fOr
assessing Ittudent performanbe in the classroom. Some instructional management
systemS_ a tempt to getAaround this_ difficulty by means of: intricate
Crossreference And index schemes, and:detail sequence charts and goals

A third reason teachers do not use standardized test results is that they
have too.44igny student to work with MIEN TEACHING REsPONSIBILITIES
CONSIEERED'ALCUG; WITH THEIR GTHER RESPONSIbILITIES. Even if a teacher knows how
to interpret test results and how to translate them into learning experiences,
it is unlikely the teaCher will have the time to do so for every child on a
subtest by subtest basis. Even less likely is an examination and comparison by "`
the teacher of the individai test items and responses for each child. AZ a
result, the teacher must rely on the summary printouts shooing which items Caere;
correctly and incorrectly responded to, the frequency of errors,- of indiVidual
students compared to their classmates, scores of one kind or -other compered to
what might be expected (anticipated= scores) and.to the scores of norm groups.
Scanning numbers on computer prinEout sheets is quicker than looking at each
individual, student's answer sheet and comparing actualresponses to the a
questions which were asked. It is also more superficial and further removed
from -classroom activity and direct intervention in the teaching-learning .

process. Even if the teacher is sophisticated and knowledgeable about' had 'to
use the ormation provided by summary printout sheets, other' time pressures
such as epering daily lesson plans in four or five'curri6ulum areaseworkIng
on curri0Um development projectS foi schodk or district, .responding,tolneent
and cormidriity concerns, and working with specialists in order to,;,4atteiliC t(1
students with special needs m1y well take precedence. lhose Rbo, Mork ,in
schools, like most-everyone else, do not.aIways have the luxury of:aleguatetirile

s "T. -S's
ar'
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for all that has to be donev shortcuts are used even .if they do not improve thequ ity of wizt is being done. If the teacher is in any way unsure of Aat thetest results may mean, or hod they may be translated into claSsroan practice,there is little 'likelihood Of their being'usedt.

METHODS FOR EVALUATION PROGRAMS AT Mi.i.OARTHY-IWNE.

Parent Information Coffees
a) At school
b) In nei rhoods

2. Parent-faculty annual. ting
3. Parent-faculty-Student rveys and questionnaires
4. Systed, state, national ests and surveys
5. Reports byegr. ate stu nts
6. Faculty and schobl' self--evaluation

,7. Interviews of Sixth, Seven', and Eighth Grader88. Surveys of Junior High,School faculty
9. Creation of 'school's own subject Area objectives

10. Creation of school's own tests of ,objectives
11. Attitude smiles and inventories
-12. Survey 'parents of children who once attended M
-13. Collection of cortraents and concerns from publid.
.14. Cbservations of student teachers
15. Reactions of results of evaluation data f,rorn

all concerned ''
16. 'Videotapes of- school's programs in action
17. Samples of students' work

``18 Third7party,' evaluators
19t Coranents of vistors = 420. Reactions from other- schoolS and Professional



WHY DCN'T,'TEACHERSDEVISE:AN61.10E ALTERNATIVES TWSIANDARDIZEp4T%

Teacers'clo create their' own assessment' instruments and' procedures.
Teacher made worksheets, samplesof,student work, professionals' anecdotal logs,
end-of-the-chapter or unit' tests in textbooks, and many other forms of

assessment (see IlluStration 1) exist and maybe found in poor and affluent
schools in urban, stqarban, and rural districts. In many school systems though,

such alternatives are distrusted. As a result, schools and districts operate'm
a two track assessment system. Assessments intended to assist administrators
and school' boar& in making policy, priority Ord program decisions depend on
standardized'teseS, while assessments made to-10004 classrobm instruction and

individual student performance' depend on a varidty of'technigudb.

Some people might call such 'infOrm4ion more subjective, and thus
more-Suspect, than test scores. Those Wiib make this charge should be'
reminded of the- highly subjective-'nature of test construction, to say
nothing of the' interpretation and use of test data. The issue may not

be wtether to use these alternatives-,, but whether the person

reciptSting the information trusts the One providing it. Right new,

th4Ievel of trust and confidence between; the public-'and = the

prOftsionals _throughout the country seems low.
(Demon, J. Parker, Tuestions,You Should ASk about Ybur

Testing ,Program," The National Elementary
PRINCIPAL4, Vol. 56,,.No. 1, SepteMter Cctober 1976

p. 53; .also reprinted iai THE wt CIF

MEASURABILITY,. Paul Lafoutff, ed.)

Teachiers.trust the results of other assessment instruments and
practices more than they do the 'standardized tests. In addition to ther uneven-

quality of information provided by standardiied tests/ they also tend to
continue other confusions. For example, they encourage the use of labels or

terms such as "measuremenE," "assessment," evaluation," standard of

performance," literacy skills," "basic skills," "hierarchies -e skills,`

abilities, and thinking," "knowledge," "upderstandng,t "attitudes," 'aptitude,"

"anticipated achievement," .ligrade ,level performance," and4many more as if they
each .have precise meanings that distinguish one frau the Other or apply with

certainty to both groups And individuals. In reality; and more often than noti.

these terms and .labels disguige ignorance and promote myth.(ade Illustrat,ion 2)
E



ILLUSTRATION 2,

Investigative rreaching riodel

Students, parents, teachers, administrators, and members of the public all
want to know hem well performance, task and situation, and 6oa1 match. But each4
may want this 'information in the perspective of one looking back into time

z

th
examine completed performance, from the vantage point of one observing ongoirrig
activity, or.as a, predictor of future achievement. Why did someone do that?
Why is someone doing this Irather than that)? Why will someone be able to do
that? When we look into the: past, we are evaluating. Observing present
activity is assessing. In looking to the future, we are estimating ". the
likelihood of a prediction:: being realized. Evaluation, assessment and
estimation are words to use carefully, hot interchangeably, for they have
different )neartings.

PAST
EVALUATION
QUESTIONS

that did the person
dd.

:Was thq ggal
reached?: a

/z,f

is the activity
being performed?

Haw well was_the
goal reach d?

Shodid the outcome
haVe teen differ-
ent?

Hem could imptOve-
ments be made?

Why should; the ac-
tivity stay "the
same, be changed?

Is it being' done
. the way it .should'

FUTURE
ESTIMATION
QUESTIONS

Will thei.person be
able to tb the
"activi*?..,

as

Atp la0e appropriate
people; materials,
and .conditions

Is intervention
appropriate?

-or

ale,, and r

doing i t?

HOW can we heli.
prefure the iierson

-for doing the a6-
eivity? Should we?

Where is the it-
tivity headed?
How rimy outcxxnes.i

will one form of
assistance Jpetter
than another?

The et roan teacher evaluates, assesses, and estimates all the ime.
Standardize ests, ciapter tests, and other conytercially atartable instr ents
provide only ;some helpfuk 40 the teacher May use to answer*-6:;_Auest in
the first dolurrci., Te-antirs4have to rely on their.insEiliCteegtheir powe s .of
observation, , tailor-made or chosen materials;-:,:-..:40.''Oiiir ski. s .6f
dkrecti and strating in order to promote the learning igituati The

:teacher s to investigate what is going on firsthand to be able -to a er the
questions in coiurnnt two and three.
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WHAT WILL IT TAKE '10 HAVE tit PUBLIC, POLICY AM OTHER PROFESSIOtIALS,
, 'TRUST THE JUDGEMENT OF TEACHERS MORE, AND THE 'TS OF STWARDIZED TESTS

LEES?

Attacking_the credibility of standardized test, results or the tests
themselves will not cause :,a change in faith; Probably no single course of
action will inspire greater confidence in teachers' judgment; However, it is
IikeIir that a series of concerted efforts would have this result. First of all,
teachers need to know what they ate talking about when discuSsing student
performance with others; Theil have to be informed almut the strengths and
weaknesses of different assessment instruments and procedures, about how-their
classroom's curriculum content'," their students' learning Styles,, and their own '
assessment practices, and abOut hoW their classroom work osupports the overall
objectives of the school. If, teachers are able _to, articulate . these
relationships clearly, and if , they hold themselves and -their colleagues to
agreed upon standards of performance related to integrating.' asseSthment,'
instrUction,.and school goals, then teachers are'more likely to trust themSeIves
and be trusted by others;

. . .

Teachers require inservice training to reachthis level of understandi.ng
and. confidence. Few teacher training 'institutions instruct teacherth-to-be on .

haw to 'evaluate the content and -appropriateness of as-sessment and teaching
Materials: (1) Sumer workshops and released time during the school year for

thethinars and information eicharige:,,;sessions could provide teasers With
the knowI 4) needed t6 be comfarc2tbIe aii&cOnfident when carmunicatifig their
ludgments, and to implement-- err judgenents,constriidEively;

Supervisors, princi s,
responsibility for interpreting'
training as well in order to:

proper perspective by emphasizing

.WHAT SUPPORT IS NECE18ARY IPJWEACH
PRACTICES' '10 IMPROVE INSTRUCTION?

--St:06ialists who have the
b. the need inservice

assesseeri xmation into the
orinati Off interpreted.

There are different- kindS -ofsupporti:different = times supiiort is need
and many, Triations for combining the timing and type of 'stilpix)rt. Talking about
providing teachers with support of various, kinds is easy; providing it is
something erse. Suppotlt comes in the form of money, -the time to do things, -;:=-N,
encouragement and reinfAakent from colleagues and supervisors, the flexibility L
to change schedules= anellivities, the spate- in which to plan, operate, and
store, the services of curriculum, consultants; cIassrtxxn assistants, and
clerical aides, the opportunities for continuing inservice training, and access
to many different means of corrmunication. These. are the types of support a
district or school can give its faculty. Few, however, provide more than,
limited amounts of any one of these supports. Fewer still provide 'any of them
for any length of time. YTheurare just too many jobs to be -ctone,. too little

in which to do them, and too few resources. In one unusual: inStance, a.
district not far'fran Boston made the commitment to a along '-term multifacete4
effort to improve instruction via the .continuous-use of asseSsment. (See the "°,:,
NEMEC booklet describing the It) year Fitchburg projt/t.) Biit most districts or
Schools are un-wilIing or believe themselves unable to titter --priorities in order
to provide the support teachers need to improvednstructim on more than a'hit-
or-Illi SS basis. '



Beyond the schools' support of teachers is that of society; FPundation
endadments, giiverment grants, regionalized and collaborative local efforts make
the establishment of teacher" resource centers, inService institutes;' materials.
and resources exchanges, experimental and dissemination sites; and infOrmatj;
network's possible and practical. The boulder representing the sum
teachers to improve their instruction through the better use .of .a6Se
poised, ready to be rolled down the hill of practice. 7bache'rS Want",-
supporth acininistratois want to provide it, and the public is :;beginning
recognize that much as it is in the other professions; improved tools arehebessary but not sufficient for long term improvement and refOrm.

Marry people believe that of all the kinds-of support teachers iequire -money;"'tirne, encouragement, autonany, flexibility, space., people, inservice, and
con nunication -=Money iS the most important. I am not so dire. I . think thatperhaps .2 'er*otiragement the key. element- to a successful support system.
Encouragement.__.can be form of4 another professional describing and

eihaing what colleagbes'.0-te doing. Encouragement can be the recogni.tion of the
impOrtance of a job to be done, the commitment to it and the work of others toget it ' done, and the development_ of a similar' recognition and commitment in-others. Refocusing curricular emphasis, changing curricular, content, improvinginstructional __practices, and :restructuring learning .e4rience8 are all
worthwhile -efforts most 's-chools are concerned with pursuing,z But they cannotall, be done simultaneously, and well. Which comes first, and -how to support
thVott- 'deVeloprnental activity requires a, long - term commitment .to carefully
established priorities. In this sense, encouragement nt are

,,synonyms.-

Money is, of cpurw, , obvious and necessary form of support'that makes
other forms easier to have.. If teachers are to use assessment to improve
instruction, then they are going to need materials for use with students before;
during, and 'after the assessments,are Made. It is quite likely' that many. of

.their existing materials will have to be modified or supplemented: Teachers and
other faculty`inembers will algo need time to_ learn about alternative assessment:practices, and t.oOls and atvut how to link -assessment to the improvement ofinstruction.

Time will be 'required during vac.ations; at the end of the school thy, and,'as a result of being releaSed fran-regular responsibilities. The more frequent
use of substitutes or the_provision of other forms of "classroom coverage! ivievolunteers/ older students, placement in other classes,_or .alterhatiVe-
educational experiences erents or neighlSors Spieritite
eXperiences away fran school (crea ive hooky) are a neceSSary-form of stIppert" so
that teachers _may attendinservice wrk;hops and planning .sessions.

Released time during the school day is necesSary if teachers are `to use
., assessment: to improve, instruction in a serious way. 'Abe time I am .referring to

should not be confused with the planning or preparation periods in teachers
have. There ,periods typically occur when students leave the classr for art,musis;or physical education:.: Though they may be used to reorga e the nextSeri& of activities on-the basis of.xhat has just happened, in the "classroan,they. are more likely used to orgraniiermaterials, COrrect papers, or catch up on
c.dranunications with colleagues and parents. Other faculty are usually' not free
at, the same time so joint review and planning is not possible. Periodically;'teachers need additional time in order to contemplate the information provided

7 4
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by assethnent. Such time should be Otn1d daring the _school week. To relegate the
.- _

review and use of-asSessment information to aftdr school, weekends, and school

vacation periods is-,.to 4illsiakehly telieve these instructional improvement

activities can be put off: and ssEill-Jpb useful.'
-- - -- -
(1) FretW-lejechinger "Mba- Education,Study Suggests Texts Are Often

:.

InadequateThe New York TIMES, pril 84 19800 C4.



HILLIARO,

euraum wetwrien AND Livmr, ASSESSMENT.
IN THE SERVICE OF INSTRUCTION

A.sa G. Hilliard III

"Man has pat himself in his own zoo. He
has so simplified his life and stereotyped
his responses that he might as well be in
a cage.

(Hall, 1977)

HistoriCally, standardized tegtincr as it has been used in education has
(reflected users' strong cormiittment to sorting children, guessing at or-
predicting children's future performance, measuring "schtiil achievement", and
"diagnosing" learning difficulties.' Further, to accomplish this there has been
an unwritten but strong demand for mass produced iii3jzzeLS3U instruments which
could be easily administered, quickly scoradr and.- inexPenSive. Its is this
peculiar combination of things which haS impeded educators and researchers in
the search for tests or assessment procedures which can be sham to rn,ake
positive difference for learners'itithe,:'educational process. le is a pity,

,t,since testing:and assessment can-be:..t Stimatic,4igorous and, 0 above all, valid
"iwithout being standard and nniversal.ut t most .important-, testing and

assessment, appropriately construbled,thkrcbnducted, can "and -Phould make.
tmitive difference for children in their educatibn.

Vp, ,

All tnople "swim" in culture. 'Cultur isthe:Ptuff that people,

make.--
the basic or "deeR structural" level, pie all over the' world appear
perform.4. similar fu fictions. they construct.langtage and learn language; :,Th
organize :and Classify their experience according to the ways that they have
created. They expand their repetoires. to accoiniodat'e and assimilate new
experiences. They do many other "cultured" or people-made thingP, but the don'tall look the same or do things' in precisely the same way. At the surface
structura±IeveI, they manifest their cannon ekuisalent human basic c91713-ein a varietYi of ways.

A few years ago, the loss of culture pholoia and academith recognition of
cultural variation in the testing area led .to attempts. to iDiag-tne how people
would behave if-culture were held constant. This resulted in..a "cultpre-free"
testing movem6nt. _As it has become 'more and more apparent that the .very

'question that an examiner askS is,itseif-a bit of culture, not nature, the goals
of testing have begun td reflect the idea of "culture fair" testing. Riowever,
heither "culture free" nor "culture fair" 'testing as we now know thern,,sertS to
have 'ranch academic meaning or practical utility. The -problen for educator8 is
neither to do without that which. all peOpleZffitist display (culture) nor to test

providing an equal number, of items_ for each culture or items which do not
fnvor one culture over the other in the final score. (culture fair): Rather-the,aproblem' for educators is tc*,,usq culture-boldly as the.medium of communicationa "z,and creativity.

1Eis my intent to illustrate the value- of ofessional practice of a
use t;X, cUlture '4 the stuff Within which we do .indeed swim, without
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which being human would be meaningless i not'impossible, and in ignorance of
which pedagogy is a joke.: Fpecifically, I intend to treat several -key issues:

1.- How can -knowledge tof-cultue rxevent (lagnostic.errot?

-2. How can a use of culture reveal material for more'effective
planning of valid instructional strategies?

3. How can a knowledge of specific cultures and an understanding of
the concept of cultural variation serve as a basis for constructing
tests which do not confuse quality achievemenwith cultUral myopia?

4. }lbw can the use, of _culturally specific test's and'assessment
procedures assist teachers to help children to construct expanding
repetoires?

**0-
5. How can th e of culture enable children to , enter into
dialogue with their tors and to assume their responsibilitkes is
learners - as culture creators?

n f

6. .Row does culturally sensitive testing and assessment allow for
a more valid apprcech to "accountability", CT, put another way,
help educator; and others to know what has happened in the
learning process d how it happened?

Sophisticated testing and assessm, e serviCe of instruction whidh
uses culture is already inoperation. -Con4 \ene-and dram4ic
with learners :Who/ by traditional mass Pitoduppcttests, would- be .cia8Sgi
.erroneously as unable to learn much or as having-learned too littIe,to make the
next, step in teaching worthwhilei It may not be,mass produced, universal, or

'cheap, but it an be valid:anduSefu1 for improving instruction.

ME REALITY AND flEANING OF CULIIURE

ically, analyseS of tests for cultural bias are accomplished' by
comparing the differences in the pattern of responses of_two or more presumably
different cultural groups to a common set of test items.. Such an approach can
shed little light on a very complex- matter, primarily because, it takes for
granted that culture has been defined scientifically. It also allows the
.i8JJLUZIX 'of a eultural,-i:dentity to subjects by a gi researcher. The
meaning of culture and the si ent ina.cultural group a critical matters
for cross - cultural, researdhq:s: These matters are far .f am easy under any
conditions.. This is eSpeciany true within the United Sta,es.of Atherica, since
cultural patterns may be either relatively distinct Or theYITeY*Jmnalgamated
or overlapping among groups. 'In any event, one cannot assume 'that 'cultura1131,

specific data te handled' adequately by thcee who have not studied_culture
systematically and professionally. Without such background, 44t:7
likelihood that the wrong questions will be posed ant co '4Anters4;
obtained.

Cultural bias in testing will produce inequity for some groups,because of
error in.assessrqent. But i is also, just as important' to ink of culture, not-
as an impediment or threat to _evaluation, tut, as a primer the testing '
and assessment process. Cultukai experiences are data winch can be -usgt in
testing and assessment. Inzieed, they must be.
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But what do. we mean by culture?'., Althob 14there is much variation among
speciaists in de4initions of culture,. there are common thanes which run, throutie definitions. ,,;(1liese themes come from systemeic" empirical observations .Q,f

Fitton behavior in natural settings. (Cole and Sciibner, 1974) 1977)
fLevi Strauss-, 1966) (Labov, 1970) (Pen Sidran, 1971)T For example, Ed Wardliall
(1977) illuStrates something that he calls "extension transferende", (ET). It is
here that investigators impose their order:,on the reality of other people.::

"Another frequently dysfUnctional characteriSt'ic of ET systems is that they
,can ,be moved _Around and ,inapproptietelY applied. , uriderdtandabie,betaitte it takes years and even y op a good extension
syStem. (Sometimes we call them paradigms when t ts-a grammatical or
rule-making or mOdeling form.) In ,the days foIloc4i openinTof'Japen
to.the outside world. American missionaries wrote. thear own gramars for
teaching Japanese eaeh other, Anyone who has seen one of these early
gran:tiers knews that the.'rnissionaries° projected their own, IndO-- European
granittatical forms onto, Japanese without..., any reference to the actual
structure of the Japanese 'language. Nominative, genitive, dative, fandsi,
ablative cases all appear:: in te granrnett with identical Japanese words
under ,each. A characteriakic of tranSference phenomena -is that people'
treat. the transferred System 'as the only reality and, . atply it
indiscriminately to new situations:, I once _knew an American woman in Tokyo
who became so resentful of the Foreign Service Institutellinguage,s,tirill
designed to reinforce the learning of proper Japanese that she simply
struck out on her own She said, "The devil with all these honorifics.
I'm not going to ,....learn them. I will simply learn vocabulary." What she
spoke, of ;nurse, Baas d: mast dreadful, _unintelligible melange of Japanese
words and- Engl ish 'grammar.
Something similar has tiaPpened to, significant blocks of social science.
NotNot only has there been extension transference (not data, but methodoI
is thought of" as the real science) ut because psical science has been
so successful, the paradigms of the STO!=call d :hardvsciences were
transferred intact to Social scienc e,they'r.:seldom, if aver,
appropriate:" *

p.33

The inability of the investgators to understgnd-thet his or her' own -,
\ogle is not unique has impeded scientific discovery for -many years_and',in many

(Places. Claude. Levi-Strait (1966) gives us many excellent-' examples of-
culturally specific logic.

"Following Griaule, DieterIen and Zahan have established the extensivene,
and the systematic nature of native classifidation in the Sudan. The Dogon
divide plants = into twenty:-two, main families, some of which art further
divided into eleven sub = groups. The twenty-twO families, one of which .is

....composed of the families of odd :numbers and the,cther of those of even,
ones..: In the former, which syntoolizes single births,- the punts ed
male and female' are associated with the rainy and the dry seadons
respectively. In the latter, which syntoolizes twin birtht, there is the
Same relation but in reverse. Each feini.14p_..is also allocated tO one of
three categories: tree, bush, grass; Finally, _each family corresponds to
a part of the body, a technique, a social class and an institution
(Dieterien I, 2)
Facts cif this kind caused surprise when they were first brought back, from



(Levi-Straus; p;
<

. -
. . ...

tcIi-straus given' another example frotn American Indian Culture.

The Hopi, like the Zuni who particularly 'engaged aufkheim's and Maws's'
attention, classify living creatures and naeural phenomena by' means of ak
vast system of correspondences. .The facing' table is based on the
information scattered in several' authors. It is undoubtedly only a modest,
fragment of an entire sysiern, many of whose elements are missing.

p. 41.
'rs

COLORS

MIMS

BIRDS

4, , TREES

$USF1ES

BEANS

I

THE LCGIC OF TOTENIC, CEASIFICATIOnS

_r=

1.\10RHINEST SOLIT-LIFiT SCEPITIFAST libRITIA..97.1 zoarrH IIADIR. e,
yellow' - blue, red s : white -black .multicoloredi

,°
green fk.. ..,t- k e"

.

e

vultureptina
S'

bear wildcat wolf

oriole bluebird parrot magpie

pouglas . white pine red willow aspen'
f

green
rabbit.,
brush$

Tailposa'
lly.
yellow

swallow

brush'
cliff
rose

red

French .bU,tter dwatP-
.tedn-bean ,bean

various

...These. are only, a few of the examples- which mig4t be given. snere-Ciould
to even more examples th.athere are, had'e=aCnologists n'Of often been =
prevented from trying to .: nd out about the complex and consistent
conscious systems of societies they were studying by theliissumptis they
Made'about the simpleness,and boarseness of 'primitives' *It did.notvoccur
to ern that_ there could be such sl'rstems in societies Of so low `an eoRmani.9
and t chni 1 _level since they made the unwarranted assumption th*thkr*
intellect level must' be equally low.. And it is only just beginning to
be eealiz that the older accounts which we owe to-the insight of such
rare inq: rers as Cushing not detcribe exceptigar cases but rather

.

forms of Science and thought which _are extr&el_y widespread in, so-caLled
-..primitive societies. We must therefore alter our :traditional picture of

is primitiveness. The 'savage' has Certainly never borne any resemble/16e
either to that creature barely emerged fran an animal condition and still a
prey to hie needs and instincts who has so often been 'imagined nor, to that

as



eineditV entotTOngand.1 s in a maxe of confusion..
42. Nv

Levi-Strauss should:cli'ricif-the point.

began his study_ of the classification of colours among the flanunoo
of the:Philippines, Coalin-was at ifirk theyby thRatarent 'confusions
and inconsistencies. These; howeve disapioeared when informants wereasked to relate and contrast griecimens instead_ of being asked to-'define
isolated' ones. There was a coherent system. but this could not be
understood` in. terms of our own sysEem whiCh is foutided on.two, axes: that of
brightness (value) and that bf intensity Ichrana). All the, obscurities
disappeared when it 'became clear that the Hanunoo' sptem 41; so has two axesbut different ones. They, distinguish colours into relatively light andr tivelv dark and_ into those uSVal in fresh 'or .suCculent plants and thoseusual in dry or desiccated plants.. Thus the ilatives treat the shinyr broon
colour of newly cut bamboo as relatively green,while we--ShOuld regard it ag.nearer recl4f we' had to claSilfy it in term; of thP-sintie opposition of
red and green which is found in Hanunoo. .

p. 55.

Thus we see ,that categories and classificatory schemes are not nature butculture. It is the "invisibilitr of meth .bign culture which clouds 'theperception' of observers, °which, iitipedes scientific progress, and whithcontributes to diagnostic error.

But let us return to a more articulated definition of-culture, a definition. . .which makes _''culture amenable to empirical investigation.
,

y pef son or
of that environment has
conscious effort of p4Ople.-
a consequence of the creative4
.,zea.tiltItiiea, that can be referk
pay: think of the range of
following:

coup d
beer

n into eunique enviionment. A part
forces which,. ()berate :;without the

f ever/ -human eAmiionment is thera as
is 'this Tatter part,, ham

o as culturN To be even /more precise, we,
tivities,' as including such -_things as the

1. taking tools such
a.language.
b. leverS

.'c, categories
d. syrbols

2. Making esthetic experienCes such aS:'
a. 'ramie
b. poetry
c art
d. hiamor

Making history such as:
a. stories
b. documents or records

_Making explanations such as:
a. philosophies -



b. terigons
theories

ng values such as:
res

thiCal princi

tlaking rituals such as:
a. holidays-,_
b, celebrations
c, ceremonies

r'

5., rank

7.` Making futures such as:
q a. expeetations

b. forecasts
c. desigris

Making government such as:
a. order of authority
b. laws or rules for conduct

r- -

In short, it is the unique patterns or' c.onfigurations of all of; ,these
which cams a group. to be seen as sharing a cultured Advertisers . 'know

,,this and are able t target their- SaleS,appeal to particular ctiltural.abdiences.

For example, ddrdinal rule of postioning begins with the rank of products`
or brands on the ladder in the consume.r.'s mind. It is foolhardy- to
advertise he d-Ton against the No. 1 product or brand, because' your
advertising tends to reinforce the.ledder. This faot of life 'is even more
significant among blacks, because they are more rank=conscious and they lise.!
rank for more ,deep-seated reasons. More than whites, they term to seikt
brancl% in the -No. 1 positions andtome them as signals to their peers-,-
and to
They are not good prospects for boats. Nor would they findk much
identification with a scotch and Showing a boat, even if the skipper were

. black. And, as George Lois suggests, to them the Cutty Sark looks like a
slave ship. Thus.symbols'and images are often totally different...

.Pids placing blacks in subservient positions received more,;-negative
rei.x)nSes'I'ircxn blacks; white responses were more neutral.

(Gibson, 1978), 'pp. 60=-84

Clearly when money mati;?i, 'cultural sensitivity becomes an imperative.
'Businesses seem'able to ,respond, .:why not educators?

Groups,4ma in the use of thy:r environment. Indi iduals may
close harmony with the particular Cu]. al group into whic they were morn,
the other hand a given /individual or gr up may have learr patterns of other
groups in addition to' or in plase o ter own.- Colo alone may not besufficient '& identify a person as n ing to a "Bla k culture." Language-10 .
alone is insuffi-creli;to identify a person as beionging_to a particularcultural group.a3mEre, for example, ithe culture of the majority of the
Spanish-speaking Cupans with e majority of the Spanish-,-speaking

_There is no easy to cultural ciassifi tion.
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Much more Could be added here. Paw
see that every person or group of people wil
which are available to them at a particui
creativities begin with the accumulated experie
group.

should take little effort to
e things out of materials
e and time Further, : these
of a particular.person and

nost aTects of 'culture for a given person or group are "invisible." (Ball,
1977) (Shun, 1976) They are so fully learned and are so fully incorporated into,
daily living patterns that the' seem to the members of the culture to be
"normal." At times, it becomes hard for members of a given culture to accept
the behavior of matter:: of other cultures as , "normal " -or valid: Other cultures
are visible only through one's own cultural "kenses," Or.. "screens," (Nobles,
1976 b) Therefore, another culture cannot be comprehended or, grasped. fully
because of the alien observers distorted perception (han, '1977) (Levi Strauss,'.
1966) (Cole and Scribner, 1974) (Ramirez and Cateneda, 1974) (Hilliard, 1970.

Jones (1963) gives us, an excellent example With. African and Africarr-
American music and its critics;

The role of . African music in the formulation of Afro-American nAg-ft
was misunderstood for a great many years. And the most obvious
misunderstanding was one that perhaps only a Westerner woularnaka; that
African, music ,-;5:,althodgh based on the same principles of European music,
suffers from African's lack a' European technical skill in the
fashioning of :chiS crude instrtiments. Thus'.the strangeness and-Out-of-tune
qutility of a great Many of the played notes; =' Kusicologistg of. the

-eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, d even soine from-the twentieth,
would steak of to "aberration" of _thadi ortic-slle i African music. :Cr
a mart like Krehbiel could, say: /ThIbere s'° a s nif cance which I cannot
fathomin the circumstance_ that the tone 'Ch s rebellieusto the
negro's sense of intervallic_ property are the fourth and seventh otste.
diatonic major, series and_ the .fotirth, sixth and seventh :of -`the minor," Why
did it not'octir to him that perhaps the Africans were using not a diatonic
scalec, but an African scale .a scale that would seem ludicrous when
analyzed by* the normal'inetpod.; of Western musicology' Even Ernest,Borneman
says: "It seems likely k that the common source of European and: West
Af rican ,music was a s e non-ha pentatone system., Althbugh
indigenous variants of .111ediatonic scale .have been developed arid preserved
in Africa, modern. West Africans .who are not familiar with naropeart music:
will tend to become uncertain when asked to sing in a-tempered' scale, This
becoMes.particularly obvious _when the third an seventh, steps of a diatonic
scale are artoroached, The Singer almost invariably tri.to skid around_
these Steps with slides, slurs or vibra effects so ,broacI as,- to approach
scalar value." . '

:These sliding' and slurring effects in Afro- American music, the basic
"aberrant" quality of a blues scale,' are, of course, called inblueing" the
notes. ELM_ why not of "scalar value?" It is my idea that this is
different scale,

Finkelstein, in Jazz: A people's fitisic:
fran the pitch familiar to concert music are not, oLcourse; the resultld
an inability to sing_Or play-in ttrin: They mean that the blues are a non-'-
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Jones goes on to interpret the'distortion. It is an interpret#ibmmhicht V.
is very familiar to many Americans who enjoy the experience of tknocii4gMore than
one culture.

There are still relatively -,cultivated tresterherA °wI#o believe that
4before' Giotto no one could reproduce the human rigure. Tell :y or th5ithek-,

Egyptians painted their figures in profile: bes5ause° they could not do it any
other -way. The idea of progress, as it has infected all -other areas -of
Western thought, is thus carried over into the arts aS'well, And
Western listener will criticize the tonal and timbre.' qualitie;.ot
African or American Negro singer whose singing has a ;Completely elieneri,
as the "standard of excellence." -The "hoarse, ,shrillw quality, of Mrican
singers or Of their cultural progeny, the blues singers, is thus ittributed

MI "" II ,"' ell

.dictated by 'their limn cultures to prabce a _prescribed and certainly
--calculated effect. A blues singer and say a Wagnerian tenor cannot be,
Compared to one another in any way. They issue-from cultures thaC have'
almost nothing in'corrnon, and the musics they make are equallY. alien. The
wettern conceit of t"beauty" cannot be ,reconciled to African'.or Afro-
American music (except perhai*now in the twentieth century, AEro-Atherican
musichas'enough of a Euro-Arterfan tradition to make 'it seitin Po.ssible to
judge it by purely Western st*dards;- This is not quite true.) For a
Westerner to say that the WAnerian" tenor's Voice is- "better" tharvthe
Af ricarr singex s or the blues singer's is analogous' -to a non-Webterner
disparaging Beethoven's Ninth Symphony-because if wasn't 4MPravised.

pp.

a Student of music who is also a student of culture, 'the eon
cultural variation will be easy'to grasp.- To the student who', it .ignor
culture, both his orAer am culture and that of others will remain invi ble or
incomprehensible.

By way of further illustration of this, another quote froin Mr. Borneman:

"While the whole European tradition strives for regularity of pitch,
of time, of timbre and, of vibrato 7 the'African tradition strives precisely
for the negation of these elements. In language, the -African traAition
aims at circumlocution ,rather than at exact definition; The direct
statement is considered crude and Unirnagitiative;. the veiling of all
contentkin ever-changing paraphrases.; is considered the criterion of
intelligence and personality.. In music, the same tendenpy towards
obliquity and ,ellipsis is noticeable: no notek is attacked straigh't4 the
voice or instrument always approaches' it from above. or Imloiq, plays around
the implied. pitch without ever remaining any length ot time, Wand departs
ftan it without ever ,having connitted itself to a dingle meaning. The
timbre is veiled and paraphrased by constantly changing" vibrato, tremolo
and overtone effects; The tithing and accentuation, -finally, are not.

N stated, but implied or suggested: The denying or withgolding of all
signposts." >or

The rules in music are culturally specific. ing the cultural procbcts
would make no senbe. A "norm" is a meaningful rent here only within a.

'cultural . system. The same'principles apply to 14ncjuistid differences and to
devIces which depend upon language mach as paper and pencil tesis. Typical,



cross - cultural. observations by culturally untrained observers results in the
denial of-data. It rfay also resulein the ertoe-Of itnerPreting .the cultural
substance of one group in terms of the cultural substancp,of ther. Schwaller
dp Lubicz, 1977) (Nobles, 1976.) The-matter may become seven More confused and`
confounded When we understand that members of two different duItural groups may,

:., in a particular instance, exhibit virtually an Identical overt beharilor.. Yet
the meaning 'of that behavior cah-be'different for bothpeopl

Culture is real. It -is 49. tesented by.
present configuration, and it ca h be ignored onl

SUWARDIZATION-IN THE FACT: CF &HAMM PEALITY

partidular troup hgstO
-at peril to .tbe'_truth.

The overwhelming±majdriir of test_and -me remert -prefessio Tv; are not
spedialists ,In the study of culture, and are insensitive to, gross sources of
variation :in all, experimental settings. This ie an acadeMic failure, which .is
reflected

.

intArep ways:
A% '7

1. Afriong standardized test makers, there is a general ignorance of the
literature about the investigator's own culture as a culture. (Hall, 1977).c.

uy, .

2. , Among standa 2.F-d test ffiakeres,-there is a general ighotan of the
literature utdch ribed the- cult e ef,specifid cultural group other
than the investigat&'s awn.

-AMong-standardized test makers,4 there is a general,ignorance of the:
literatUte.which provides ametaianguage for commufticating About cultures
that are. tested. AHall/ 1977) (Levi StraU4s1966) {taboo; 1971: (Chemsky0
1957).

. _

"J..; Considerable atgention.has been given,
the deficit .theory_appears as the,cencept:'
childrenJrom thp ghetto -area' receive:littl
to hear very. Iittlerweil-fermed.language; :
in their means uL verbal expression:they
do rat knot!: the names 'Of;comm9n'objectsr

houghts. :
.

to language. In this area,
verbal deprivation": Negto
bal,stimulatieci are said
a result are impoverished

ak''complete sentences,-
o oncepts or. convey

- ).a
"Unfortunately/ these- notions are based' upon t workzof educational_

2J1sychologists who know very ItttIe:about language-755a even less about Negro,
children. The concept of verbal deprivation has no. basis". in sa0M1
reality : in .fact, Negro children'i the urban ghettos receive a great deal
of' verbal stimulation, hear more 1-formed sentences than middle-class
Children and 0-tticipatefully hly,yerbal'culture; they,have.the
same baic v' ulary, 106spes8 same capacity for condeOtual learning; 17-
and use the same logic any One lse who learns to speak and understand '

tabvirtion joie privation" is 'a par the most Modern

.terldo e
ical: of the udundtionp whioh f,;

canal system. rol. past decades
1 ingUi ty as o s in Itomoting skid) intellectual

0:-.6)crhs- of both teach% children. _BUt the myth .

verbaPdeptivation .is particularly dang*ous, .. because it diverts the
=



..

attention from . real defects of. our ,educational system to imaginary detectS1 ,:',., . - - _ 1-of the child; and shall seey ,it--lead its- Spontord inevitably? to,-
hypothe,dis_of the qt ,.c. inferiority of -Negro : children .which it was

,..-origina34st- signed to void,-,.. =, <-" ,.,it

"Linguist ..are also an excellent position to assess Jensen xn

that the middl:twalass white population is sUperior, to the working-class -and
Negro populations in the distributOn of ,; "Level. II" or "conceptual"
intelligence,. p ie notion that, lar4ev nurtberp,ofAihildren have no capacity
for concept,1-, thinldit would inevitably Re:074--tat they speak a primitive
languagen for even the simplest linguistic rules we discussedabove- involve
concePttal operations. more complex than those used in the..experiment cited
by JeRsen. -Let-. us consider what is =, involved in .th use of the general,

gl-ith-rul-ethat--incor-perat-esAqi eist-inder-irTi-To
learn and, use this rule, one must- first identify tie class

vedi any,, one, ever_ which are formally qu.ite- diverse. fIck. is this..
done? These .inefiniths, share 4-riumber of cohnon picrperties which can, be
expressed as Elie _concepts. 'indefinite!, (hypOthetiCal'--and 'non=pertitiVe'.
One might' argue that these, in finites are learned simple list by

"association" learning.4 But this as only one of. -the m
involving in&finites -r rules known to ,everyzpeai5er.of .English which
could not be learned except bye an understanding -of their corrmon,i ..stract
proPeFties.

(Lbokx, 197p, pp. 153=186) ,
, .\--.4- 'r

In.this case the Metalanguage would help th observer to focus on t .logic
the discourse :rather than uporyttle standardization. of chi tent. would -,

T.- &Vets_ to be' identified as such. It. °mid alio..enalole ),=,enable false i i . correctly.
'false superiority ter-be identgiEdta's Such. .-,-

4 1superiority
.

YM

Iri every learned -journal . oncA can elcamplei.of- jargon and empty
elaboration,- -, ana eomplaints,--Y ut ,it. Is the- "elaborated -cock° of...,a

,

nstein r,4.1.ty sO .'"flexible,,.- lied add Votltr as some pdyeboloqistss,..
ieve? (Jensen- 1968? 11.0 . Ipn' t lt PlSo turgid, redundant; bombastic <4,

and empty' Isri..6.not simply an elabortht tyle, rather than a superiqr.,.,4
-cock. or systelifqlg) -, , .

010d. t.
Our work in*;llie Speech contipnity 'makes it painfully obvious th t in
ways :working-class speakers are more -ffective 'narrators, rea ers

andifdebaters than many middle= ass speake d who,teMporize, qualif and
/ their argument 1n,',.:a. mass of elekrant de il. Many academic iriters

_ rid thernselVes of . that part o. 'rniddl class style is- exn y4 e nsion, and keep that pert that/ is nee d. for precision. But
rage middle -cl s speaker at we e/counter es no such eftort; he- is:-- ergneshed in . v aqe, the ictim . social istic factors beyond his

control... . ),

)*

Those who ar
Predi table error

(Labay. 197Clep. 164)

orant Of Vre prifiCiA s of cultur&s;.tend to

1.' liey dismiss talk of culture and.
idea-to-gyp, politics, or sentimentality. It m
s arily and without-data. ;

1 asmatters A rhetoric, .4

noted. that theY do thi4
'174`
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4 o
N) standadized,' preccinceived, a .priori, categories or stifiatiom;
c ''''_ .

--. clt0 begins to suspect more politics than science here; e ci _y_among the
profettional._ disciplihet. For it is cl6ar that the power tructUre of the
Present -standardized testing community would shift drarnatical if the monopoly_of the psychologists over school assessment were to be toppled. Culttiral

this
,

anthropology 'and sociolinguistics; among othei° alder:dal. disciplines, -already:.
,..-,have -.tools.-, tools to remedy this deplorable conditionion of cu.lturar-- `~ignorance:

(SI*, Hall , Labov, Chartsky) it these and other rele1.7ant discipl -ines f are
virtually barred ,from the area_ of sChool assessment. Their knowledge -- birs& is

: . virtually .X/Vo ;Milliard, 1979a) It appears that aniong 'star; reliZed test., 1 -..A. .maker -the

(
They, then, proceed in attempti.ng to force cultural realities -into

Jan o ree ngs-:

I. A. confession of 'ignorance of, relevant empirical 'data.,

2', A. revelation of
deliberate ntent And
deceiVe au 'epees.

.

.knowledge of relevant _24ipirical data, but with a
calculation to conceal: that knowledge in)order to

3 An adjtistment of *present assessment practice#to/aceomodate empirical.
'owl e.

owing examplewhich illustratei,..the fundamental threat t
pbsed..when standadized testing which relies one language-

ts cap il4urninate clearly. the' folly of aggregating test item
linguiSti.c meaning. is variable among exartaineed Roger Shuy

n now rearning to read. is related to little features which

, k
language .may take

se linguistic corranuniies.
0

ctical riencevindicates that different levels G
'hence -at different stages in tthe progression of read1ng skills. .iiIhut ;

'-proce sound cornespondent'et -may be relatively important fOr
y cadet ib thp beg ring sttges of .reading, but they becorpe less i.mpp nt as
*--,-#synt4r- and tbiliantics becoe me e important.

1 Phonoly logy,
specific! .Therzfore, a s
reading ability actliallY
carrtunitte.orr-

Aggr-T.-
meanings Vary 1,

stray
the heigl

lexicon, ax,
dadAzed reading'it daft

e it

,- .9
d spourte are

next di! a stantiardiz
t things from variou.

ally

test of
nguisticl

z -sc ring and Comparison of -performances where
of 'scientific irresponsibility.

-c_ _ ...,- ..

\-,,Ilargaret rio-ldson illuktrafes .this fallaCY - a mismatch 'between the. s-

_communication , 4 . . . . . , language of' the ne that of -the. exaMinee.
::°"--761br- c_. -

-r.rTloTe are urged by 3-rag to believe th- ild" s in this
situation gives .1. -a deep insight into the na u. * .-r.-- ..) rld.,deThis world

.

,4is d td be 4t68". That is
v,,,,..a,,,

is compos'<largel . - .

say, the chi appreciate that a.4 t4he
.

s'relative t6 his,
own .podition:.. ha, es it to represent z 'solute o reality ithe

`worldi as il, r,eally s. Notice that tyjis'IrapPiti; a w I rked bytkextreno
'.discontindity.- Any dlange in position means abrupt e a in the worl' and.x

r^

t



a sh, rp break with the-past. And inited Piaget thlieves that this is htw
it i for the young that he lives in the state of the martent, not
bo ring, himself . low_ things were just previously, with the relation-
of one state to thcist which come befdre or after it. His:world is like a
film min slowly, as Piaget'says elsewhere.

tThis is by no means' to say that t thinks the child has no memory
of the earlier:. "stills.', The f Piaget is hag the,rnomentary 'states
are linked, or -fail to linked, i the-child's mind. The issue is had

itis between them.well the,qhild can deal conceptually with the,tr
. - .

All this . has , tfAr,-reachin,g implications _ pie child's ability to
ihntkason----an d-we-andcome-back , 9/-itations-1--atei:-13u

first let= us considei had children perfo a task which is in -some ways
"--thegg ri°motairfs task and in other extrsmely important ways very

-1)

I

sk° was devised ,by riartin-Hughet. In simplest corm, .

ep: bf, two. "walls" intersecting to form a cross, and two 'small.: Bells, :=
,represent 'respectively -a :policeman and a little boy....In the .studies

Hughes conduLted the k:olicerilan was plac.'initially as in th-ezdiagram
sp that he could see_ the areas marked 13 and D, while the areas A' and C Were'
hidden f him'by the" wall..

.r

11311V24

, i I
The .chilhzasIthen introduded to the task:veiy_cateullyrin asys t

, were designed give him every chance of derstanding the situatiOn f`ufly,-,
and crlisping *hat was beirng4.asked of:him. Fixst, Hughes put the boy doll .
inc:-....241in A Jana asked if the policeman co see the boy there-

l as placed on the dripojt-ide,)fa g the wall t divides,ik-frari g, and
caiestiaillilis ierzated,fictiorts R,,CF:.aicl Di i rf. . NeXt the,policeman.A

the Child was asked to "hide the do 1 so that the 'policeinati,can't see h .
If . the ctfild m3tieany- stakes at ege preliminary stages, his ergo was

pointed, out t 'him, the que on' was repo bed until thevcorrect answer
*was 5i . ., rY. -el/ mistake were made. "1 '

OL
4Seri the test proper. atIti An now the_task wasmade more

Pititoter policemar; was produc and the two werelessiticned..e.:(s
, 2j ,.

-. ,,.

. , 4.... -
.

.

ter



...

The child.wa/s told to Iihide the y_fran both pIicemen, a result which
could. only be achieved by the consideration and coordinatiorl of twodifferent points of view. _Thiwas repeated three times, so that each time \,.a different section was left as the only -hiding place.-

...
..

rreSults were dramatic. When thirty children,between the a es ofreeeiriai--a-half mg five keare were given this task, 90 percent their
.---'responses;.were , correct., And even the -n yoUngest children, whose,aver el-

age,was pnINT4 three .years nine mbiltlis achieved puccess-- ate of
i ,.46rcent._ ,_,/..

frgighes..theri went on further trials, us' _g more complex arr em-of walls, with ,a8' maw* as five or six, ctions, and igtroclOkng 4,- th ir
'Thpoliceman. e th ee=yeat-olds had e=more roublvith thi-S,_bii -`they :still

Civer qeici Eieid-e-- of the trials, correct. The four-year-olds could--still

.,,'

succeed at the 90 percent leV61.
DOrtaldso

Er*

J4, the
IangUage
tetWeen e

. .

other stuies tift-
shown..- Sta rdiza

or tedt8 an z ine

In
f 'deftly*
Anterpreta_tpn
could>they
thilfren clid
say that' `e did
if . that eems, \-too
nt

rha
xpe
teri

. _
anguage

thiltincluskohc- or an

event the _questi
eations the ext porre,,spond to

rded 'as *normal given t es of
kn 'what the experthent meant: and

:strictly appear 40 know what the languas
ong, one mu at least say that somettirules of the language w h g their intetpretatiqn

like ash expac question that %foul
tic* i that .1c beIntl -d by the na e of

Sked.

e of

gd096
may, yi

anawer'ng, were
children's

ntention: nbr"dil.
an guage. es tem.t.6

P41,..4 97.11

404k, 1 essenti to' notice
ere, in some general way, n
r se m recall. the dramaftd of

gion- cif a single toiject
ldsbn, p
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It should take. "-little imaginatiV'to see that if exarnir'er :and: - examinee .a_re
fran the same culture ang- still misur;i&rstand each other, the problee- is
exacerbated in cross-cultural settings: The pioss-cultural Setting is most
frequent .where African-American and flexican-Amiarican' children are concerned,
since-marry if not most of the examiners ;and they tests which, are used.with tfiese
children are quite alien to their experience.-

'In shortie 'assessment, interrogation and interpretation become'heavily
dencient Uporf- the surface features of a particular culture, systematic
assessment °MI still survive. ,Hadever, mass production of testing instruments, .

in this case, rrint: be clisdont+riueci- Pl kels GI OA -1 Et instrwepts will
be appropriate for use with all cultural groups whek "t4ose instptgents are able
to tap "deeiSstructurei." g

',..
, v-.., *

TITHY CULTUP,F. IS. USUALLY IGN011ED IN TESTING AND` ASSFWENT
1-,,, ' -,v,,t+.-N.,-- -:_: ".'" -4'. k:. .,

a. la

While culture is real and iwpinajor variable-in human experience, United
States social science which support 'tt t a nth rfi i it,d testing seeTtis not to. ,have
caught on.. There appear to be several reasons for this:?

'1. Culture is " tide" or out:of conscioupess for rilc,st jg
110* have not been trainp verceive ' a

2, The. popular- label( which are used *to ideptily cultural gros re
almostklways,,confounded.- Thev are not pr,-&eisely defined terns. In fatty

ey- are frequently undeltned.

a.' "Race" inot: the
"Caucasbid," "Negroid,"
(Parzun, 1965) r(Beredict,
patterns. 5,

b. a I,/ is not
"Asian "'

Poyer is,
ing without

Socioeconomic, stat

Religion is
"Jew "Protestanr_

40 pPor. example:- -'*'",... i ,

',,-If.----': - ._ ( 1.

S&ae .as culture; The;Rforei'j bE
or'"MongoIOidif ifithey:mean any.

,,--e-;
1968) (Montr ,1974) do -not: deft

2
uival t'to-,culture. Therefore,',, ,

a,&°" 'do not definA cultural patterns.
a.

.

of equ 7 a ent to Fulture. Therefore, the condi ion
resourV -s rhot define a cultural pattern.

CSE8) catural variable,
- si .

k
.

not -equip :.- o culture. Therefore, terms such as
" o "Cathol e'__'_do not- define cultural patterps.

,,

note u ,a1e4 to rculturherefore, the I, .

g outnumber doe of de'firie a cultural-Ihttdrn.N.
e, "Minority"
condition

A given cultlur g
observer's confusion. For

up may- change
exar.iple, are '

ican-Airier' cans" the same 1., the United
n alit bserver dete

ltura study?'

e wor -."culture," w
is to e dimensions f um

in b thOse Who use

4.

name,
_

This 'may,.add to an
roes," .lilacks," or
riaa? For exange,

n a lack" sample for a

used, IS not
behaviocwhich may va e no

e worcl,,---Further, different users may
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diffei4nt weights to the dimensionsi
"culture -' while °meaning_ language and -cust
Another .perSon say "dulturei" white meark.ff

fiefs or word view; :Mere -are me who `,.Us
?tlles of weal or poW rful

pi-

If Culture is re
Jprocesses which were
becomes more co tly.

-identifiCatilon d. ter6:- :.Since the unsoph t
en tobe---"waslout"---i-n7-rkSearc ryers tend(cause

nclude that . culture is of little import4nce..,. Floe, e- if - 'race'
cruated to culture; different cultural.: groups '; ac y be groU
together, as if ,they were the same. for researgh purposes:-

. .

. . . . , .. e politics of a situation can function to shut down cormunication.al ogether. Pin -observer of another -personor, group may see that ixrszin or
group as, a threat, or may have 'vested interest in the explaption of

iracimbers:o.f. other cultures; then, the picture of the other ctature which
:K emerges gill terid,tptae° a self-serving rationalization of the,'alien groups

cultural realityek:- (Pearce, 1965) (Stanton, 1960) (Weinreich, 1946)
= 19:7.9a).

;;ICUi..TtIRE AS SA ll ItIPERATIVE. DT TESTD1G A ASSRSSIIENT

' Yle shoufd be a ble to _ see et thi44. that all access `to meaningful
tspects of ImanAbehanier,for,instrigctionai'_,_ ses is through cult Mat.'Is' to 'say, whatever the -underlying mental function or 'process which Tbeing

me -assessed -g-e; deeP structures a in languagb (Chomsky," 1957) (Labov,11.970) it---.- A1-7beonly manifest through the specific cultural material yossessed by a
1 rner. It 'is, therefore, a truism to say that no' other. opticnipre:sengs itself
to us at'this time. - , ki, -

THE 2/1EANDIC OP' "TEST"

--'/,--r4e tie ,of tests in Cation hale become both orb tray ri
4.0 -.s

""--tite.5 ark said to be rary'becuse thz- link tween "testing" an.",ructional improve i om demonstrated. They 4e ritualistic_kn th
- sere - that . testing is an

of cli_hes_,i and tend t on irrelevant is§ves.. (Hilliard, 1979b),. t

ty which most educators feel compelled o,.,
they be me inarticulate,. prone to theperfarm..4'..Ye4when-askedRwhy.

1

Tetie* ,inad atkrespons in tide can be Rredted, rgdili4f_ we compare
the ual m tiling of "te VI_ ica_or chemistry, th the inetheng of "test

t in esic-..-tiond 7,"Tests".in ysics chemistry or medicine are performed whenIS)ii -ctefittic Sproper les of m-' urement instr s are well 4 kiTOWIl and when
or . ces of variat,ion are controlled!.

i "test "e e sali co
salts,L oti

tent-of vrater. is to kn
as the nature bP the'

the behavior of hi
with specific-types o

ar attItes education is of nearly so ID_ Lrecisely defined or employed.
In general tests" a e poorlyllinyd to orofessiThal practicd. In tact, one
shavld otieon whether the -s !VI e of the art in testing or instruction igs"

th. the properties of.

interaction. To "test"
Crider healthy and sick

va infection: It should be

tl Ate=
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:sufficiently developed and systematicto justify the.use of the:/tenm "test" in

its more traditional scientific sense. To qualify as a "teit;11, accountability

is required, over apd beyond the Simpl#Iptiteria of instrument andr

"predictive validity:" Predictioniet-st not expIanaticp. 'testing should

cOntcibate,te" explanation. If not, Vitsrhpuld return to traditional achievement
lexaMinatipn.A true test should repeal with clarity some reality which would
be obeture or ambiguous or invisihle 'without thetest. Perhaps the warty

,examination shouid be reserved foriruiry which is designed to if

certain skills and content ate prese Then the term TiOat could be used for

those systematic inquiries' which are clesigned to rerider information which
*,,---.xpl-Tdi-hs-teaching-arld-learning-processesExazt-inations7,can-teil-tz-whg . s_

should tell us why. In any event, there are two very d.fferent functions which

assessors perfopl that require qUite'different designations, if confusion is to
4

be avoided.
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IT IS IMPORTANT 'ff) EXP MSS CERTAIN- IMPLICIT ASSUMPTIONS 'UPON WHICH SYSTEMATIC
ASSESSMENT IS BASED. T ESE HOLD ESPECIALLY FOR STANDARDIZED TESTING.

SYSTEI.MIC
- IIIDIVIEUALS

GRCUPS.

ESSMENT ?TILL ENABLE ODMPARISONS
GRCUPg. ITIESE COMPARISONS. ME ,BASED UPON "A CRITERION

T.THICE HAVE STABLE MEANING ACROSS INbIVIDUALS ANT) OR
tr

.; . SYS TEMATIC.ASS ESSMENT IN EDUCATION IS MC:VALE:NT 'ID MEA'SUREI-MIT .:IN
PHYS rem slEric.m.

.. THE 15L3GROCATION _: 'SCOM CV PARER. A 'PENCIL
OGRM-1-TION OF : :. CM' Wel: LE UNITS OF , B

-. BEING THE S.11E AhOUNT :-OF THE SAME
1RD4D IN ' MIS WA114N111HE AGGREGATION IS M1AP

,,, -TEST l'TEMS SI 1CULD I ;AVE UNIQUE rGHT ANSWERS.
, ,e

TEST fiA.VA GUIDE I UL7IONAIi ...: VALI6LY i 1:t; r . INSTRUCTIOWirTa
FE B BEMUSE: E 4:Mg WSMENT. -B. De

THE SN TE 11115- ,
IS SEEN AS

° IF THEY ARE NCT.

7, 0
6

TEST ITEMS' SAM PIA ADEQUATELY THE DOMAIN WHICH IS BEING. &WINED;

VALID INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES DIST:/HICII REQUIRE ASSOSMENT DATA IN
ORDER '10 BE EtIE'LOYED.:

k
11 ...:f r,...- 94 THWE AssumPums CANNOT BE MET thl PVACTICE: STATISTICAL. PROCURES
MR 'NI DING rDATA" ARE HIGHLY;SOPEISTICATED. YET, :PDATAil'Ai3OR PROCESSINGARX,-
EP-XTJEAT6 HISS TG OR COITEOUNDE/k. If TitESE 'ASSUMRTD3NS,,t1MOTT BE vri, =Opt, AP?

'.-SU EP-STITION WILL CONTE 1.13 E TO PREVAIL.
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AJARADIGM.POR SORTING DISit:USSION ISSUES V.:1-1.-iIISTING

:.-

inn -abundance of issues, in testing are frequentiy lumped e in
discussions and analyses. These must be sorted out and discussede at a- mei

clarity is t tain. Men speaking of it is'impartant-thai the,use.
of test, the auctzen:ce or user of the information-and-the type of test being use
be identified. ,-,4Ualissants must, in general, talk in ,,one of the cells of the
peradigm at a or discourse will be confounded.

ExImple-T.
This. cthe represents the-.
discussion.-of an I.Q.ftest
for sorting children where
the information is fpr the
child:

=pie 2
This cube

represents the tl
d isctiSs ion ..45,V
achieverlent 'test

s?! f or
.sorting children
kph e- the in fcix..71

on= is- for

action

InXeJliget



cultuiaily sensitive use of t- depend upon clarity about the
ruses of assespnent and the user audience. For example, I.Q. tests are used as
sorting iristruments by_ administrators. Yet the myth prevails that they also are
us i as-Aiagnesrtic c3eviclep for the deveilorraent of instructional strategies. The
cultural:bias e' test is justified' by some who argue as if the 1.0.
test -were' an'othievement test for all audiences; i.e. that mainstream''
culture and the schools' require a cer ttfte' voriabulary and tha'certain
types of probleffs,be solve. That argument epr mnts a shift folri thinking of

,entalmeasureMent--cieTi- -o-anadlievement--measurement
device. The Shit* is a major one which fuse o types of useS unsystematically
into one discusdicn.

metzaluteirtirrimetz=3 NESIMPZ NMI

Among the current uses of testing and assessment, ,the most easily justifiedis the assessment of achievemeht. There the Major issues for 'particular
cultural groups on.' this type of test are content validity and connunication .

Accuracy. On the other fmnd; where 1.0. testing is involved, the issues
for particular cultural .giOups are construct validity, as well as

Here,Aheie are quite,:general grounds for questioning the
the instrurnalts q.4ee., for examle- Houts41977) Indeed, 'the I.O.
worthless pie of ',-infonnation. t'(Hilliard°- 4791?)

"

7 There are mangy ways .,tinfiwhieh the'consideration of audiences
tests, can bring cla ±y te a- b-eavily confunded area. When tests- a
cultures., such a paradigm becomes an impepap,ve.

PRINCIPLES FOR CUL -hi -,0331SITIVE ASSESSMTIP

Any test or
students would foil
reaUlt;-in greater v

1.

illustrates. in:-

t procedure IA!
twin princi es.

or r

4 ,
ch resppnds to and use

ieve, that the fail*

pr r r S-must ref
cult re the:1

as lure anju

n ci
y Ernie-4.

precise w hetl (l e) Specifictestt._
might kye onstructed. By (use such culture , -specif ic test, it
should, s ble cteraine.if ..a child is. speaking and hearing in

cif l*guistic connunity. g so, the a Speech
Airk47' _.

pathology, a reading tekither wo d rule
qpsythologi'St-. rule out menta eficirncy

judgements sarit the- ' "dropping" of final
ra.

sfment pr
ire, not si

m'Aers reletoir.

.

. ..%,
eSandr? procetiutemus

.1-

,-, etes -must_ :yield a description of the
lv the preqence or absence of nate 'al

Lee C., Leer 1978) '')

'its -.arid assessment' .process mus siield a descri
ess not s' ply the contents of ;e es to gee

ancl rtorli 1979)
attlear

.-(Piaget, 1870)

Nests a
learners pr
time. 'lb- be
1)1 a:deScription

(Kurleman

t yield. ellescrit3ttionr,,,of. the,
tia flat simply; tperiektnairs, status a a

the iassessmeh5 'of. progress must, canpanied L -
the teaching service& which were to th

Koenig)

.,1,
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5. r= Tests ar i assessment pr s'must yiel.d a descri ion of-the
teacher/learner and or-tester /1 r` interaction, since teachers and .

testers are non-student Sources f vaxiation. .(Ristr 1973) (itainiltont
1974)

6. Tests and assessment procedures must yield &description of the
general ecology of'the testing setting.

7. Tests and assessment procedures4inust be related clearly to
valid theory of healthy or petholtgical functioning and valid

. professicnal intervention. i ..___ \:,

Among other Ams,pstenatic testing and assessn-
.,.,

.,e,..- should be
,....:.

usici to assess changes n-learners, to reveal - ,-...: haviOr and.t.-A,-,..,.7.1r, .41-'-- -----fiarr.--%to guide teaching strategies. New-. g ht and 6 IR11,1 " .n, . -ion should..result from good assessment;

3

14
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FOSTERING INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT

Hazard 4Qntber

Institute for Cognitive Studies
Rut§ers:\University
Newark, NJ 07102

In this papr I want to describera Method of 'teaching that grew out of are,.
joint concern for one prodixt of the evaluation industry and one aspect ofq
teaching. The" story has three strands. First strand When Arthur Jensen ikt-

publ4thed his famous. Harvard Educational Review paperi apart from certain.
tect.cal .driticisrns, my Alain reaction, was to. _dream of a 43atlonStration
expetitent .-that would Show clearly that intellectual :- functioning could be
drastically modified by changes in educationa_l -practice, . woad .make
nonse4te: of t4e heritability argument as Jensen user/it; Dobzhansky (1972) has
sinceewr ,tten an excellent critlque of this usage of the concept,- , but Ad s
"hiS.,tfieortetical argument on -results obtained frbmexperiments ra tti fruit flies.

tanking .ran along. Similar° lines, but I. was interested in--btaan eXperience;
.

Second strand::$trandi My . chiedren _tttended- the Free School of Bergen; County, a
_high, school outside.the ptiblickscho-ial.SyStem, run by the childitn thtirtelvesi
that had a' noticeably longeelVe-thantanany similar 'ventures. I taught there a
little. (On the first day I arrived.with-a carefully planned lecture on imagery,
a.topic that=forms pert of my resedich..interesti and that I know interests most
people. There were 20 StudentS from. /3-17 spraWled on a "rug and
sitting on Cast-- ff couches. I chose a spot a piano stool by arf,
old piano. Loo ng around L I wondered is ecture waS',a _good way to begin.
Entirely on impulse, told them in a -ntence or tsk., about synest4esia*
sometimes an auditory, stiltulus elicits a visual ex r,ience (or, .other sich
combinations). Then?I asked them to clo-Se their eyes. and try ,to see somethinr

"- when ,I played a note;- We went around the room, each person P.vdescribijig that he
9r she saw. Both the -diversity and the cornnorialitied were ,-,"intriguing:
class's attention engaged, I drew breath and Was Once more atkout- frY start my
lecturp._ SOmeone called out, "let's do that again?". I coin13114; Ite repeated',

,.over and oNerk with many_ variations. New facets of a complex enlerged
Try.4to imagine a. pure color dr. a scenOwith motion* etd. Thi no pound,

t- imagine your breakfast tab1.6. (hades of Fearicis G on ):, etc: Very
occasionally, I made a remark about psyChologists' prey ous w on .visual
imagery. Suddenly ourAtime was' -- 11/2 hour's haVe f My lecture had
become' irrelevant; Adtually, all the essantiaIs came one way _another in
our = explorations. 'The students had discovered'almoSt everything, interest
had not \flagged for an instant; (later, when,I thdught. about, the; relation_
between) what we had one and the "discovery,methodl _it struck "me that one
important ffere ce as that I had had nib set( objecivegt .nothifig,in Particular

thought was e Sen iar for them to discovr..), I caihe die-, -of the school .

flying igh and wondering-, "why can't college teachi.ng be as- exhilirating as
that?"
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Third strand: Over a long period of time, I received inguiries from the
Academic Foundations Department at Rutgers University-Newark (a_ Seek-type

program) : what are cognitive skills? how can we develop them?, I resisted

givingarrypositivetefinse. to -e3 t
Depertment was terribly addicted to using workbooks and other.' friechanical

devices, taking a routine and Skinnerizing attitude toward the question of

remediation. EVentually, I began to feel that my attitude ought, to be more
constructive, and I began to wonder what we, as an-,Institute for,. Cognitive

Studies, could do. My general approach was this: The. humari mind, is a wonderful

instrument. When it is working weth.people can do_what, they want; learn what

they want. and need. When it'ls not working'well,..all the workbooks in the'World

won't help. Question_ Bow. do you get people to think .better? T put this

question to a graduate seminar as our terreproject. ,Their first reaction'waS to,'
raise an ethical, protest: Who were we to tell other people 'haw to think?

) Struggling with this problem had an important and lthink.profoundIy beneficial
effect on the prOgram we worked out.

ON TEACHING= PEOPLE TD THINK BETTER

4

I shall talk about the need for and possibility of educational programs
which make direct attempts to teach people to think better. Most of what I have

to say will" deal with the Deed, rather than with detaile&-description of

.actual programs we hav-conducted in,seeral settings:' work lis_only a few

years old; we are still in the inventing phase, and not yet,ready to proclaim

our methods from the housetops.

The aim of the program we have> been developing in Newark is to develop a

method for teadhing people to think better. While our. primary goal is in the

field of innovative teaching methods, a fundamental psychological question is

alSo.at Starse: can we alter the course of 'ntellectual growth .after the early

formative,yeafs of childhood?

I begin with three examples to show that the acquisition of 'verbal and

Symbolic skills in a conventional way, even to an exceptional degree, do_ not
necesSarily indicate equally satisfying intellectual functioning. ,M the level
of professional life, the Soviet psychologist Luria described the.now celebrated r

case of Mr. S, who was gifted with extraordinary powers of visualisation, and
memory, was not in otMr_respects a particularly gifted person, and in some ways
he was rather limited. At the level of graduate, school -pereformance, it is -now

notorious that high scores on the Graduate Record Ekrtination, emphasizirig..

verbal and quantitative skills, correlate very poorly with Success in graduate
schpol. At the' level. of undergraduate performance, Professor David Griffith 8 of
Essex CountTO011ege has recently Shown that students receiving a grade of C or
better in college level introductory physics and chemistrS7 courses have often

achieved this success without being able to reason at the level of formal

operations as described by Jean Piaget. What is perhaps more significant in the

present context, Griffiths_ found that, in,a typical State university population,
there were many-students.who seemed to_have_succeeded.in their science courses

on the bffl.reis of a thin veneer of verbal skills, without any general or aEstract

grasp of what they were 'learning; meanwhile, at anearby community colllege, the

students performed as well -- or as badly, if you prefer -- on tests of formal.

reasoning; but lacked theaforementioned,verbal veneer. 'Finally, as might be

expected, there seemed to be at least some cases in which this verbal veneer

actually got in the way'of good thinking. Someone once said, "Words are a
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writer's .worst` e rest af:bsshouldwatCh out for then tea;

%Ins° .., uation is meant to-measure -retention-of=what=has-been

learned,,./ bl.,?4Some of it should izeidone long aftek the learning

experience is the way to find out howwell education works._ But

there is ' i research on really long-term retention, and most-
,

I

,e, :-

'teachers 'nolp Ofination at all about/the abiding consequenceS of their
.4.°-
qt.

work. The 1farA'Ar th-Wist someday be faced that long-term retention is

bound-uPwi standing.: And understanding, cannot ,.be achievedby

skipping quick ".'' gh v i.,30 topics,/ 2 per week, an any a typical

course.' An 4blp to bring out these points:

/

One of th ors Ahas long been = interested in peo s,

understanding of 44 physical principles. In a relaxed and pleasant

setting at a 'ce, biltaY of explaining this part of my work to an

bid friend, er a simp4.',: question -- "Suppose you are in a closed

railway car tray t line at constant speed. You stick out

your hand in the al4eAnd drop a tennis tell; Where does it land?" :After

a lohg.silence, ishelburSts'intb tears and sobbing. "Margot4 W are you

crying?" "Because A in college physics!" Fr m iron °,\

traditionalUniversi
r

This refrain, -,yweI in the ceurte, but I never. understood.
anythingg" -Plargoe'" arose also inaseries of

interviews on physical' fsnewledge an understanding conducted byjItofessor

Andrea di Sessa and Indil:at,
. , 0 :,44f

a.

I do not mention' these facts- .order to denigrate, or Minimize the

importance of organized 4U-rowle8ge and fbridamental symbolic skills such as

reading. ,t.But it-is vita to see the piocess'by which such knoWledge dhd skills

are mastered ip its total ychoiogical and intellectual context.

Imagine a hypothetical case, 'for example, an individual with a miserable

high school background, now in hisLor her middle twenties, find.4-Ris way back to
1

school in a. community college setting: He reco4flizes some fumdmnental

l'y
deficiencies in his academic skills_and wants to correct t em; Now let me add

one further premise -- ;that this individUal'iS what we reall mean ' a good

student -- someone going to college to improve his mind, to have a 'awarding

experience of peEsonal intellectuargroigth.

For awhile, our hypothetical student may be cajoled or, Coerced into various

training programs narrowly focussed on particular problems of remediation.' But

he is, too mature and sophisticated to be very long seduced by the allure' of

getting go'od grades, and he is skeptical about any promises ef a, relation

between grades and eventual success in climbing some career ladder._ The good

student wants the remedial work if and only if it is clearly .a part of a

rewarding experience of personal intelleCtual growth.

Our hypothetical student may not be aware of all these subtleties at the

outset Of his post-secondary education, but as he progresses in his walk through

the groves of Academe, he_becomes increasingly aware of the fungus on some of

the trees, the dead wood, -and the _stagnant pools across paths going nowhere.

With a little more luck he may also become aware of, or begin to dream of,

another part of, the forest, where things are growing better. We may flatter

ourselveS into thinking that we can keep him pointed toward his workbooks and

98
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away from the Tree of Higher KnowledgemBut the secret gets .out. He has his
own ways of knowing that when he is all done with his, remediation things may be
no better for him than ,they were,f. r Luria's Mr. 5 or for Griffiths' subjects.

For all weidnovt, e171 be thebetter souls the more perceptive,
honest . and hardier indivld6e liave the courage to recognize these
potential limitations of the` .experience ,and to turn away from it.- It
may be the good student 00, ':liking'a rewarding experience of personal
intellectual growth' who m r1y sees the main danger of college, life: ,'
not only does it disappoint, ,*sr.2, spoil your mind.

-'---,.,,

Some of you, who are extr4site TSke cs .may think'that good students Ouch as
the one I have imaginecUare-rare and vanisliin: -:But in our Ptacticum for the
Improvement of Cognitive Functioning, where such' are broughtoutlinto the
open, we find this kind of ,good student to be thelAule, not the except/ion. And
Hans Furth, and Harry Ward in their book, '1113INLIeIn. GOES TO SCHOOL PIAGET'S
THEORY IN PRACTICE, were' describing the, attitudes O2f.%tht child who Would become
this young adult when they wrote, "The permutationlame is a developmentally

high-level activity which carries its intrinsic motiv On -.whereas reading: is
often experienced as low-level activitY." ''(p. 271) 1-4 1

If you struggle with the question. 'How do you get :,;to think
better?", a number of reasonable responses come to mind. The plurality of_these
responses Should not be viewed as a problem but rather as indicative of the factL
teat "good" thinking is not a monolithic, process. "Good" thinking is/ productive!-
thinking,and it requires many complementary component-skills: In the attempt to
develop an effective program for improving the quality of tn
thought processes, several, themes forcefully emerge. These central themes serve
as a guide for the o ent of the particular tasks or "situations" that we
utilise in the cl6srO e of these themes has already been alluded
namely, the eat_ advantage_ of having access_ tb large array of cognitiveokills:
A /arge array allows for flexibility of thbught or, stated a lithe_ diffeYently,

it enables:an individual to have more Ulan one way of thinking about whatever he
wants to think about. Repetoire enlargement then, is one of the central.,themes

9to be'discussed.

The classroom setting is well suited to the task,of enlarging a ptudent's
repetoire'of cognitive'skills becauseit contains diversity, a key-plement in
effectuating this_expansion. Each_student has his own way of approaching a4taski
and in many cases; the student feels that his particular approach is the onV
conceivable methood of operation. However; the inevitable diversity of
approaches among inidividuals, in a cIassmom provides a.rich natural resource for
exploration. In order to fake advantage of this pool' of diverse responses, the
teacher has to assume the role of a moderator, rather than the more traditional
"lecturer" role. The teacher, focuses, the dialogue among the students,
emphasizes certain points, and does same_ degree of syntilesis, but the "food for
thought" arises from the students' interaction with each other. Dialogue
offeres an individual the opportunity to see his own, thought processes and
capabilities mirrored in others. Feelings of, "I never thought _of it in that'
way' before" dr "That's where I was going wrong", are compelling learning
e riences.

-_We see then that the .expression of diyerse approachesto a situation or
problem cane xpandlthe'repetoire of cognitive skills of an individual by- making
him aware of approaches ors strategies which had never' ,°gbefore been available to



him. But this is not, enough.: OUtaide'the .lassroom, when an ir4avidual is

confronted with a puzzling situation calling for a novel response, . thy'

a3dialogue fore the pbrpose of expanding hi8 range- of possible responses. The '

individual .must be qole to'generate alternativeS on his own. The model of

external dialogue has to be internalized for it to 1@ of lasting,worth. This

internal dialogue is an:intrinSic Part of a reflectM'cognitive style.

Reflectivitz is another of the central themes' concerning pr ctive

thinking we 'referred to above. Reflectivity-is not one particular co itive

skill, but-'rather a constellation of skills that can tae thought of as

constituting a cognitive style. Promoting this Style is ,a cornerston of our

approach to educatiom

We have already ;described ref ectivity as having the flavor_of internal

dialogue: ThiS description, hcrweve , should not be taken literally tai mean that

a, fully composed siibvocal conversat on takes place in the head; As An a normal

dialogue, the essence-of underStandi g derives from' the attempt to/reconstruct

the point of view ,of the other,, a effort to attend to what the other is

saying, and a certain degree of reading between the lines". 'The following

section deals with the role of. "po* i
of view", "paying attention" and "reading

between the lines" in'the internal iiiaTOgue characteristic of the reflective

style.

The term "dialogue ": .presuppose
reason it captur s the essence of th

conceptualizing' eflectivity as con
discussion of the theme of -the expand
the dialogic process in bringing abou

in that way before". The construct

consists of restructuring familiar ma

individual's repetoire. Moreover, ex
communicate the point to the individu
comes to mind is not the only approac
itself, is a surprising revelation for
is not 93 much to denote the "correct

,
right questions, questions such as, "
situation?", or "How can I change the
types of questions can serve as guidel

It may at first appear trite t

underStnding, but ."paying attention"

reflectivity. All through Childhood

, parents our teachers, and to., numerous

but we, are seldom if ever told' too

requires an,. 'individual to pay attenti

attending toYOur own thought,processes_
to be of little use now assumes great. im

refer to is the commission of errors._

Piaget his shown us the value 0

chiidren's thinking. A careful analysis
errors on a particular' task can reveal i

child's thought which cannot be/determine

performance. Why 'shouldn't the:same he

more than One poiht of view and for this
reflective style much more accurately than
iSting of an internal /Monologue. In our

d repetoire, we pointed to the efficacy of
an experience of"I/ never thought of it

on of a new point of view, which often

erialf" constitutes an expansion of the

riences of this ,kind should eventually

that the PErficular a oach that firstdrbhpossible.- This, re e izati , in and of
many. . The functi of internal dialogue
lution" to a situation but to supply the

s there another way of approaching the

ituation in order to clarify it?" These
nes for constructing a new point of view.

say that ,"paying attention" can help
has a special meaning with respect to

we are told to pay attention to. our
thers who have some degree of authoritY,

attention to ,ourselves. Reflectivity

to his "line of thought". .fly closely
whole set of experiences that was felt
rtance. The type of: we

attending:to errors in the analysis of
f/the_prOtocols of:children who comait _

oration structure, of the

lookinTat:"correct" or successful
rue at the adult level? EttOtS can

0



provide a wellspring of information for the, attentivetotlizer'. -For one thing,
errors can be used to isolate- prOblern areas in a line- of thought. In striving
to. undastan ; . Bi Bally.own-there-ar-usvarious -nexuses at whi-ch. @iv.

certain decisials and assumptions must be, made. in. order to carry forward the
cognitive t ha . When the cognizer gains knowledge of an error he can
either passively acce the correction and proceed: accordngly oche can use

.

experience to jdenti the point at which he went wrong. In and of ,its
commission of an'error s not a valuable tool for learning but it can ffincti
as such if the learner takes the opportdnity to discover, the 'discrepancy betty, en
his chosen apProach and other, possible approaches. -Reflectivity involves,
periodically "rewinding" the stream of thought, 'identifying the ,/I),Point8,;r Of
conflict or ,ambiguity where the error, arose; and generating- alternatiVe courses
of action (points of view).

. _

Earlier we stated that understanding a dialogue entailed a certain degree_

of "reading between the lines" and that the same process was true for the
internal dialogue -_charaeteristic of the reflective Style._ When you "read
between the lines" you ,glean information that iS not explicitly_ present 'but' is
Somehow hidden and implied. The tranSformation -of implicit knowledge', into:
explicit knowledge is an act of creative liberation.- Explicit knowledge can be
used in a manner in which implicit knowledge cannot. Explicit knowledge i
definable, mobile, and versatile by way of these characteristics., Implieit
knowledge, on the other hand, is amorphous, frozen and non-versatile because it
is so deeply' embedded in context. Where knowledge 'that is explicit can

i in
be

utilzed n numerous ontexts, implicit knowledge cannot be utilized in such a
way because it has not yet been differentiated from context, and therefore it is
confined to play a limited and limiting role in the cognitive life of the
individual.

The recognition of the role that implicit :knowledge. plays in cognitive life
is reflected in the concept of the preSuppoSition. In even the simplest
statement, numerous "unconscious" assumptions ,..,47re made. For instance, in the
simple request to "Please, pass the sugar", the speaker assumes that the person
spoken to can understapd:English, is physically capable of carrying out the act,
is socially inclined to cooperation, and can identify sugar whether it be,
contained in a bowl,,-packet,_or cube. Of , course, each of these assumptions can
be further divided into additional assumptiOns. The 'supposition that a person
"understands English" involves assumptions concerning lexicon, syntax,
phonology, contextual meaning, etc.. While preSuppositions are 'certainly is

necessary component in "economizing" cognitive life, unconscious assumptions can
also prevent productive thought from occurring; A prime example of had an
assumption can debilitate thought occurs in the form of The, syllogisn. In order
to correct a syllogistic line of reasoning it is necessary: specify the
premises on which the reasoning is based and to, root out the tacit implications
contained in the premises,_ The act of making the implicit assumptions e icit
liberates one from the 'fallacious line of reasoning.

\ q _

implicit knowledge fcefully affects the construction of a 'point of view,
and a point of view serves as a guide to action and further\ thought aboUt a'
subject., If I assume the world is flat then I will not attempt to sail "around"
the- earth. If someone else tries to sail around the earth and they do not
return, I will then confidently conclude that the foolhardy crew fell, "over the
edge". Facts get interpreted in a manner that makes them consistent: with the
harbored point of view..



A recognition of the Fotent role of implicit knowledge in cognitive life

and-the-intenti-orootott=fte-presuppiSsiti,onliotightar-
powereful tools in achieving the development of a reflective 96gnitive style. A

modicum of ,pIayfulness. or "mischief" ; can Iv helpful in developing this

refleceive style. ASsuming the- role of a "devil's advocate" -can also be

instructive. ,,For instance, if_ you start with'the assumption "the earth . is al

the center of the universe", what' does this assumption do to your thinking about

the other celestial bodies? This_ type of game playing can be quite

instructive and librating in that it helpe,_to specify the place of assumptions

in a line of thought. '

From the preceding description of the goals :,of °Ur course it.should be

evident that these goals are not specific to a course in Introductory

'EtYchology. The skills outlined here are applicable in a wide variety of'

context8, and that is predisely why they are of, significant value. Later, we

hoie to Slim that not only the goals, but also the method we utilize 'is

compatible with ,the teaching,of other disciplines.' The specific subject matter

we worked with should not obscure the versatility of the method or the validity

of the underlying goals.

.a SAWING A BOARD IN HALF, THINKING AND SELF CRITICISM

In conventional education the functions of instruction and evaluation are

kept Separate. FirSt, the teacher teaches and the students learn._ Then, the

teacher tests, then the students show what they have learned, and then the

teacher evaluates this perforMance. In conventional education it is not thought

bizarre to separatelhe person still further from the process of evaluation.

91.w "test" may be taken_away from the student, sent to another city, put into a

machine, and transformed into number that bears absolutely no resemblance to

what the learner learned.

Not all human ,a6tivity is organized in this way. In some instances,

Ferformace and evaluation are inseparable. The carpenter rules a line and uses

it to saw a'board to a desired length. Every stroke of the saw is guided by'the

line and by the immediately visible pereformance. Corrections are' not made

because a,third 'Party ordains it, but in the dignified transaction between the

sawyer and his. work. There is a vital correspondence-between the "test"

administered-by the ruled line and the work being done.

Let us examine for a moment these two educational struCture; that arranged

for the dannunication of knowledge and that ordained for the evaluation of the

Student's success in playing an appointed role in the communicative process. To

simplify, we will consider only one type of class, a typical lecture course.

/

First we look at the structure of communication. In a typical lecture, the

'main activity can be described as one= many and .n -vim; one teacher talks to

many students, and communication is almost entirely from teacher to students.

Even a sensitive and concerned teacher has little opportunity to know what the

'student8

are thinking. They are silent. After class, it would be unusual for

the teacher to look at some students' notebooks.

The teachers prepares
he,or she works largely in

Of course, we teachers

carefUlly, works had and continuously in class:
ignorance of what the stuclentsiarOhinking
tell ourselVe8 about nOn,verbaLcommunication,facial



expressions, and occasional questions -- but all this gives only a very blurred

reflection of -the richness of our, knowledge and thought we exhibit for our.

students.

To find out how much they bane absorbed; we must typically wait til it is

time for the test. Unlike the sawyer at work, the test is 4ualIy'considerably
separate in time from the rest of the activity. Moreover, the student,does not

evaluate his own performance. Often enough, he has only a vagbe idea of the

criteria the teacher has used.. Even when the teaCher tries to spell these out;

this explanation is seen as part of the structure, of evaluation. Time spent in
it is therefore time stolen from the more important structure of communication.

Finally, thetest result is given back to the studentee a-still later time, and
transformed into a number. This number, kes all sort of administrative acts

/ possible.' But 3t. does not convey. at all the teacher's impressions' of what the

student actually did.

Some of the consequences of this arrangement:

I. time taken for evaluatioriis minimized because it is seen as

al4en to the communication of knowledqe.

2. Although the teacher hope's the students will focus their

attention on the whole of what is being communicated, the students are
using their ingenuity to figure out what fragments will be evaluated.

Teacher (at end of inspiring lecture): Any questions?

Student (aising hand eagerly): Will that be on the

test, sir?

3. Little attention- is given to providing the student with

internal ,criteria for self-evaluation. The student lives in a world

where, for many formative years, communication, performance-, and

evaluation are kept separate, and where some one else has the
responsibility for evaluating the work done.°

Now let us suppose that we take seriously-the educational goal of helping

students to become (or perhaps simply to amain)'independent human beings,,

,
interested in and capable of 'evaluating their own performances.

What are some of the things a professional wdrker does?. First, he or she

has internalized criteria .and a continuous sense of whether or not the work is

going wen; Second, since criteria are not so easy to come by, he or she spends

a- good' deal of time developing them -- talking with colleagues; reading a

critical literature, refIectint-on hip:or her aims. and progress. Third, when

"outside" evaluation 'is needed, the professional thinks about whose opinion

might be helpful, and: seeks it out -Fourth; this opinion is not sought ip order

_to put an alien _number iri_a_record book. _The worker wants criticism that

corresponds to, is germane tO, captures something of the work itself;, such

critical commentary 'is often a re-description,of the work. And finally, the

criticism is not merely listened to and the work then put away. The worker

s" alters the work in some way that is responsive 'to the criticism.

It is a striking fact .than none of these attributes charaCterize the main
evaluation prOcesses used in formal education. Conclusion: we are not teaching
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our students to be independent, Self-evaluating human beings/

- project has-alwaysoeen,"to helpcstudentsto

think .better." Almost inadvertently, we have found that =we hve also been

'exploring

new ways of coordinating the structures of _communication and

evaluation' =.= ,and ways of modifying the process of evaluation itself to

encourage the Students to become people capable of self-criticism.

This' new perspective on evaluation was d.by-Froduct of-Our work. (I) But

now that it is there, it seems obviouS that self-criticism is an integral part

of good thinking and should always have been one of our goals: Sometimes making

goals explicit facilitates pursuing them. Our work will probably change now,

with this new-found recognition.

METHOD

In our attempt to help our students.to think better, we have had to depart

from e lecture as the primary means of "educating" our students. Instead, 'we

have utilized three alternative classroan structures or formats that

subStantially modify both the students' and the teacher's conventional roles.

Each of these formats has its distinct advanta4es, but, in the main, they all'

requirea 'student to actively participate in a set task .and to reflect .upon his

own course, of action. By the sameCtoken, these alternatives also require

restraint and patience on the Fart of the teacher. The student must be allowed

to pursue hisown method.of dealing with the task,, to make his own mistakes, and

to develoP his particular line of thought free from .the well intentioned but; ill

timed intervention on the `teacher. By allowing the-Student to discover the

subject matter for himself, you largely obviate the necessity of lecturing to

him abOut fit, and class time- can be used in more flexible and productive ways.

The "Round Robin" format has the great advantage of ensuring the

participation of everyone in the class., What typically.happens' in 'this format

is thit a task is described to the class and everyone is asked ito work on'it.

Following a period of individual work on the task, every member-of the class is

askeai in turn to report on his experience in dealing with the task. It is

essential that every student be heard from and.that none be allowed_to withdraw

from the process. It is important not only for. the student himself to=become

acquainted with this method. of analyzig>hi's awn thought processes but alSo for

.the other students to have a point of comparison for their experiences with the

same. task.

The round robin format is not -Without its drawbacks.--Inevitably,,several,
students in any group will say things such as, "I did it the same way as Jbhn

did it when asked to give their reports. Replies -of this sort do note have to

be accepted. The teacher can carry forward the'discussion by asking the 8tuderlt

to deScribe_in what way he felt his experience to be the same, in ,what Wd it,

might have'cr fer6d, or simply, to put the experience into his own words'. 'It is

surprising h often this technique will uncover-some-new-slanbon the material._

It also prev s other udentsfrom, attempting to withdraw, from the situation

through thi "me to n chnique.

Another aspect .9f this 'round robin strupture.,that may aFpear to be a

drawback involves theetime element. It takes time to go around the room, and

listen to the report of each studentwith care and interest. Mere is no quick

way to explore the diversity.of responses, identify the tenon elements, and
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emphasize the productive aspects of the material that arises fran a class.: This,
restriction I:Qcomes more salient with large class sizes.' One Way of dealing
with this situation is to use 41e round robin in conjunction, with other 'foViats

it that also promote a reflective cognitive style.

_The "Small Grotip' forMat also' involves the initial presentation
problelm or task but with this 'format the active work on the task occurs in
groups of 'four or,five. The members of the groupth" are encouraged_ to freely
exchange their viewpoints, offer tentativ4olutions, and work toward successful
completion of task" Working in a small" group provides quite,: a different
experience from an individual's encounter with a task. Iiiterestingly, what is
often hidden, from /ourselves is clearly revealed inothers. The round robin
format makes, it apparent that describing one's own thinking is .a difficult task,
but some of the same studentS who% find the self report-SO difficult, can facilely
describe how someone else in group handled the task, and how the group,as a
while proceeded: Over time, the experience of attending to and describing the
group proCess, as well as receiving feedback on his own contributions to the
group, shoUld help the individual to develop an analytical sense of his ownathinking. When it comes'men for hearing'the reports on the progress of the-
groupS, this can be handled by:having 'one, several, or all the members of the
group give. 'their descriptions,,,' effectively creating a round robin type of
situation. Trtre is nothing9Ptir6 or sacrosanct about, the formats and they can
be/used in interesting Cc7r-'/b3.ations.

'

/ , The distinguiShing characteristic, of the '',Demonstration" format is the,
depertUre froth assigning the identical task to everyone in the class.' Froth time
to time we have found it useful to .split the class into a few, large groups and
assign each group, a slightly different variation of a task to This

, Structuring';Of the class enables to single out specific factors (Le.°
!organization) And examine their influepce on the way _we think. Althoug4 the
/chef ,purtose of the exercise is to Provide a clear and c9mpelling demonseration'
;of the selected factoqat work, the, differences between' indi.0.dual approaches to
tthe task can ..andashaild also be examined. The round robin can- be utilized to
I,accomplish` this aspect of .the exercise..

..fr. .,.. -.

On occasion, welave used a "Mini-lecture, at the end of a class, to
clarify a point ,or extend a topic in.a !lbw. direction., 113.though' this -is a On y

, .

concession td' the Conventional classroornmodel, we juStify, 4ts: use by keepi
the number of 'suc mini-lectures at a minimum,. placing them'" W -the end oftle
'session, and 'by making qure that each mini=lecture is of a° short duration.
However, it',...0.,th 'round .robin;, small --i3rbup,;:i, aitl . dOibrtstration fotiats that
cqnstitute° tie essence of 'our aPproach.". at-ait1ples at follow Trov,ide a good
picture. of ,these formats in i....,,i:., v°

,,

"ItWERFIJI; IDEAS ", THINKING, AND REPRESENTATION
' r

. , 0 . ; 6
r .

,. At the first.- meeting of . the classiin Septeinber .1979, 'we wanted to try
introducing thecOurse in a new 'way. Clften;7`.we begin by moving . the' students.-
immediately" into the round -rob 'n format, demonstrate the process at work, and
then discuss therasons for t. This time We wanted to o-see if the students
could play some part in gene' the ratioritlefor t_he course. ..... ...

.

Leaving the students n,the ordinary classroan formation, rah behind row, I-

began by pointing,9ut that ere are many subject-matter options, Ope0 'to the
teacher of fntrioduct ry. psychology, or for that matter, any course. Howe to

105



became posSible seized on a student's remark to steer the discussion toward

'expressing the strategy of choosing "powerful ideaa." =1 have heard much - mention

of this phrase in the last year or two, butjlo clear idea given as to how to

know when an idea is Powerful. My own guess is that no idea is of itself

0
powerful. A person makes an idea powerful by linking it with other ideas. Some

of this 4e out in discussion. Fairly rapidly we got around to the' idea" that

most valuable thing that could happen to a person in school_ would be to

leara to .think better, or to use his or her mind better.. At this' point, I

explained that that was indeed the primary goal of the course, and' introduced

the first exercise, which really involved three steps.

First, I asked them to write dawn a paragraph or so explaining what they
meant by "thinking." Second -- after samesdiscussion.of "representation" as a
powerfulridea --- I asked them to draw two diagrams, a diagram of a dialogue and
,a diagram- of -an ordinary classroom situation, depicting the pattern, :est

communicatiorPaniong the paticipants. The paragraph on:-thinking was taken up in
a later clasp meeting, where we worked out a way of "categorizing the different
resPonses, and discussed the class"8 ideas. The diagrams of dialogues were
mainly of two persons linked by arrows or lines, indicating that they were
talking to each other. In what follows we examine only the students' diagrams
of an ordinary classroom situation.

These diagrams were divided- into -the six categories shown ingable 1. It

can' be seen. that by far_ inant desCriptionis a one-way, Orle-many

interaction between the one teacher and the many students.

ek-TEGORY

One -way, one -many communication..:;

,.(Oh&teacher telling many students)

As
.

abOve, but with some side7chains,
(one teacher'telling many students,.
some;,interstudent:communiCation)

As:aboVe;Ioutwith every student
engaged in some interstudent
comaunication

_ . .

. Teacher - student interadtibn seen
as a set of 1-1 dialogUes

E. TWo'phases:Aah-Ove-and ring
structure indicating. many-student
disCuSsiOn _ -

Unclassifiable
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(.1) We were probably only dimly aware of the point ,== not yet having_ clearly
delineated the separate but corresponding structures of communication and:
evaluation. At the March 19:79 meeting_ of the panel on Assessment in the Service
of Instruction, one or the authors desctibed-an ineident---thatiradoccurred=in
our teaching (see below, the Section on perspective-taking). TheT other
participants in the meeting pbinted out to us quite enphatically that our *ItiOrk

was a form of evaluation-in-the-classroom!

By the time the 'discussion of these diagrams was spier, the students. had
moved into round-robin phase. Every individual bad done some work alone. Every
student had given some description of his or het thinking. A general' discuseion
had followed.

If we were doing this exercise again, there are some improvements I would
like to introduce. First, there should be a more careful discussion of
representation,. i.e. how to make a good diagram. We might- borrow Haaard
Nemerek's phrase, "image and caption." The Students should come to see that
their ideas can be translated into pictures or dia4raMs, and the pictures can be
translated into Captions. Itlwould not be Aecesthry. to "instruct"- the students
to do this'-- the necessity for the caption, or more °generally, for a multi-
modal way of thinking and expression, could easily arise out of t.he class
process itself.

Second, the structural diagram of:the, communication process is incomplete
°without another representation --4 of the evaluation feedback loop. Of this more
later. -

Third,. it :would 'probably -be good idea to introduce the distinction
between real' desCriptions and idealized categories. This could have been,done if
we had forseen .the variety of desCription& the students would .Figive, and the
consequent npdd t2 code and tabulate then,in order to make sense 'of, the ensemble

of retpontedigiven by theclass. In fact, we had underestimated :,,the potential
richness of the students' responses.

Fourth, it would have been good to couple the class_ exercise with some
follow- up .reading about research on communication patterns:

, 4

In spite of these regrets, it should be stressed that this glass period
worked well. The students got the idea of the "course; and joined in the spiat,.
of it.. They gcit to. ,,carry out an exercise in representation, and to 'reflect upon
it.. And the teack-ert for 'the nth time, were 'properly chastened by the once-
again unexpected Complex' ty and"-interest of the students thinking.

At a workshop with college = teaCherS (Dbuglass College,_Rutgers University),
we repeated the task of drawing diagrams of the tYpical, college clasbroom. For
the most part, the tepresentationS were similar toe those produced by the class

° in NeWark, although mainly of the B-type -(some side-chains). There was also
more explicit recognition of the presence in *le ClaSSrooffi of some students who -,

It is hard to imagine high level productive thinking occurring without th



involvenent rif the memory syStem. A thought must be held in mind Jong enough, to '
be woriced -91.-r;kancl thi4 Pr9cess involves memory. Additiona.11y, . the productive,

,

.g
thought mustt ,` retained long enough to be translated into some symbol system-, _ into'

e_o" r mathematicstics in order for it to be preserved and recognized
.

as a productive; thought. The syrrbor-s-system m -4. -,-. ,- . " 7^ endous lea
on memory. State lqui e ai y, memory is a requisite of productive cognitived t plainly,,_,
functioning.

Many interestinlapd important questions= can be asked with respect to
memory. Investigatorshave explored the areas of memory capacity, the nature of
the memory trace, the structure of memory and, numerous, other aspe6ts of the
topic. However, in keeping with the course's major goal of helping people to
-think better, our claSsrooire' exercises have stressed the importance-..of the
particular strategy used to store 't_j_Isie "raw material" .which is to be reneinbered:
The choice of strategy can be showii'to greatly affect the nature and amount of
material that will be recalled.

' People spontaneously generate..different strategies for remenbeting material
and one of the most commonly chosen of these strategies is simple repetition.
For instance, it is .possible to learn and remember the colors of the spectrum by
repeating over and over again the-color names red, orange, yellow, green, blue,
indigo, and Violet; The trouble with using this _particular method of storing
information is capttired in the word "thembrization". For many of us; the word
"memorization" evokes recolleations. of intense .boredom, feelings of resentment;
and images of hackneyed poetry' recited with military* precision,: :EVeri._- if the
lack of interest and enthusiam for the task,can be, overcome, the infokmation
acquired.through _repetition is generallylisolated'. from . more .poherent
organizations of information. The critical question then' is, = "hcro c the
individual acquire. new information . without 'depending .on' rote menorizatiOn?'

Various techniques for organizing unwieldy, or Unrelated. material
which can be used to facilitate the retention of unfamiliar items.. Although
these techniques are 'grouped under the term "mnemonics", the, particular.
mechanists of these various memory devices are quite diverse. With reSpedt to
the spectrum example described above, a good mnemonic fOr.temembering the
appropriate "colors is to take the -first letter from each Co/or name .5 and
construct the name "ROY G WV". first. letter" teehnique,'Which. is a geed.
way of abbreViating information* is quite 'l. dorrmon' and effectiVe .within. a:
,restricted domain; .Bute= therein UieS. the prol4en with all mnemonics The

arbitrary, connections that are made between the items to be

rememberec3 are inappropriate for larger organizations of knowledge. The

richness, complexity, and subtlety --of such systems,as Viagetian .psychology,'
Ouantin theory, ''"`or the -"self",, cannot .be reduced to a number of .artificial
relationships.

Despite the limitations of mnemonic techniques, they do accentuate an
important. point that -. "the "raw material". of eXperience need not bet."taken -in" as
it is presented, hut can be worked on, transformed, and manipulated in various
ways and to, different .degtee; :.While the artificial, liMiting asPectS of,
mnemonics persuaded us not to pursue' this topic through elaSs exercibet, we.do
emphasize the functional,- value of restructuring- thaterialr, hoWeVer.,: more
meaningful. forms oft' organ- than those, provided by mnemonics are :explored;
Edell' forth of organization or : "strategy has a different impaCtLori.teterition and
each individual can bring his . unique 'knowledge and exPerience to; these,
Organization taSks.'
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In pursuing the importance of what the subject does to the "raw materiar
of experience in order to remember it, we exploited the psychological experiment
as a tido' for illuminating this issue. After all, an experiment is designed to
inform us about something-and it therefore coincides quite well with pedagogical:'

goals. The particular design we employed had three distinct conditions, and the
students were equally divided among these conditions. All three groups were
told that they should try to rememberas many, words as they could from a list

that they were to receive. Group 1, the "UninstruCted" group was given a list
of thirty"one words with, no further instructions than those already given.

Group 2, the "Instructed" group received the iden6.cal list but With the further

instruction to organize the list in conjunction with trying to memorize it.

Group 3, the " Pre - Categorized" gioup received a list that contained the sane

words as groups, one and two received, but the words were now arranged

hierarchically. The superordinate'cAegory was "things" with the subordinate
categories "alive" was, further subdivided into the classifications "animals" or

"fruit" while "manufactured 'things" were _grouped es either "furniture" or

"weapons". Several minutes were given for the students to' work on their

respective tasks.

The results of this deMonstration are summarized, in Table 2. The

experiment proved to be quite useful in demonstrating the powerful effeilt of

organization on recall.

EFFECT OF ORGANIZATION ON MEMORY:FOR ,A WORp LIST

GROUP

Uninstructed

InStructed

Pre-cate

In'the next class session, we shifted focus to a slightly different,dsPect
of the topic. Memory does not contain only those things we have explicitly

tried to or have been told to remember. A myriad of facts and experienced

reside in our memory system. How then do we account for which material is

retained in memory? One factor that can be shaan to have a strong impact on

what we remember is the way in which we assign meaning to a. particular action or
task;

Meaning is catalyst for-orga ation. When we say: that 'something ±s
"meaningful ", we are stating at it engages the well orchestrated

system of interests, beliefs, ejudices, needs, etc. that form the

organization we call the "8-el % Any experience that taps into this
system will be organized in a more powerful way than experiences that
remain isolated or independent from this organization. One would also
expect the superior organization of nmeaningful" material to result in
enhanced recall for such material; In order to' further explore the

relationship between 'meaning and memory we again used an exercise

10
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modeled after the standard psychological experiment.

N word list consisting of- adjectives was distributed to the class. The

class was then divided into g oups by giving half the class one set of

instructions and the other half an alternate set of instructionS. The

"Counting" group received instructions to "Look at each word, count the number

of vowels inithe word, and write this number next to the word." We expected this

task topbe'regarded quite neutrally' hy. the group.,

In contrast to' the "Codn:ting" gioupw'the "SelfrXefereoCe" giro eCeiv

instructions to "Look at each word'and ask yourslf whether or -not it describes

you. If it doeS, put a check net to it." We expected this task to engage the

interest of the grout).

It was necessary to prevent the students from intentionally memorizing the

word list in order for'the demonstration to be valid. With this in mind, the"

Class was told that, the exercise was designed to demonstrafe 'a -certainleature

of language. Also, after the students completed the task, their tapers were

collected and five minutes of unrelated-activity ensued.

'Following this period; the students were requested to write down-as many

words as they could recall from the adjective list. When they completed this

task, we asked each student, one at a time, to tell us the number of words he

was able to recall.

There was a clear and dramatic difference in recall between the two groups.

While the "Counting" group recalled an average of nine words each, the "Self-

reference" group recalled an average of seventeen words each. Up to this point

the students were not aware that there had been two sets of instructionS and

there was general puzzlement as to why there had been such a wide discrepancy in

perfoiMance between the two group8. When both sets of instructions were made

known to the entire class, there was a strong reaction on the part of many

8tudents. It became immediately clear that deSpite the fact .thap.' the "raw

material" for each group was identical, the group that had examined, the word

,li8t in the context, "does this word describe me?" had undergone a more

interesting, personal, and meaningful experience than the "count a vowel" group.

In thiS light, the discrepancy in recall performance between the two groups

appeared reasonable.

An experience, of this type usually activates the class and provides a good

amount of material , for discussion. The inclination/ prompted by time

constraints and the desiie to arrive at a general SynthesiS, is to follow these

memory exercises with a teacher led discussion of the issuet.- This procedre is

exactly the one we employed. However, byNkoIlawing this conventional model, we

probably Short circuited the individual's process of discovery in developing his

own strategies and techniques for dealing with the material presented _in the

classroom exercises.i In retrospect, we should have utilized the round robin

format to explore the diverSe elements of the various constrqctions ofthe class

members.

Both the demonstration concerning the effect of organization cn memory and

the exercise involving the role of meaning in memory clearly illustrate the

essential_ point that the "raw material" of experience need not be passively

registered. It .can be transformed, manipulated, and digested. Strategies

ranging from simple repetition of the given material to use of mnemonics;
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organization, and self .reference represent differentways and.degrees of making.

\-..._ the "raw material" of experience your "own". The experiments we utilized give
the student an opportunity to "t an" and evaluate the effectiveness, of a
number of these strategies through th iate feedback provided by their own
recall performance in relation. to t e ecall performance of Others using
different strategies. It also provides the udent with another opportunity.to'
rediscover the fact that a vigorous, non passive orientation to cognitive life
is important, not on* with respect to"memory but alsO in such diverse areas as
prbblem solving, the recognition,of.propaganda' devices, hypothesis formation,
and;productive thinking in general.

PPOBLEri.:SOtV'

Within 'the pantheon of oognitive. abilities is the sk referrep to as
"problem Solving"'.: UnfortUriately the label "problem solving". can be deceptiVe.
Problem solving is not a discrete, singular_ process that occurs t e same wayr

uL
everytinie,-for everybody, for every kind of problem. This concept, lization,of

problem solving obscures'the richness and subtlety of the Proce Problem
solving is more accurately conceived as a purposeful utilization of a variety of
cognitive skills such as imagery, intuition,- mithematico-logical thinking, etc.,
in a highly individualistic manner. Problems are also individuals. They vary
in content, complexity, and in the time needed for solution. We chose to

present problems that seemed capable of solution 'well within the time
constraints of .a single class session.

Although we explored problem solving through the use of fairly restricted
problems presented one at a time in the hope that this simple situation would be
conducive to an examination of the solution process, we will probably extend our
focus in the future. It would be.interesting to present problems that are of
sufficient complexity to engage a student for a week, month, or even an entire
semester. A task such -as this would certainly better approximate how problems
usually occur in real life. This does not mean that we should abandon the "half
hour" problem, but that we should supplement it with problems of another scale.

Among the obvious forms of feedback in a problem-solvin4situation is the
actual solution or the response "right" or "wrong" from some arbitrary source.
However, we shifted attention to an examination of the solution prdcess itself.
The class was divided into several small_groups of four to five persons each,
and the general instruction was to freely exchange their ideas bn the pToblem
and to keep track of how their thinking changed over the course of the problem,
thereby constructing a reflective record of successive approximations to a

solution; One of the problems we presented them with was :a problem describe&by
the psychologist Karl Duncker over thirty-five years ago; The problem is a
follows:

A person has a stomach tumor which cannot be treated surgically.
A. beam of radiation can destroy the tumor, but the beam also has the-
property of destroying the healthy tissue that lies between the beam
and the tumor. How can this problem be solved?

Based on the responses from the class, the solution process seemed to fall
into several ,discernable stages. At first, there were several requests:' for

restatement of the problem in order to insure that they had "gotten it right".
Following this "confirmation" phase, there was a period in which the majority of
solutions either ignored or violated certain premises of the problem. For
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instance, replies were along the lines of "make an incision, and .fccuS the beam

directly on the.tumor" or "treat the tumor with chemicals instead of radiation".

It was pointed out that while these solutions' may be viable, they do not adhere

to the limitations imposed by the problem. The problem explicitly prohibits

surgery and 1114:licitly excluded going beyOrA,the historical or "state ofd the

art" constrrttAi, thus eliminating the dhpnotherapy option.

The next phase .displayed a strong tendency to concentrate on

protecting the tissue ofithe body, such as applying a screening salve to

. the skin, or y s fielding the lbeidi with a lead screen'tyPe,qf
.These

solutions are no .held for long because it beCaies readily apparent 'that,

although they are bccessfulinjprotecting healthy tissue, theycorrespondinglY

eliminate 'the abi of radiation to effect the diseaSed _tiSsuei._. Even if.;
possible to allow the radiation to pass" through the skin without hanming

it (selective protection), the Problem of protecting the intervening internal

organs would still remain.

At this point in the solution-process an interesting thing occurs. Having

had a "first go around" with the problem and coming up short of an answer, some

student8 seek to distance themselves from the_ problem by giving up on it, or by

concluding that some "gimmick" must be involved. The latter reaction seems

quite reasonable_ in the face of the common past experience of having heard

similar types ,of prOblems which turned out to have punch-lines instead of

genuine soluti

For tho students who continue to pursue the problem (even the small setup

does -not ET vent certain students from "dropping out" of the, exercise) , a

curious shift takes place. A good number of the solutions now offered involve

putting the patient's body into motion. The question arises; "What would happen

if you rotated the patient's body so that .the same Spot on the outside is not

continuously contacted but the same spot on the inside is continuously focused

upon?":This Tin of reasoning represents a functional solution to the problem

'under assumptions. For instance, in order fix this solution to be

genuine, it must be assumed that the beam is weak enough not to cause damage

under conditions of brief exposure (as i8 the case with the surrounding tissue)

but strong enough to have an effect with longer exposure times (as is the case

at the point of the tumor). Since we are interested in the solution process

itself rather 'than getting the "right answer" we encoukaged the class to

continue with the problem. We informed the students_ that there was another,

perhaps more elegant solution to Ehe problem and that they should try to

formulate it.

While several students reverted to earlier type solution in a slightly

different form at this point in the exercise (i.e. put a tube down the throat

and "pour" the radiation into the stomach), other students stayed with the

notion of keeping the problem in motion. The critical development-that occurred

at this time was a shift in attention from the body to the radiation.

The first solution offered after the shift of focu8 to the radiation is the

converse of the "rotating body" solution. This new solution involves holding

the body in a constant.position while the beam is rotated around the body-

Although this solution is very close in form to the "rotating body" solution,

the ground-work has been set for a "final" explanation. The problem has teen

firmly established as one of focu8ing a beam on an inner location while
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Protecting the surrounding regions. By putting the prOblem into motion, the

critical idea of changing the location of where the beam contacts the body has

been brought into play. Attention has also shifted to the beam -itself. , The

realization soon comes that there is another way of changing the location of the

beam. ThiS change involves not a successive change- in location, but' a

simultaneous location change through the use of nultiple beams at the same time;

The idea of lowering the intensity of the individual beams in orde to meet the

requirement of effectively treating the tumor while protecting,the surrounding
tissue follows fast on the heels of the multiple beam notion. The problem has
been solved, but more importantlwa unique opportunity to critically examine a

"piece" of thinking has been provided.

TARING ANOTHER' S POINT OF VIEW

,

The act of seeing things from another person's point of view is a central

theme of the whole course. In ;almost_ every class Meeting there is an
oppprtunity to do this and to refledt on the' results. But we wanted also to do

some work more directly aimed at beComing aware of the process of perspective

taking. In the fall of 1977 Camille Burns and Howard Gruber planned a three=

unit sequence with thi8 end in view. The plan was as follows:

a. Understanding poems
perspective. We planned to
and then a more complex one.
Would be to discover what
perspective)..

in which the meaning turns on a sudden shit in
have the'etudents read first a very simple poem

After they had understood each, the next task
they had in common (i.e., -udden Shift in

b. Struggling with moral dilemmas in which the =question of what is

right depends on whose ox is gored. The moral dilemmas were brief__

'anecdotes of the kind invented by Piaget and by Kohlberg to stu the

development of children's moral judgment.

c. Wtiting a dialogue about a perplexingsocial issue in which the

student is required to shift perspectives as he or she first writes one

speaker's lines then the other's.

It. should be stressed that we were distinctly not trying to inculcate a
1950s social=ecience "objectivity" or non-partisanship. On the contrary, when

the'time come, we tried to bring out the idea that understanding other people is
important in Order to struggle well for. what you believe: to clarify your own

ideas, to discover your allies,sto anticipate your opponents. But the first

step in all this is to understand the 'other.

Complex plans are risky in a teaching_process_predicated on inviting the

.students to think. What if things don't gaas expected? Must the. whole plan go

out the windcw? In this instance, that was almost what happened.
T .

The firsCpoem we used was "Quatrain." by Sarah N. Cleghorn:

The golf links, lie so near the mill
"Thai almost every day

The laboring children can look out
And see;_ the, men at play.

We expected it to be very easy to understand. Half an hour at most of
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cii4tr4m and we could get on to Shelley's
of time to finish the period by collectively scovering! what the two;;poems had
in common.

si That Should leave prnty

-A

To my -surprise, turned out g . be:very 'difficult to ufiderkand.
The class was ,unfamiliar with the term .go f .''l inks -- that was easy: I
translated it as "course ". They -didn't quit, grasp_ that golf was a-crich man's

game maybe it, isn't so much any more: Th didn't :knciw about the_history 'of
the struggle for:laws prohibiting child labo . Andviobablyi' they didn't have a
clear- idea that 'the function of poetry migh- be :to voice. sacral protest..' These
points emerged as we went arotind'the'room d each student gave his or her
interpretation of the poem. AS,' each st dent .Robke, betraying 2a .wealth of
unhooked for mistinderstandings, my disnay. ew. I waS_dejetted, not so'mdch at
the plan. going wrong, but at the low level of culture I pareived .in the group.,
And I was on the Verge of .committing what would be ;the "cardinal sin-within this
method of teaching simply lapsing 'into fling the .class' "right answer- ".

.

But I persevered. I- provided some
class categorized their_ different interp
interpretation was eventually inclti&d
to avoid suggesting that a poem has onl
a note of irresolution.

tural b.ackgrObrid
etations, 'andtftherti:disopssed..tifeiri
the but I did eVerything_qauld

one ,right meaning. The period ended on

The next period, I was still t pbkd to go back. to thatrain and insist' on
the right 'answer. I resisted the urg we had,halenougit of thbgeii, four line8
for awhile and,we went on to, Shel s Orimandias. TO me, this poem' seems
more difficiat than the Durk. 16nger, more complex, more exotic. But on
the whole, the -class UnderStood it quite well; that rs . their understanding=
matched mine fairly closel.': I had learned my less-On and- we took . our time:
Listening to the nuances of their differing reactions I heard things I had never;:

noticed in the poem, although I have known and reread it over a spa6 of 40.
years. The students moved Me by their insight, and my spirits lifted. BUt C..te

-ran out of time and still. had not gotten°0 the question originally planned:
what do the poems have in .contion? -.alight answer: d' sudden_ shift in point of
view.) I asked then to write out a paragraph.for the next claSs,, dealing .. mith

phis question (they had copies_ of the poems). °

.

At the third period ip the sequence,, we Went round the roan again. Yei,
some °of theit get. " °ut far more important, some of the
students discovered something else the poems have in common: they both deal with
power So by the time we were done with this, the studenti had thought 001* two
poems, perhaps more carefully than ever before irr their lives. They had-) seen
the many interpretations possible,°°both widely ranging and sounding' many fine
nuances, making the ideas of the persion next to you worth hearing. I, had
learned a lot from the group, and my'interest in their ideas was important to
then; And, , albeit a -bit slowly, we had come out of it in a reasonably good

position to go on with the original- plan.. next_steps went very well. The
second task, moral dilemmas, were marvellous grist for the mill of our circular
process. The third task, dialogue-writing, was difficult 'but not overWhelmingly
so. The class was mostly Black and Hispanic. I had chosen. as the material for

.the'!3ialogue a letter that had appeared in the udent newspaper, evidently by a
White- person, arguing against affirmative ion programs in which minority
group- members are given preferential trl ent in employment practices.
Everyone, found it easy to answer' the author.. t° the task we had set was to
answer the author, then to give the author's re ly,; and finally to have the last
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word. Some of ,the students were' reluctant or found it difficult to frame a al

argument for the opponent's side, and resorted to having the opponent y

meireiv, "You're wrong." In comparing the widely varying productions of ;'the

students, the weaknesS of this strategem became evident without my pointing it

out. There was a difficult'y, thet6\but the class ercame -it.

That year, the students' interpretations of th poems were given orally° and

I_ have:. no exact record of what they said. In 191 Bob Keegan armed used Sarah

Cleghorn's Quatrain as part of a somewhat , different exereeise which begarr with

having t e Stvdents write out their ideaS of what the poeui means.

, \ , i , ''-' Z.

This group came -,a gpod deal closer to agreeing on; the interpretation of the
,

f--
.

poem as a protest against child rabor, possiay because of tfie way we set the

stage for the'exercise: Nevertheleas the interpretations cover quite a range..., -

giltiDENT INTERPRETATIONS OF SARAH MECHEM'S QUATRUN

Children are not the _only ones who play, or fool around, but grown-ups also

:have the need to enjoy and pl4y, at: some point =or other.

N. H.

The poi:sit-suggests that childr n arg working but not so far off they can see

men playing. This could 'Mean that ourig people are going through certain cycles

So that they can, be where these men are. For instance going to school to get an

education, will soon earn,young peopl jobs that are being held by adults at the

:present time.

Children are hard, at work, ,while grown men can find the time toplay gblf.

This is as if the men want to rub the children's faces in their poverty.

R.L.
'Seem as if the golf course is so near the mills, or working area, that

the children ¶ho are waking can see the men playing golf.

.L.

The. point of view, is reversed. The men should be working (laboring) rather

th6ri the- -children:The: children should be playing rather than laboring and

watching-the men play- on the golf links '(golf course) .

(SurnmariZeS poem about same as R.L.): I think it would be better if the men

were working and the kids were playing. Or at least the mill shouldn't be so

near to a recreation center, because it would make the kids feel sad.

13.

From children's point of view, the poem seems to suggest that lOoking out

to 'see the than at play is something that is taken for granted. The children can

See their view which includes the golfers' view too. View not absolute as it

encompaSSeS two views too. It is a relative view.

IL S.

During their chores the children obServe the older men playing golf. Makes

me think of inequality and bondage.



L.M.
(edited slightly) I gather, from the word mill that they mean something to

do with wheat or grains, because that's what goes on at a mill. It doesn't take

much of anythiing to work at a plain old mill. From laboring children I get the

impressicn that the author is talking about slaves. The men at play are rich

men (white), play golf watching the poor children (slaves -- black) working.-

mentioned earlier that it doesn't take much of :,:anything' to work in
meaning the.stereotype that blacks only had muscle and no brain so only labor

jobs would be issued to blacks (dummies). And realistiCally the game of golf_ib_

played mostly by whiteseople.

.
_

There ar Oal#IYMen playing .gOlf:on a golf course. Near the course was a

mill where POrkamilies sent their children to.work at the mill to help support.

,
family. And everyday the children look out at these men and wish they could

play and not work.

M.D.
Things are reversed. Instead of the men working and children at play,

children are working in the mill and the men are out playing on-the golf cour

P.R.
I think that this poem is saying there is a certain irony between the

children laboring and the men playing. Usually you would expect this to happen

in. reverse. This also suggests that the children are por and the men are rich.

This poem was written many years ago. Children didn't go to school because

they had to help support their families and, themselves. But the men who were
well off could have leisure time to do things such as play golf.

B.S.
All-the subjects were adults, but were categorized acCording to their

wealth... Children as-opposed to men symbolize the superiority of the playing

group...

K. S,

...a group of ,children who are busy at work...can see men playing golf,

near where they are laboring;

D.R.

.4 N.

It means that while the poor children are working every day, theyprobably

wish they were playing. Instead, they just watch the men relaxing or playing,

while they are working hard.

T.C.
Children'in the days of the depression worked in sweatboxes. These

.children work in a mill. Looking out of the factory windows these childlren are

working at normally men's jobs. The men are playing a childish game, in this

case golf.

M.F.
Children are hard at work, while men are busy at play. Should be. the other

way. around.
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P.C.
...me.n playing golf on the golf links because of the labor of children.

FavpTION, coGNrrieN AND REALITY

Our basic. strategy :is, to single out Some apect cognitive funetioning,

develop a task situation that calls uppn that aspect or sub-skill; and draw th6

students' attention to that domain. But and- real performance, of course, draws

on varied kinds., of knowledge and _skill. The focus of the course depends not

only on the list .of tasks proposed.and on the unpredictable interplay .among all
those inViv but alsO on the teacher's emphasis.. in steering _ the class one way

or, another.,

While our main emphasis is on intellectual functioning itself, we are aware
f the -vital relation between cognition and emotion. This relation becomes

ramount as one tries to think as well as p:msible in real; human situations;

n different ways,. some of the exercises we use are aimed at increasing

awareness and control of this relationship. We give here only brief indications

of some of our efforts in this direceion. .

ANGER. We ask the students, "try to remember sorne incident in which you

were angry at'a teacher." Sitting quietly, each student writes out notes on his

or her recollections. -Usually, no memories come at first. After a few minutes

they begin to pour out. Then we go around the table with each student

reporting. This turns_ into a very lively discussion and could occupy many weeks
if we let it. As the session goes along we steer attention toward how the

students had , handled the situation in which they found themselves, and,

eventually to reflection on the availability of alternative strategies for

coping.

,BEWILDERMENT. This experience grew out of a planned activity that was
side-tracked by the spontaneous course of events. It,might not be repeatable,

but the general idea is intetesting. One semestef, wanted to draw the

students' attention to how they listen to a lecture; take notes, and use those

notes. We shad a plan for this sequence which we never completed. The first
step was for the students simply to obsereve themselves in any other class and

to come to our class prepared to desbribe hew they listen. When we had the
r6und-robin, it became clear that they all felt bewildered, overwhelmed,

baffled, and finally bored by most of their lectures. They felt the teachers

were "snowing" then, and not paying attention to the students' needs.

We offered then_ a choice. Either we could try to work out ways to listen

as well, as possible in such situations - in our vied, not an entirely
unrealistic plan, since so much of life is like that. Or_we could work out ways

to try to change the situation. The students chose the latter path. Together
we worked out a simple plan - nothing more than raising the issue with the
teacher in questioni either before, during, or after a class period. Each of

our students took on the responsibility of trying to change a class!

-

This was one of the few times that most of the students in our course
failed to do their homework.- A few did do it, and everyone's reflections on the
difficulties experienced in doing br not doing it were of great interest.
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INTRODUCTION, TO PART IV

''In this section we-turn our attention to a reasonably Concrete illustration

of assessment_ that departs from present practice and is consonant with the views

expressed earlier in this volume.

It is by now clear that the members of our study panel fiold the view that

the 'diStinction betWeen assessment and instructiOn is largely artificial and

arbitrary. Hilliard (1980 personal communication) for example in discussing-

this point says:

"A -testing and assessment system can be built without dlrect

teference to learnets, When this .happens, the "correct " logic and

content of answers to questions are assume0 to be known_inedvanceby
the questioner. /The goal of testing in this, case is to determine'-if

learners agree/with,questioners. A testing and assessment SystemMay
also be -built to use the learner's repetoire for building questiOns.

This has sometimes been referred to as response- contingent testing.
THE KEY POINT TO BE MADE HERE, HOWEVER, IS NOT A POINT ABOUT TESTING;

PER SE. IT IS REALLY A POINT ABOUT TEACHIIIG. Any type of testing'

which is selected will fit a particular philosophy of and approach to

teaching. Paolo Freire has described two qafferent apprpaChes,to

teaching. The "baRking" approach is generally manipulative. Student

are said to "learn" when their answers to questions match those24th

which the teacher begins. An alternative approach is' called, a

"dialogi6al" approa h, Students are said to. "learn" under this

approach when the become probIeffr-rosiqg activists. Both questidns.

and answers, are ew -to . both teachersi and students. In the Eirst

approach, the t acher's role is to "donate" the material which the

student is to 1 n. In the second approach, the teacher's role, is to

establish a tru dialog between teacher and student:

These are not mere theoretical matters. Paolo Freire ieaStoundingly

successful i using diatog to teach literacy and problem solving;

William. Johntz and teachers who are- trained by him are equally;

successful in teaching low income children, from any cultural group,

relatively abstract mathematical concepts and skills where others -had

failed to teach arithmetic before; Irf ,both oases,' "testing" or'.

;assessment i8 ongoing. The teachers and student, use the students'

repetoire as the building blocks for learning... '

Here are some examples of ongoing assessment... Paolo Frieze

places great stock in listening to his students. He'listens to detect"

those things about which they have strong feelings. He listenS to

record the vocabulary which his students already know. These tWo

parts of his systematic assessment process are then used directly inr,

instruction. Students learn to read (in about 30 hours of
instructional time) by using their own fiords and by focusing on issues

of importance to them. William Johntz and Project SEED teachers place

great stock in listening for student logic and for student''

assumptions. They also listen for full participation of all students.'
They observe exactly where each student agrees or disagrees with each

step of the group's problem solving effort: They observe if students

are willing to argue for positions which they hold, even if-alone

against the entire class.' These and other data are collected
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Systematically' in order to deSign the "in flight corrections" of the
teaching,strptegy. .,William Johntz and Project SEE1 alse direct apart

, ,-of their ongoing systematic evaluation of the. instructional process
toward the teacher. Peer . 'critique is elwayS used, and it is done.,

6 systematically. ,...,.

The intertwined t nature of assessment' and instruction requires that neither
be secret., Secrecy
instruction, then
derive insight and

is anathema' to education.. If assessment is. :to indeed, serve;
f;ways must' be found sttidents,,,teachersi and parents:to

information frpMthe'aSsessirient cticeS,, that are in fact
employed. . ,

. ; -
"

In the context of assesstent in the, servi 1:Istrudtion a keg argument
. .

in favor ':ol.'.open assessmdnt4Dracticeis beSt. t;.forward by Taylor. (TirneS
Educational Supplement, ..Lonlori,- Nov. '16 1979) who

-..
, .

We all have important stakes in the xesults of the tests our society
administers. Rime tf us are" 'directly involVed: Students, -parents,....-
teachers, schbol administraprb,, 'testmakerti% And the public. other,
interested parties look on with'more or less rolitical power ',:public
administrators,' 16gielatorsit- academics,. . -6Oriticsrolumnistsand
interested' citizens and; taxPayerS.,

t

Secrecy of tests. erects unnecessary walls that hinder the many-sided'
interchange among all 'these- interested Parties. .Secocy aggravates
inequalities that already -exist, fOr instanceqoetween administrator
and student, or between testmaker and critic:' -

In.bqr. society test_ results are taken to be indicatorS of success and
worith,,for apd 'school -systeMs. That is what makes the'
secrecy of theSetests sio uniquely perverse andt,damaging. Since ,that
secrecy is also .unnecessary,. its elimination, should 'have a high
priorityority inxublic discussion and public policy.

Aegislatitre remedieS are .itepdFreelom, of in
-.'forward,,. although' few. p..a-jseDts, for elcample; "have ;thtnowledger

determination,_ or resources_ fo,invokesuch laws. It ,may be .,that,:
Secrecy will finally be eliminated orily.,a.fter major court c;ases result
zn substantial daMages .bping paid to 'some Of thoseWh suf!!r,

.. 5their injuries in silence.
a ei,d.. .

In addition- to openneSs, ;it is clear. tha new apprbaches to ASsesment- in .....
.1the service of instruction demand a re-exami4tion of thp, notion of 5; "v4lidity:
aS applieg_to_the desin and use of as essmoit instruments. In the ,Papec: by
Schwartz , Taylor and Willie, the wo .4 off kroject, TORQUE .. on this . ,

methodologidal question is presented. :' ,.
7

° Prject TORQUE w a research and (:devgoprnent effort suppofted by the
Ca'r-ne.giks CorporatiOn ancr- The Ford .Foundati that-'. Was charged with the,

gc4foesizEinsibiIity. OE desi ing Alternative assessment tecliniues and instruments:
for- elemdntary school ematics.- In the course of this six year project,a
different approach_to valid aKon was evolved; one thy'`` was pot'correlatioali or,.
even. statistical, but ratiffi categoxital.. in, nature. ;Stith' an ..approach to
validition seems to have produced technigpes and ingeturnents largely ',free of the
flaws of more traditional approaches.



, .

The paper describing '13rOject TORQUE that is' presented in this section

.clearly does not constitute a handbook to the- who is*incerned Uith,the

need to devise assessment-teohnigues-da-are informative non-threatening and

open. We hope, however, that it will provoke carefuleebhsideration 'of what we

believe ter be some iimpor nt principles- to_be cOnsidereil, in any such effort and

ig
Oat:thcpUcitly guided p ject?TaQUE in its faork. They' are:

-

In am.I ionstructnal context, 'distinctions between assessment and
.

instruction.are-aihirary and artificial.

Valid inferenckP :a10PAT OPIrsons -knowledge can only,be made within:a

' frameworg:r; that intorcorates an understanding of the-task.and the

students idi' cratic representationof
.14
Ats structure.

V
0

st0e104'introsteCtion,'reflection,
self= examination and seeking out

of criticism` 6 *sal are .all ,evidence of successful educational

,'experiences. = .

Inellectual: *gress, whether of an'individual or of the species, is

.:irOded by secrecy: '
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An Example of Categorical Test Validation

Judah L. Schwartz
Edwin F. Taylor
Nancy A. Willie

I. INTRODUCPION---

People who make decisions about other people's lives have social and

political power. Insofar as testing is used to influence these .decisions, tests

are instruments of power. The pervaaive use of tests in the United States has

bred much criticism (Routs; 1977; Hoffman, 1967). This criticism has had some

results: advocacy groups, educational reform movements, legislatiok, and

'regulation, all of which seek, by one means or another, to protect the rights of

individuals from "the tyranny of testing."

In the shorttebt, .S0rOpUlOuslyi responsible use of turrentIy.available

tests may help.meet criticism, but a long-term solution requires_ more

fundamental reform of test development and use, a reform whose seeds may now

find fertile soil:
..

The work. of Project TORQUE* described this paper was motivated and

guided by our concerns about the,role of testing within the larger 'societal

contexts in which it occurs. A plyialistic and deinocratia- society requires

tests that are subjected to the scrutiny of many "experts" and the public-at-

laige for whom testing has social, political, economic, educational, and

ethical consequences. We write, for thcite who Shard our interest in education

and society, and not only for professionals in the fieldS of education and

testing.

* A research group at, the_ Development Center, Newton, M. 02160,

sppported by the Carnegie Corporation of New York and The Ford :Foundation;

This' paper outlines the :foundationS and traces the consequences of several.

assertions:

(1) Testing Cannot be separated- an underatanding of the_

task being tested. Test-making is, in large part, the act of seeking

understanding of the domain being tested and of the ways people
demonstrate their leaning of thAt domain:

(2) =Some learning domains can be analyzed into -tasks and

subtasks on which performance.can be observed and categorized as "all"'

or-none."

(3) All-or -none s. tasks, when they arise empirically kather

than arbitrarily, are useful n describing performance (testing) and

helpful in improving, performanc (instruction).

We a our thedry of performance cat'egorition to' the .domain of

mathEnatics1.1 learning, apedifiCally to the tasks of making measurements of
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length, area; volume; weight, and time, and to.the developnent and validation of

several tests of performance on these tasks; (N; B; We reserve the word

MEASUBDIE'NT for the application of numerical scales to physical quantities. In

evaluating human performance, )ve try to use categorieS rather than numbers°

The followirag sections outline our theory about "all-or-none" Peifeririance

categories; discuss the implications of that theory for.. test development and

validation, provide an account:,.of the process we designed for test development

and validation; and consider the generaliZability Of our work;

One characteristic common to_ :post t6sting practice is the reporting° f .a

test result as a number ',On-a- scale or a score. We believe- that .this, applica ion'

of numbers td-an irdividual's skill's' and performance is unjUstified, and, pt.-.

-. the use of numbers in this way: confounds and misdirects eduCational endeav

and the development and use of "tests. We-outline briefly the arguments in order

to set a theoretical stage for the categorization of NrforMance described.

the. fellming sections of this paper.

In the natural sciences numbers are used,, to describe two

quantities: Discrete quantities,. such as the number of apples in a

people in a'roora, are countable, Continuous quantities, such a the

from Boston to San Francisco, are measurable. The followng acts are

elements of any such measurements;

Identifying the. attribute of the object to be measured, and

distinguishing it froM other attributes the object Ili possessi.
,

Choosing a unit of aipprOpriate attribute and size;

kinds of
basket or
distance
necessary

Comparing the attribute to be MeaSured' with- the unit;.

Judging 'a level of precision appropriate to the context a the

measurement.

We -do, not consider any sitdation in which the attribute s< defined.only- in

terms of the instrument Used to "measure".it as being an,exampie of . measurement--

Thus, Doting's' "IQ what IQ tests. measute"- is in our view,: at best;

tautologous. The attribute . be quantified must have some, independent

definitiOn.
.

Assume.fot the moment that 'it' is`possible. to- identify
,

a distingUishable

attribute possessed'by an individual and that one wishes to measure it; Is it

possible to define' a, that can be applied tb the attribute?. The use of

numberS to describe.2quantity rests on the assumed existence and appropriatenesS

Of such scales..
r

Traditionally; scholars have referred, to nominal, ordinal; iinterVal and

ratio SCalesr. as being suitable for the measurement Of psychoMetric variables:

We believe that only the ratio scale is a. seale 'that permits Measurement:-

Neither nominal nor ordinal- have anything7 to do with measurement except:

in a loose methphorical, faShion; scales simply assign numeralS to

objects on thp basis of whether or not the Object possesses paticUlar

attribute. For example,,= a nominal scale could aSsign.-_ the number _7 .to, all

objects that pink and the number 16. to all objects that. ate.green. Ordinal

scales simply rank-order objects according.to the'aMount of an atttibut.e which
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they possess. For example, glass can scratch steel, and steel can scratch wood.

Thus glass, steel and mood might be assigned the numbers 1, 2 and 3

respectively, because they can be ordered by "hardness". The interval scale-.

concerns itselfrwith the intervals between the extent to which objects possess

an attribute. Standard intervalt, called 'measurement units,, are defined. in

termsofrthestandard-of-wmparison.A_common_example_ofan_i_nterval
scale is

the Centigrade scale for measuring tenoeraturei- in which the difference-between-

10 degrees and 20 degrees is equal to the attribute being measured. The

arbitrary zero point of the Centigrade scale should not be confused with the

fact that there does exist an absolute zero the temperature scale i. e. 0

"degrees Kelvin. The existence of a non=arbitrary zero point which implies the

ability to distinguish in a categorical fashion the presence of the attribute

frm its absence, is, in our view, central" to the identification of the

attribute. Only a ratio scale has this characteristic.

A ratio scale, has the following proPerties. Filst,' there is a non-

arbitrary zero poillt. Second, the ratio scale can only be applied to one

dimensional attributeg. One cannot order unambiguously points in spaces of more

dimensions. Third, one must be able to quantitively define what is meant by the

interval, a "little bit more", of the attribute. Units, such as "one 'degree

hotter", or "one centimeter longer", or "one second later" must exiSt. Orderipg

is insufficient; scaled comparison is necessary. -Without such scaled

comparison, measurement can have no consistent numerical outcome.

The-concept of "a little bit more" cannot be quantified ands applied to

individual human performance, even in cases, when,highly refined and specific

subskills are identified as the attribute. For example, we 'identified the

"subtask" of usng the zero point on a ruler correctly when measuring the lengths

of lines. For this subtask, performance can be described by performance

fractions," (the number of correct uses of the zero point)/(the number of

opportunities). Performance can be ordered: 4/10, 5/10, 9/10 and -,10/10. One

must be able to say how the interval, say, frm 9/10 to 10/10 compares in size to

the intereval from 4/10 to 5/10. The intervals themselves must be capable of

being ordered if.there is a true ratio scale. IS the student who gets 5/10

correct superior in the subskill to the student who gets _4/10 correct by "an

equal amount of superiority" as the student who gets 10/10 correct is to the

student who gets 9/10 correct? De rees of superiority of human performance have

uino unique meaning. Without this 'clue meaning, all scaled performance, whether

in comparison with other test- kers, or in comparison with a "perfect"

performance, is not appropriately described by a ratio sCale. And, thut, it is

not capable of being measured.

II CATEGORIZATION OF PERFORMANCE

In our empirical investigations of the tasks of measuring extensive

physical magnitudet, we have found subtasks on which people's performance is

consistently either present or absent and which permit, us to replace metric

measures of performance with categorization. This section, describes hcw we

analyze tasks into such "all-or-nothing" subtasks and what happens when we

cannot do so.

Our model of measurement, which derives from the physical siences,

identifies the following major steps in making measuremnts:

(1) Identifying the attribute of the object to be quantified,

123,



(2) ChbOsing a unit(CfaPpropriate.SiZei

1(3) ,Carrying out the comparison of the. object to the chosen unit,

(4) Judging a level-of precision appropriate to the context in which

the4leasurement-is-madei

('5) Reporting the results.

We identified subtasks for measuring length, time, area, volume, and weight

during an iterated process of theory formation, task analysis ;' and empirical'

trials with students and teachers in elementary schools. We used; the five-step

model of -physical measurement to inform an initially rather unfocussed

exploration of a given task such as length measurement:, with students and their

teachers until we began to notice parts of the task on which students performed

either.well or not at all These-"parts" or subtasks were progressively refined

and gradually embodied in games and activities and some test "items" that

allowed the beginning of ordered performance ddta. The measurement model, was

continually invoked and refined to help us decide whether or not our set of

subtasks was relevant and comprehensive.

h. sufficient task analysis would yield ordered Performance data for each

subtask., These dati would cluster in "consistently present" and "consistently

absent" categories, with few in the inconsistent category. We took the existence

of this dichotomous categorization to be evidence of distinguishability of the

given subtask.

The observed' dichotomous Categorization allowed us to_dispense with the

scoring of performance: everyone's (or almost everyone's), performance could be

categorized within the presen 4 r absent category. Thus ordered performance

colla- into two-valued categ zation.

In summary, the process of arriving at a categorized description of human

performance included developing an understanding and mcdel of the task,

increasingly focussed activities with -students and their teachers, verification

of dichotomous performance on subtasks, and categorization of' this dichotomous

performance; the entire process repeated cyclically until succeSsful.

Or unsuccessful. For some skills wewere unable'to identifysubtask at

gave rise to "all-or-nothing" performance. In particular, the task of cam ting

elapsed_ time intervals frustrated our attempts at analySis and categorization.

It may be that we have not teensufficiently insightful or persistent. Or it

may bes that for some tasks, the subtasks are so interrelated that performance on

one subtask influences performance on another. Or finally, of' course, this

result may indicate a failure or region of inapplicability of our method,.

One final remark is in order before closing this section and moving on. It

is not possible to completely separate or unconfoUnd the effects of the .observer

and the phenomenon being observed; We know thiS to be true in the physical

sciences where, the assumption that experiments maybe repeated and that the

nature of the interaction between the observer and the system being' observed is

own and is small are. plausible. In the course of observing human intellectual

behavior it seems to us that these aSSumptions are rather more questionable.



methodologiSts have written extensively on this subject (see for example-

Campbell and Fiske ( )) attempting to resolve the issue. We have tried to

follow the spirit and intent of their procedures but in the end we hold the

question to be- non -resolvable, i.e. there can
be no complete unconfoundng of'

"method and "trait". We present our results along with our inethods as

objectively as we can, and hope the reader draws a similar pattern of inferencet

from them.

III TEST DEVELOSTAVT AND USE

Cur use of performance cate

traditional notions of test validity. We consider here some topics that affect

the meaning of "validity."

TESTS VS. "REALITY" OR WHAT IS SOMETIMES CALLED "CONTENT VALIDITY."

instead of scores led us to modify

Tests, as close observation for some purpose of an individual's

performance, can consist of actual peiformance on a task, such as swimming or

driving or doing arithmetic calculations, or can consist of simulations or

representations of "actual" tasks. Such representation8 are useful because

is not always, practical or poSSitle to observe and test an individual's actual

performance in natural settings.
;

When tests are constructed to represent "reality," the adequacy of the

representation is of critical concern;
Ultimately, there, is,no w y to prove

that a test examines performance cal those taskt that it claims examine%

because there is no way to be Sure that validating toolS are themselv "v6Lbde

However, we believe that when tests are developed in the Settings in w ch they

will be used, when such development is the result of extensive obse tion of

"real" performance as interpreted using a model of that performance, when tests

closely resemble performance on alternate simulations of "reality", then one can

feel some confidence that the test examines the SkillS one wishes to observe.

We developed games and activities to stand in for "reality " during our

vglidation process: theee games and activities permitted us to observe the

consistent presence or absence of performance on the Subtasks of a measurement

task in several settings and to provide a context. in which motivation was

reasonably high.

CONSTRUcTEu VS. SELECTED RESPONSES OR WHAT MAY BE CALLED "RESPONSE VALIDITY."

Just as one must be concerned about the adequacy of a test as. a

representation of "real" taSks, one must alsb feel confident that the ways in

which people respond to test questions represent the ways_that the undertake the

"real" task. Our concern with the responses of students had led us to reject

the selected response ("multiple choice") format for several reasons. First,

constructed responses simulate real performance more realisticaly than selected

responses; people do not ordinarily choose among possible answers when measuring

length or time. Second, constructed responses allow students latitude in the

ways they can perform tasks, a latitude especially important in a pluralistic

society. Third, a,constructed response can signal the presnce or absence of

Performance
on several subtasks which .often can be separated using evidence

from the detailed response. Fourth, constructed responses permit a diversity of

errors, from which teachers can refinetheir understanding of. performance and

non=performance in order to make instructional decisions. In addition,

constructed responses "provide us with a stringent check of our underetanding of
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the task being tested and of the presence of task-analytic categories. The
likelihood of students performing in predictable ways is greatly reduced when
constructed answers are permitted. When our model of the task does account for
the diversity of constructed answers, we can be more satisfied with our
understanding of complex behavior.

THE -USERS,- OR WHAT r4AY BE CALLED "PRACTICAL-VALIDITY "

People use tests for many reasons. The tests desCribed in this paper were
designed to permit teachers (and others with similar concerns) to describe
individuals' performance and errors in one domain, measuring. Students m
learn to make sucessful measurements as a result of experiential learning tha
does not compartmentalize tasks and subtasks, but the teachers' role ag.
"trouble-shooter" in this learning process requires that they have Some
analytical ;approach to the performance of their students.' Teachers need to
identify those-Students who show "mastery" of the skills of measuring, and of
equal importance, they need to be able to characterize the needs of those
students who love not deMOnstrated "mastery:"

"All-or-none" performance , makes some instructional decisions relatively
easy. The measurement tests developed by. Project TORQUE each prove the
student's skill in only one kind of,measurement.. On_tadh test, regardless of
the number of "items" (betWeen 6 and 12), the general criterion for mastery is
one or no errors. A student who meets this general criterion has made; at most,
ane error on one subtask. For those students who do not meet this criterion,
another look is. necessary. This second look and the consequent categorization
of the errors, is a rich source of useful diagnostic information. In some
cases, the .error analysis may reveal that the absence of performance on only one
subtask is the Source of several errors. In other cases, the error analysis may
reveal that all the measuring subtasks have been mastered, but that errors have
been mad- in related tasks such as counting or calculating. In still' other
cases, th s second look may Prove insufficientr end a third look with an
alternate version of the test or with games and activities like ththe used
during toSt validation, may be necessary before a teacher can decide on a
Student'S lfrning needs: (To facilitate this process for teachers, welprovide
them with information wp have gathered during our research and development work.*
A clear description of thesubtasks and common errors of measuring is written

in a teachers' manual. A list of the categories of common errors and a partial
list of commonly occurring wrong answers which signal those errors, is printed

-directly onto a teacher's carbon copy of each student's test.)

The descriptive power of tests which are based on "all-or-none" categories
may have significant instructional results. In preliminary field trials of, the
10BDUE measurement'tests, teachers have been able to identify specific learning
needs and to focus instruction'on them because they have been able to observe
their students' performance and to interpret that performance in terms of a
theoretically derived and empirically verified model of the task.

.t.
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DETAILS OF THE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

This section gives a detailed account of our process oftest deveoprne.nt,

using as 'an example one test of the measurement of area.

-After obbery students, reviewing cur-renurr_i- nd

extensive discuisions in our staff and with classroom teachers, we designed

games and activities that permitted us to observe performance` on the tasks of

area measurement according to our general model of measurement. Students then

used these games and activities in their classrooms. rathough teachers and

students were enthusiastic about the games, _teacher observations did not

identify subtasks on which dichotomous_ performance could be observed. Staff

members then worked intensively with small groups of children, using a variety'

of. trial materials, until we had focussed progressively on subtasks on which

performance seemed to meet our criterion of dichotorry.

. .

We found that for area the identification of the attribute, the first step

in our model of making measurements, was a difficult task for many students, and

that we could describe subtaSkS.relatop to this step. As a result, we decided

to design. two tests of area measure: the first test focusses on attribute

identification y r areas by "covering" regions with a

nonstandard "tile",unit; the second test deals with the - sneasuresnent of area by

computation using measured lengths. In this section, we trace the dettelorinent

of the first of these tests.

Our accumulated experience with teachers and students revealed two major

subtasks of identifying the attribute: of area:

(l) DISTINGUISHING -',BEIWEEN LENGTH AND AREA. The most cannon error

students make is to use area units, in our case "tiles," as units of

length rather than area. (We found this to be true even when area

units were.trianglds Or hexagons. The longest length of the area unit

was as a length unit.) When presented with rectangular ands,

irre ar regions,, some students measure one length, others add two

perpe Ficular distances, others measure the distance around the edge

of the shape, the perimeter.
4

(2) DISTINGUISHING BETWEEN SHAPE AND AREA. Many students do not-

digtinguish between area and the shape _in which it occurs. When we

presented regions that could be "covered" only by using half-tiles as

well as whole-tiles, some students ignored those parts of ,the region -

which could not be covered by' whole-tiles, 'other, students counted

every half=tile as a whole unit, and still others used overlapping

tiles, each counted separately, to avoid partial units altogether.

Performance on these two subtasks could be observed as students "covered"'a

variety of regions, 'some of which could be covered by whold-tiles and some of

which required both whole-tiles and half-tiles., Length ,confusion was observable

in both cases, while shape confusion was observable only. in the latter. :We -

labelled the subtask8 "whole units" and "half units,".7f or convenience. There .

are peripheral tasks, such as counting, adding, and. familiarity with fractions,

which -_,94nevy _would affect performance, but we believed we could separate

performande- -on ihege peripheral, tasks from performance cp. 'the 'attribute'

subtasks.



Several preliminary versions of an "initial area test" and a wide variety

of validating games and activities were piloted With -small :'groupa of chil`crer..
Ve sought a set of materials-that woulledemonatrate -simultaneously-(I) that our

analysis of the subtasks was aufficiently-Correct and specific SP'that-childrer
performed either all=or=none on a given subtask, -(2) that-a' significant fraetion

f-the-cons tructed=incorrect answers occurred in anticipated--pate 3

that test Performance' on each subtask was consistent with'Performapce b

validating, activities. .

One validating activity which evolved froM' this proeedure'ia-shown in

reduced forme in Fiotre 1. It carried the etnglish title, "Lots of tend "- and.the.

corresponding SmaniSh name, "Ranchos Anchos." Students considered -it a maRof
plots of land which they could purChase_by_measuring the area of each' plot in

tile unit's: Starting with any plot Of land along a short side, the player WouLf.
move from one lot to an adjacent lot, measuring the area of each one, until a-

connected path crossed the board. Players were asked to pass through a."free"'

lot in the middle of the board in order to insure"that every playei would

measure a sufficient number of each kind of area chosen according to 'the

subtasks listed above.

Figure 3 shows one form of the test that was validated against the "Ranchos

Anchos" activity. The apparent'aimplicity of this teat is-somewhat deceptive:

every graphic feature and characteristic of each item is the result .of much

close observation and Many discussions. Behind this -particular version of the

test is a set of rules for generating each item immuItiple _versions.
4 ,

The six items of the Area Measurement Test (tile units}, have the following

characteristics:

Items a and b ar rectangles which can be coveredloy-mhole-"tlle"'

units and which contain interior cells.

Itemsc and d are irregular, contain interior cella, and.can be

'covered by whole "tile' units:

Itema g h, i and j are irregular, contain no interior-cells and must

be covered in part by.half-units.. The regions in'iteMs;(g) and ail
which must be covered with half-units are more easily part#ioned than

the half-unit regions in iteMs'(i)-and.(j). For items (g) and :(1,1) the.

half-units can appear as tabs, with three, aides exposed on the'boritOur

of-the shaPP. For items (i) and (j) the halfunit8 are embedded; in

the shape.

Two versions of the test were used in the validating procedure.desoribed

here;

The validation process itself took place in various schcol.systems in which

we could visit -classrooms with children from diverse ethnic, -cultural,

linguistic, and socioeconomic backgrounds. A typical validation session went as*

follows: two to four staff members would appear in. a ciassrom' at midmorning

with a box of materials. Each staff member -(rather than the teacher) would

seiect two children at random and ait'downsidth them at a table to one side of

,the 'on-g-ging classroom Theiataff member would explain to :the
children that we were making ub tests and needed their help to discover whether
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the tests good enough. We, told them that we would he taking notes on

observation's eets while they'did'the test,and pl4ed some games, and that we

might ask them some questions as they went along in order to understand their

,thinking. When the sessio4iwas over we would answer all their qUestions and
,

talk with then about what werand they had learned.

rthe_child wouldfirst take one version of the test as pretest. auring

this and the entire validation .procedure the observer wo.0 wa c e

measurements being made, take notes, and ask for explanations of strategies that

the children.were using. After the test came the .validation activity, in this

case a one-person game, although for tests of some other measureMent skills the

gameS mere" group games. Following the game, each child took an alternate

version'of the test as posttest. (Our terms "pretest" and.."poSttest" refer to

their poSition.as firat and last in the validation procedure. This use of the".

terms is not to be confused with conventional uses in which explicit instruction

takes place between-the two tests)

..,

After rne,formalvaIidation :procedure was completed,. we; Welcomed the

Children's comments and criticisms. We refrained- from, making judgments about.
individual student Performance, but we encouraged discuSSion atoout the questions

,and the activities. -Whenchildren.showed'specific ihterest; we spent some time

teachingthem about the'measurement skill that was-the subject of the validation

activity:- -We shawed the teaOhers ce*des of the tests and validation activities

but did not discuss-with then the performance of, individual- children.

These vaidation sessions tyFdcally laSted about an hour each.

Now'began the work dr',1hterpreting the observations. Each observation

%heet,'Along with. the'coMpleted written tests and game sheet's, carried as full

an -account as We :colld,manage of -the behavior obserVed. We organized this

adconnt under the subtaSk to which we wished to pay, particular attention. The

pre-condition of validation wa8 "all-or-nothing" performances by a large

majority of children en each subtask in both tests and validation activityThe

criterion of- validation was the consistency of performance on tests with

performance co the validation activity. In '-the_ following sections we report on

the application:of this precondition and criterion to,A variety .of tests.

V DETAILS OF THE VALIDATION.PROOESS

,Our\Atalysis of eabh-StudentW.Ferformance-on each,subfask began with our

interKetation of each constkuated retpon6e, interpretation made reliable by our

observatAnkand notes. We made d.desion of "correct" or "incorrect" for each

-Cubtask in each 'respqnse.performance fraction" (ndmber of correct

responia/g -of opportbnities to respond) was used to describe the subtask

pereformanCWOr each student'on pretests, validating Activities, and la?sttests.

Ferformancet0-actons were tlotted,on.linear scales, as shown in Figure4. When

most ferform00 fractions fell near the "top" or the "bottoM" of the ordered

scale,'we had--Satisfied our' prebondition that correctly identified subtasks give

rise to. dichotomous performance.' Talale 1 shads, for-each ,subtask on the series

of meapurement; tests we designed, and for both methods (tests and validating

activities); the Percentage of ,students whose performance fractions on subtasks

fell within the "top" and "bottom" boundarieS, thus satisfying the Precondition

of dichotomoUs performance.

Defining the boundaries of "top" and
.

"bottom'' performance is central to our

129
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process o validation. *By defihing "top," 7botto0," and 7middIe" regions on the.,

linear scale, we were able to categorizelftl the performance we observed:

consistently correct,Nconsittently incorrect.: and- -inconsistent: How High is

"top" performance, and how low is "bottom" perfOrmance? IEi examined this

question and determined that in practice, the location of the boundaries.do not

.matter much; there'are about as-many-inTtheEhightperfonnance-raoldlialtop"
i-,define-ostire- imam :am 0/ iZIPir/V4MCO 4 region 75% 'to

CO performance, "bottom': as the region 0% to 25%, and "middle" as the wider

region -25% to 75%. Figure' .5 shows these regions using the example data of

Figure 4. .

'len performance 'is consistent across testsand validating activities, the
three. performance .fractions.will be more or less horizontal, they will fall

withinekhe same perforMance-categories. We hoped to validate each subskill by

demonttrating that individuaa'Students did,perform consistently across .tests and
games. It is clear from both Figures 4 and.5 that the performance of child

49007 on .pretest, game, and. posttest -meets neither the precondition of

dichotomo48 performance nor the criterion for consistent performance that would

tend to validate the test for this subskill:

vrALIBATION MTFIGORIES

2,
Stated in" terms of our categoies of performance derived above, a

validation case consists of a triple of Performances on pretest,. validation

activity, and posttest all three of which 'lie,within a single region:' "top" or

"raiddlem or 'bottom." In this section, we examine possible results in which at

least one of the triplet of performances lies in a region different frail the

other two. -These results are not validating.
.

What triplet of performance Will" tend to invalidate the test for a
, .

particular -child and subtask? Generally there.are two dittinguithable Classes

of performance pTofiles that we classify as invalidating. In the first Ohe'the

performance is in a,higher region on both the pretest and the posttest than it

is on the validating activity. There are five such profiles, shown in-Figure 6.

Assuming that- -the validating activity correctly represents "real measurement,"

the .test would yield a faISe positive for these children on these, subtasks.

Because thse profiles -have the .
general shape of a Roman vee, we call them:

.

"Invalid Vee."

The other class of profiles which' iae consider invalidating are those inl'

which performance on the pretest' and the posttest are both in a lower

performance_region_than on the validating aCtivity. AII five such profilet are'

thaan in, Figure 7. Because these have the general shape of a capital Greek

lambda, we,call these cases "Invalid Lambda."
. ,

In categorizing validation results, we have dealt so 'far with three

validating profiles (validating top, validating middle, and validating bottom)Q

and ten invalidating profiles (five invalidating vees and five invalidating

flambdas)". In a world specifically constructed to make life easy_ for test-

makeres, these would be the only categories_that_exist. UtfortunatelY, in terms

of our performance triples, there are fourteen oth possible oases. 'These

if
fourteen cases divide naturally into two,cfasses of ofiles. There are some

cildren whose performance generally imps; during c he 'validation _procedure.

AII such profiles are thown in Figure Q_. Alternatively, the performance of a

few ciIdren generally dealine during validation PTocedure. All such profiles

.1:i()
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are shown in Figure 9.

What significance do these fourteen profiles have for our decision about
the validity of a test? A common feature of an fourteen of these profiles is
that performance on the posttest is different from performance on the pretest.
This raises two primary possibiTi-ti-Ps: (zither the pretest and the posttest are

equiv en or somea ing append" during a e v iaion process o ange
performance_____In--Section==V1=we==examine==the==question=of=test=equivalence.

IBecause we were watching carefully and in detail while children performed the
pretest, validating activity, and posttest, we were in many cases able to
document "what happened" between preteat and posttest. First of all, of course,
children learn from the activities themselves or from other children, thus
improving their performance from pretest toposttest. Sometimes they are
influenced by other students in the validation setting to change in midstream
from a correct to an incorrect strategy, so that their. performance actually
declines from pretest to posttest. Because the validation process went on for
an hour, fatigue is also a factor.. Because validation took place alongside
regular classroom activity, distraction is unavoidable. Finally, there is an
irr ucable_ inconsistency of performance that occurs, particularly in the
abse ce of feedback, as children who are not sure about how to do something try
seve different strategies,

The fourteen profiles just described carry an ambiguous message about the
validity of test8, particularly because thAperformance on the tests themselves
is inconsistent from pretest to posttest. Although we can, by other means,
demonstrate the equivalence-of the tests themselves, for most children there is
no way a to distinguish between simple instability of performance and the
influences on performance of the testvaliating procedures. We call these
cases "neutral"; those shown in Figure 8, which are generally rising, we can
"neutral up," while those in Figure 9, which are generally decreasing, we call
"neutral down."

no

THE VALIDATION CUBE

We have examined twenty-seven possible performance profiles that categorize
validation results.,_Each profile consists of a triplet of categories: top,.

Tiddle, or bottom for each of the performances on the pretest, validation
activity, and posttest. Each could, therefore, be represented by a triplet such
as (B,M,T) which, for example, would mean bottom performance on the pretest,
middle peffarmance on the validating activity, and top performance on the
posttest. All 27 triplets-can be represented by a 27-celled cube, as shown in
Figure 10, where we have presented performance categories on the three
validating-steps according to the conventional right-handed x, y, z coordinate
system. "Bottom" performance is placed nearest to the origin- -of each axis.
Because we aretlassifying rather than quantifying, the "middle" regibn is
depicted with the same '-mensions as the other two.

=

We call this display of validation results the "validaticn cube."

Each of the twenty-seven cells in .the validation cube corresponds to a
single rofile described in the previouS section. For example, the performance
of chila #9007 Shown in Figure 5 would be classified in the cell labeled "A" in
Figure 10 because the child performed at the bottom of the pretest, at the
middle on the game,-at the bottom on the posttest.

131
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4cr-

.Ale validation ale can be exploded as in Figure 11 to show the sets of

boxes corresponding to the validating, invalidating, and neutral profiles.'

Since it is difficult to visualize the validation cube in three dimensions,

r- we sine it for_presentation on a page as shown in Figures 12 and 13. In the

latter figure, the capital letters V- N, stand for the profiles which tend to

_______2validater-invalidau- and are neutral respectively. There are only three boxes

which are validatin an ese a -

The initial area test, described in Section IV Above, was validated4With 52

children who can bedescribed in the following ways: 29 were male and Jallmie

female; 12 were Black, 16 were Hispanic, 22 were White, and 2 were "other";-2

were 7 years oId, 16 were -8 years old, 19 were 9 years old, 10 were 10 years

old, 2 were 11 years old, 2 were 12 years old, and 1 was 13 years old. The

validation results are shown in. Figure _14 for the two subskilIs described

earlier as "whole units"' and "half units.m What do these results say about the

validity of the test? We feel they constitute a' prima facie case that the test

is valid for two subtasks of identifying the attribute, using the overall

criteria: a large fraction of cases shown dichotomou8 and consistent

performance.

IV TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS

We discuss in this section some technical considerations that cannot be

Avoided if one wishes to close the loopholes on the prima facie case that our

procedure can produce tests valid for assessing performance on subtasks:

Pire the different versions of the same test,equivalent?

- What is an adequate sample size for validating a test ?.

What constitutes the "presence " -or- "absence " of a subtask?

HOW high is "high" performance and how low is "low .

Do 'validation results provide information about the distinguishabil

ity and relative difficulty of subtasks?

Before taking up these questions, we need to discuss one significant detail

of low performance on the validation procedure. Because we worked in a wide

variety of classrooms, regardless_of whether or not instruction had occurred in

the topics we were testing, we needed to be sensitive to the students' reactions,

to our requests for performance on skills they may not have known. We were

uncomfortable asking students to work-for an hour on something they could not

do.

The procedure we adopted Was as follows: we encouraged all children to try

for as long ap they could. ,When a student Said he or she could not do a task,

we explained the examples on the test as clearly as We could without teaching

and then aSked them to look at the test items.: If at that point they said theY

could hot do it and the staff member felt confident that this was the case, we

stopped., For example, there were 7-year-olds who told us they could not tell

time exceptfor the "o'clock8 and the thirties." Children stopped at various

points duting the validating procedUre'S.
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Our policy was that if a child ,could not do a_Subtask, we cl assified it as

a valid bottom performance. This may be criticized as inclbaing in the
validation results children who did_not complete the;entire validation giocess.

However, we obserVed that these children:could not, and they said they could

not, carry through thip procedure. All.available evidence pointed to consistent

performance at a law level. It was not feasible for all testt to locate a large

number of children who could not carry out the tasks and were willing to spend

5-
they

could- not

For each sbtask on
children with whom we
"aborted valid bottoms."

TEST EQUIVALENCE

the 1:validation charts in Section V, the number of
had to deal in this way is indicated by the phrat6

One product Hof our test development method iSa set of rules for generating

each item in alternative versions.- Typically,weitroduced alternative versions

of each test for the valiation process. The validation itself depended
crucially on the equivalence of thete versions,_ since its major criterion was

consistent performance across similar tasks: the availability of equivalent ,

forms ()Leach test makes pretesting -and poSEtesting possible during validation

and secrecy unnecessary in later use. But we do need to demonstrate that the

decisions made a8out a student's performance will not depend on the form of the

test adMinistered.

We demonstrated equivalence by giving pairs, of tests to .,a group of students

on the same day and comparing the nuMber of errors oh each subtask. Parallel

forms should.yield consistent performance for each student for 1..lalth subtask.

During the development.phase, inconsistencies helped us to pinpoint individual

items_ that needed revision. By repeatedly revising our items in response _to

classfoomreSults,wewereabletoachisveahighodnsistencya Fe rformance for
every subtask on parallel forms of each test.

What is a criterion for "consistent performance? On each test there-were

between two and nine opportunities to demonstrate each subtask, with three and

four opportunities dominating. For those subtasks with only two opportunities,

,we judged equivalence according to whether or not therewas an equal number of

errors_ on_the first test given compared with the second test given for that

subtatk. For more than twd opportunities, exactly equal numbers of errors for

each subtask on each test seemed an unreasonably stringent criterion. For these

cases we judged equivalence according to whether or', not the number of errors bn

the first test given differed by no more than one from the number of errors on

the second test given for that sgbtask.

Figure 21 showsi by example, how we display equivalency data for the-Nhole

units" subtask of the initial area test. There :are four opportunities to

demonttrate this subskill on each test. A total of twenty students from the
third and fourth grade_took the A and B versions of this test. For some, the
first test was version A; for others the first test was version B. The number

of errors on the first tetttaken.are plotted on the horizontal axis, and the

number of errors on the second test taken are,plotted on the vertical axis of

Figure 21. The nuMber in the cells are the total numbers of students whose

pereformance fell in that region. The band outlined boldly thow8 the boundaries

of our criterion' for equivalent ,performance. (An important characterittic of

this test of equivalence is the range of performance frm 0 errors to 4 errors on

.;;;,
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each test;)

Table I:shdOs equivalency results expressed as, a: PerCentage'fOr the

subtasks the,tests; Percentage; of equivalent performance is eqUal.tO (#

of cases of equivalent performance) /E(# of cases'of equivalents. performance).+(#

.of case's of non-equivalent perforMance)lx100%.

..,ADEOUACY-OF-SAMFLE-SME-FOR7VALIDATION

There are several approaches to selecting sample size for studies of

people. Ft one extreme is the case study method, where close attention _is paid

to indiViduals,' and conclusions are drawn on the basis of small numbers of

cases. At the other extreme is the statistical analysis of data from large
numbers of PPOlole.i Our pethod lies between these extremes,' with at least 40

students paticipating.in the validation of each test. The maximum validation
sampIe.was 79.

We are trying to make a prima facie case for the validity of our tests based

on the "validation cube" displays presented in Section V. We feel tha a severe

test for ;the_ adequacy of the sample size is to cut this number in half, using

random Selection, and see if the reduced sample still implies Validity; Figure

22 showS the results .of such a procedure or the two subtasks of the initial

area test. The "uncut" data were presented above in Figure 14. For comparison,

the half-sample results have been multiplied by 2 and entered in each cell in,

parentheses in Figure 22. Our feeling is that analysis_ of the subset would
provide as powerful a case for the prima facie validity of this test as did the

original full sample' size.

We hav'e carried out the above procedure for every subtask of every

Measurement test._. It is cumbersome to show _all of these secondary validation

cubes. As a rough measure of the confidence in validity, we have defined a
"validating percentage" as the fraction (# of validating cases) /((# of
validating cases) + (# of invalidating cases)] converted to -a percentage. Table

2 compares the validating percentages for the full sample for each of the 23

subtasks on our tests with the validating percentages fcr the "half-=samp1es."

we feel these = results justify the conclusion that the sample size we have chosen

is sufficiently large- to demonstrate validity, again- with the exception of the

weight test.

DISTINGUISHABILITY AND RELATIVE DIFFICULTY OF SUBTASKS

The subtasks for which the final versions of our tests are validated are

selec t-ed by applying otlriveasaiettient-niodei-to-the-partieular-task-being-examined
and are refined so that most children 'perform either "very high" or "very low,"

with few in the middle for that subtask. Our measurement model is task-oriented

and does not incorpoirate a theory that accounts for differences in performance

on subtasks. However, the validation results can be used to provide evidence

about the. distinguishability between subtasks and their relative difficulty. If

all, children performed equaly well on all subtasks/ _One_ might worry about
whether these subtasks had been adeguateiy distinguished from one another and

whether independent .subtask-do, in fact, exist.

From our validation data we defined a performance percentage for each

valid top cases)/(total # of valid cases)

,*

subtask as the fraction (4 of
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converted to a percentage. The results for each subtask are shown on Table 3.
The differences on performance percentages between different subtasks on each
test provide evidence for distinguishability between subtasks, and seem to
confirm common-sense notions about relative difficulty of these subtasks.

CRITERIA FOR HIGH AND LOW PERFORMANCE

Our validation depended upon categorizing performance as "top," "middle,"
or "bottom.' It-was-important to our results that must -performances fell in
either the "top" or "bottom" categories. How much are our results affected by-
the location of the boundaries which we place on "high", and "low" perforthance?

We need to test the sensitivity, of the number of validating cases to the
location of the boundaries on our performance categories. We tested this
sensitivity by analyzing the same data with three sets of boundaries. These
boundaries are shown in Figure 2. The results for 71 children who took the
extended length measurement test are shown ,in. Table 4;

The firs£ two internal divisions, in which "top" and "bottom" categories_
4'are either one-fifth or oneEtourth of the region, satisfy our criterion that the
"middle" region be the widest. As shown'in Table 4, the.number of-validating
cases appears to, be- insensitive to these two lOcations of the internal
boundaries of performance, categories. Even in the -radical test of sensitivity;
that viOlates our stipulation about the size of the "middle" region; the number
of validating cases was" changed significantly for only one subtask.

The low sensitivity of validation r ults_to the position of the internal
boundaries means that the location of the e boundaries may be chosen somewhat
arbitrarily. We set the boundaries one quarter of the way from the top and the
bottom. This choice yields a middle region twice as wide as#Ieregions at the
top and bottom.

Our decision about the location of the internal boundaries that detetmine
"top" and_"bottom" performance influenced the number of opportunities we had to.
include for each subtask on pretest, validation activities, and .posttest. We
set the minimum number of opportunities at four. This makes it possible for a
single error to-still be called "top" performance, because it falls on the upper
internal boundary.

In analyzing validation data, performance was judged consistent among`
pretest, validation activities, and posttest if all three points lay within a
single region. The internal,boundaries were considered parts of both adjaceht
regions. For examplei a performance percentage triplet 75%, 100%, 75%, Was
considered to be "valid top" whereas a triplet 75%, 50%, '75% was considered to

he a "v Aid middle."

CONCLUSION

In summary, our categorical validation method can be outlined in. four, "steps
through which one cycles until success or failure is manifest:-

1 Develop a model for the task being probed;

2. Use the model to analyze the tatk_into sdbtasks;
7
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3. Use games' an other- "validation activities" to determine that

"allperformance on subta ipks is all-or-none;

4,. Uevelop tests. and, validate them by sho-wing consistency of "all-

ori=none" performance between test'and validating activities for each

subtask.

procedure results in tests that characterize and help

to diagnose performance without appiwing a numerical scale

When unsuccessful, the procedure can_rev l understanding by the

test- 'developer of the task being probed or the appropriate decompoSition into

subtasks. Repeatedly the procedure has helped to correct our analySit of

physical measurement and the ways in which students carry it out.

Lack of sucCess in the procedure can also imply' a limitation in the

procedure itsell. Human Performance is complex And we are accustomed to having

nature,.especially'human naEure, escape the models we devise to_describe it. We

hope that this procedure can be adapted to apply to a range of tasks that are

important in schools and useful for children.
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TIME- TELLING TEST

This test focuses on scale reading: the task of reading a traditional

clock face andrepotting the time in any of the conventional written or oral

notation systems. Students are not asked, to measure time intervals. The test

has been validated for the fcalowing subtasks:

1. .Reporting the minute scale for the 1/2 hour, 1/4 hour, and 3/4

hour positions..

Reporting the minute scale for the 5 minute positions.

Reporting the minute scale for the 1 minute positions.

4. Reporting the hour scale, even when the hour hand is between two

numbers.

5. Reporting the correct relationship, between the min tes and Ebel'

preceding or approaching hour.

INITIAL LENGTH TEST

This test focuses on scale reading by _ presenting lengths to be measured

with a ten-centimeter ruler which is calibrated to .5an. This ruler has a blank

one centimeter in length ,before the zero point and a blank tab two

c htimeters in length after the ten centimeter point.

This test has been validated for the following subtasks:

1. Choosing a correct starting point: Placing the ruler correctly

along the line to be'measured.

2. Measuring._lines of integer length which are shorter than the

ruler, such as 7 can.

3;. MeaStiking lines of non=integer length whidh are shorter than the

ruler, such as 7=1/2 an.

4.: Measuring lines of integer length which are: longer than the Wier

(between 11 an and 19 cm.1-'_

5. Identifying the "longest" or "shorteSt" side of a trapezoid and

measuring its length.

139
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EXTENDED LENGTH TEST

This test focuses on scale reading and judging appropriate precision.
Students measure lines with a ten-centimeter tab ruler calibrated to .1 cm. '

The subtasks are:

1. Choosing a correct starting point. Placing the ruler correctly
along the line to be measured.

2. Measuring lines of integer length which are shorter than the
ruler, such as 7 cm.,

3. Measuring lines of non-integer length which are shorter than the
ruler, such as 7.3 cm.

4. Measuring lines of integer length which are longer than the ruler
(between 11 an and 19 cm).

5. IdentifYing the "longest" and "shortest" sides of.atriangle and
the 9.en "7of,a pencil and measuring them;

INITIAL AREA TEST

This test, described in (detail in the text of the paper, assesses

performance on the task of identifying the attribute of area. The test helps
teachers know whether or not a student can distinguish area jrom the shape in

whdch it occurs and from lengths. Students use a transparent acetate "ruler,"

composed of a strip of fiVe "tile" units, to cover regions and compute and

report area.

The test has been validated for the following subtasks:

1. Measuring the area,of rectangular or irregular shapes which boric
interior 'cells arid' which can be covered by whole units; -"Interior

cells" refers to that surface area which, when covered by unit
"tiles," does not lie olon6 an edge.

2., Measuring the area of irregular shapes whichi have no interior
cells but which must be covered in part by rectangular half=tileS.

EXTENDED AREA 'TEST

This test 'examines performance on the tasks of identifying,
reporting the area of a variety'of shapes. The student:uses a

ruler' to measure lengths, from which area can be computed. The
shapes on this test defy routine multiplications of "1
students must apply their understanding of the formula.

The test has teen validated for the following subtasks:

measuring; and..
ten-centimeter.
nonrectangular'
times Width":

computing the area of a rec ogle whose dimensions musty be

1 40

-
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measured.

21

2. Computing the area of an irregularshape whose dimensions must be
measured.

3. Computing the area of aright_ triangle whose dimensions must be
measured, and which is presented as half of a rectangle.

VOLUMES TEST

This test asks students to calculate the number of,unit cubes in a three-

dimensional figure pictured in perspective. Students need to devise strategfes-.

other than unit counting in order to findthe ntmber of "cubes" needed to
construct each building pictured on the test.

o%
_1_ 0

This test has been validated for the following,subtask:

1. Finding the number of cubes in a !'regular" solid built from unit

cubes.

2. Finding the, number of unit cubes in an "irregular" solid.
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ate .

Grad echa

This shape has an area of 1 tile.
Check it with your tile-ruler.)

Esta figura tiene un Area de 1 teja .
(Midela con una regla de tejas.).

P.

What is the area of each of these shapes?
LCual es el area de cada una d estas figures?

tiles
Kluwer tedasReepuests

How many? Whm-?
GCutintza? 6Que?

tile
-Ansiver _ WEIResixtesta

How_rnany? What?
GCutineas? 6Que?

What is the area of each of ,theSe shapes?
LCual es el area de cada una' de estas figures?

C.

til tiles
teias ef. atia8a. Answer es b. Ads7,kr

Respuesta Fiespriesta
Wpw many? What? How many? What?
6C.mincos? cQue? wud.ht.os?:- 6Que.?

Answer
Respuesta

How many? What?
6Curintcs? e,Que'?

tiled
VIEW- Answer tegas

Liles

Respuesta
How many? What?
6Cuantap? 2,Que?
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Figure 5
Three PerftIrmance Categories for Child 179007

Whole Unit Subs.kill, Initial Arco 'Test
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figure 6

Fiv6 lidating Profiles That GiVe

Rise; to FalsOdSitives on TestS "InValid Vee"

6b 6d

Note: For the profiles 6d_ and 6e,' the perforrpnCe category for the pretest

ivdifferent from the performance category for the posttest;

Figiire 7

Five Invalidating Profiles That Give

Rise to False Negatives on TestS Lambda"

:or 7a 4:1d- 7t, thefOrforpance category for tie pretest_

from.the'peoam? categallor thelvsttest.,
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Seven Profiles Which Show ImprovInst

Perforthance - "Neptral up'
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Figure 9

Sevn Profiles which Show Declining

Perfdikance "Neptra down"
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Figure 10 Validation Cube

The box labeled "A" is the location of the p-erfcirmarito classifie4 as





Figure I EXloded View tf,Validation Cube
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Figure Sliced View Of Validation Cube,
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Figure 13. Flat Page Representation of Validation CUbe
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Figure 14. Validation Results for Initial Area Test
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Figure 21 Equivalency Results
forilalf Units SubskiI
of Initial Area Test

errors on first test taken



Figure 22. Half Sample Validation Results for Initial Area Test
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Figure ,23. Alternative Boundries for Perfprmance Categories
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CONCLUS ION

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

)' Conventional educational tests, we ,have argued do not serve teachingI
- _

and learning well. There iS, little evVence that teachers use testing much to

guide' instruction in. the' claSsroan. Yet, at the same tike,. there is

.

. considerable public pressure to increase the amount of testing in` he schools-.

This widespread public call for an Ncrease in testing provides an

unusual opportunity, we think, to begin to develop new assessment 'practices,

more helpful. to teachers in the practice of teaching. Assessment, we have

argued,- should be viewed as an ,;integral' paft of 'the, teac4ng..and Iearning

;process., If this view is ciirrect l. there are a riumbe_r_of. guidelines that should

be foIloWecl, in developing new assessment materials.
-

ASSESSMENT THE REFLECI'S THE 'CHARACTER OF TEACHING AND LEARNING'

In. general, ...we believe the Preparation of test materials should begin

,and.,end in the classroom, in close tnteractibri with teachers'' students. If

.assessment materials are to serve instruction, they must be informed by an

understanding of the ways in ,which obAdron learn and demonstrate their

knOwledge in the Subject areas aSsessed. Too often, the _only aripiriQEd work

_underlying .conventional 'standardized.teSts is a statistical analysis of test,'

item scores,- performed at the end of the test-development proceSs. And, for

many objectives-based tests, no empirical work is done at all.
,

We believe test developmeht should ordinarily involve:three loosely-

defined .steps: open-ended_ observation of children and their work; the

development of -Somewhat more focused assessment activities, and finally (in some

cases). the development of forMal assessment instrits. The preparation of

test materials should begin with careful observation children. engaged in the

sorts., of learning tasks the' tests are designed to assess. _Only_ by obseiving

children and their work is it_poSsible to identify the kinds of _strengths and

Weaknesses children typicaly, display in-coming to terms with a subject area.

If observation is s ccepsful, 3t should lead to the development of_ ,

more focussed games, exercises, and activities that enbo,dy the learning tasks

being assessed. These:'gam and activities -- midway between open-ended

observation and formal' testS should elicit. some of the patterns and

regularities underlying children's'work. By watching °children completing. these

gables and' 'activities, observers should be able to identify some, of the

competen9iesAndividual children aif8play, differentiate among typical errors,

and interPret- these' errors in terms of the trains of, thought that might have

produced then:*

In some sutlect areas, we believe, bemifocused games and exercises

be .'the most rigorous form of assessment del:Fable. Sometimes ,
. . _ .

pakticuIarly'in the sciences, social studies, and the arts_ there is no good

reason to move from informal exercises to' the development of formal tests (other

than teacher-made tests). In Other areas particularly reading, writing, and

elanentary-mathwatics = formal, easily'acidinistered tests may have important
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71,

instructional value;

When formal tests are developed, basedblieve they should be Ised on
extensive work with children, based on less formal exercises and activities
Only in this Way is it possible to assert with any confidence that the.formal
tests' adequately represent the learning tasks being assessed, Purthermore; we
belieVe that when formal tests are developed, they -should. -not simply be scored
in terms of questio s right and wrong. Instead; test .:itemso should be designed
to elicit cornmo _y "'di:Curing errors, and the test scoring system should cala,
attention to the cise kinds,of errors each child has made.

, 0
h

11 In most cases, we believe, it is not possible to use multiple choice
questions to obtain the sorts of error information; needed. . Open-ended
"constructed answer'" 'questions permit students to,make a wide variety of errors,
and:this dive?sity is essential in attempting 'to xletermine the source of student,.

strengths and weaknesses.
,

We .have fOcuSedso deVeIdtthentof 'netif-asSes*ent-Triateriais.:
While we' believe new materials are important, we belieVe it is equally

important to find ,ways of helping teachers improved their day-t6,-day skills in
obserVing students and interpreting their work.

One of the central ways in -which;. i teacher can guide a'student's.
learning by gaining insight into how a.,Child is thinking in.., a . particular
-situationi aridwhere the.child might usefully move next.. 'the sensitivity,. and

-involved.in this sort of continuing assessment and diagnosis is difficult
to -aOqufr., and there research to. indicate'what sorts Of training
prograMt.might be Succe/Sful-: But we believe; additional- work in this area 'could..

.-be eXtreMeIy -important..

In...addftion, :new techniques need to ,fievei3Oped to assist teacher S' in
ev-alliating and interpreting students'. regular- 'claSroom.. Studerit47essays,
art work, 'problem =sets stories, ah9 p ec siEorm .aka rich source of diagnAt)Stic,
infor'mation, much of which rkillar rue- ested.-5:.Some techniques that
help 'teacher P _draw diagnostic irforina ,elasroom work have legun.
to appe6r, but more work is 'needed..

Finally, we believe that, much cancane be . learned by looking 'at the
develorment_of children's work' over fairly long spans of time -- longer_ than a
regular school year.' Ways need to be ound_ to collect systematic 3,6ample-S of
student. work over time, so-that teachers can use the work to uncover student
strengths, gauge Student progress, and discover continuing problems. This
.approach to assessment sometimes called documentation -- has been implemented
by Patricia Carini. at the ProSpect Sctiool in Vermont.
ASSESSMENT THAT RESPECTS DIVERSITY

Questions about whether Ha; child has mastered. a particula cognitive
skill are rarel' if ever answered once and foi all A child who can cOmpute the
area of a geometric figure in one contbiti.:..for;examplei',may fail to display the
skill all in another context; A child who speaks ;flueritly-s,in one context may
speak only in one' or two word sentences in another. And a dhild tqho-Wcite6. in
detail on one subject may write haltingly on another.

children. .respOnddifferently in different -conteAs partly, as a result
of differences in interests and taptes. But partly;. as we have argued; these





contextual difference8 Sr6 more "profound: They arise because children of

different cultures bring different stocks of knowledge and experience to bear on

cognitive tasks.

= If assessment is to serve instruction, it must capdtalize on this

diversity among cultures and spong children within cultures. AsseSsment

materials should offer stUdenet; 'Multiple contexts in which,oto demonstrate

competence'. Thus, for eXample, diagnostic materials in reading 'Should as s

matter- of course 'include a variety of topics and stylesland diagnostic

materials in mathematics should include problem sets in widely differing

contexts.

FUrthermore, we believe test materials should include guidelines for,

teachers, indicating how cognitive tasks similar in structure to ithose_ on the

tests can be.created using local contexts and materials. Often, we believe,

assessment can tk strengthened by drawiDg on stories /and topics from the local

community, CT even the classroom ==-- including materials created by children

themselves.

One of the princi _elements of the practice 6f:teaching is choosing

materials.for each child that are likely to engage his skills and competencies.

Skill's developed in one context can then be strengthened and expanded, so thSt

they can be applied in incrbasingly diverse and challenging settings..< While the

development 4 diverse assessment materials can ,help in the- process of

identifying strengths and capi .zing upon them, the' ultimate success of this,

process depends on the sensititri and insight of the teacher. .Here, as before,

we think that.the developmnE ;hew platerial8 Should be coupled with increased

resources for in-service tr irig.4 Materials by themselves, while 'always

necessary, are never sufficie4.

ASSESSMENT THAT ENCOURAGES- DIALOGUE

Much attention in standardized educational tesEing, has gone into

efforts to express test results as numerical scores. But often, we believe,

quantitative test scores hide as much as they reveal. Particularly.for purposes-

of teaching and learning, we believe more can be gained by. looking' at,student

questions and answers themselves than by looking at'humerical summaries.

We have argued that 'tests serve instruction by helping teachers

interpret the- thought processes: underlying student work..' A, tescher'S

interpretation of a student'S work is alWays tentative and exploratory, and -

teachers can often gain insight by discussing the work with the student; other

teachers, and parents. Assessment materials can often proyide- particularly

well-focused examples of student work-, which,can,serve as a foundation for this

sort of diglogue and discussion.

If assessment materials are. to -serve as a, -f6Aii 6ation for dialogue.

between teacher8S students, and parents, then stud ept test forms must_ be

returned to student8 as soon as possible afteE,:1-t4-.testsare completed.

Generally, we believe this means thSt tests for ihatriqionailpurposes must be

marked by the teather who administers them (or by thez$4130entS-themselves).' It

is extxemely unlikely that tests which must be senti,:ofbe,celitralized scoring

can be returned in time to serve instruction.
o

addition, we believe, gents _.can and Shoad_contribute to the
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assessment of their ildren's work. One way to do this is ,to have teachers
discuss assessment questions and answers with parents. Also, Parents shou be

.encouraged to offer :assessments of their own,

y
derived.from observations of leir

children at home; We recognize, of course, that parent involveMent in education
is goal frequently stated but difficult to achieve. BecoMing closely involved
in the educatiOn of their chadren,is often especially hardi!fdr,working.parents.
We believe that well-designed assessment materials cant_rby providing cleare

focussed examples of children's work, can improvejthe dialogue between teapers,
parents, and students-,

Ursa

Finally, we believe that assessment materials used to stimulate
dialogue among, st68ents. Inevitably, 'as we have argueP d erenty studehtS
approach assesSmenttaskS in different ways, and this liklrsity'proviaes:a rich
resource for explrkation.8 .By encouraging students to share their,appreaches to
a cognitive ,task, tea ers can help students alteiriative

problem-solVi4sirategie, their advantages and di ges'7°Dialogue, then
may help,stLidents increase heir repetoire of .con TVe?Ofill* -e'

Dialogue among , students may also
educational goal. By discussing some of the
assessment questions differ, students 'may becomem
thought processes. Students may learn, when confron
multiple potential solutiOns and had to assess_,
dialogue among students may help them learntR,,,e.im
questions and identifying Strengths and weaknes.

NEXT STEPS

one additional
ic answers to

we about their
sk, hcfbit gencre.'.

eird kiirkcit:;

most of the ideas we have,proposed are not-ein
have 'a. long and .honorable history in the Psyehology and :p

Rut they have not yet ,played a yen' .strong,4
ational assessment.

The'deVelopment of alternative assessment practices, of the sort we

have desoribed.will. not be easy or inexpensive, but-'w,,,,,,believe the, investment
ccul reap subStantial rewards. We propose the folibsaing strategies.

First,...lt seems tb'us-,thatiin developing, new assessment materials, it
is worth startiAg small It is, in our view,',inappropriate to attempt tb-=

conStruct, all at once, tests that completely covet-..a 'subject Aarea, such a8".

`elementary school mathematics or .junior high writing.4,It-isnuch more valuable
to carve out relatively, small,"fgell -focuseMomains invhich careful analysis of
the cognitive tasks invOlved and close empirical work with children can be

carried out.

Even if this recommendation is followed, hadever, development costs
,hare, likely to be high, a fact made amply clear by the experience of project
TORQUE. 'Moreover, the foundations that4suPiported the development of' an ,

alternativ-eJoturrent assessment practice did not support the implementation of
that alternative. The situation at the time of thiWwriting is that these new
methods And-materials sit on a shelf waiting changes of heart, perspective and
practiCe,on the part. of publishers. We expect that work in reading and writing
will be more expensive and more difficult and find even less enthusiastic
suppOrt among foundations and publishers.

thonselVesi new.' ',They
otophy of education'.

the development of
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Second, we recommend t'at'Atie development of new assessment materals

oughtto be carried out by `groups with a Strong interest in the content areas

'being assessed. These groups should be deeply involved in, all aspects of the
development `process: '-- including observation of children, preparation of

materials and validation. They might also be engaged in pilot efforts ,to

implevent the materials-developed.- It is not sufficient to engage subject-
matter specialists simply to review test items once they are Written. Educators -
with strong subject-matter backdrOuhds must be involved throughout.

Third, we recommen0hat schools igterested in adopting new forms of
,assestmerit'shodld begin by fdcuting Oh a small number of classrooms and subject
areag.' The temptation iS-large,to it tempt to overhaul a. school's assessment
program in one, swift step, but me -Uwe such an approach is -ill-advised.

--Implementing the borts of ideas we have proposed should be an iterative_ process,
in whicil new practices and organizatiOnal relationships are slowly developed.

Finally, making the forms-of assessment we have sulial-stedWork-j.n
practice will depend on the sensitivity and ingenuity,of tegehers. It . is

.,7.1! unreasonable to ask teachers to be wise and insightfurobservers.of children*and-
their -work if the resources;- to support classroom teaching. are Meagert and
classrooms overcrowded. The' strategies we. have proposd can not be implemented,
at leatt in the short run; without extra resources for in-service training and
'materials. In the long run, hadever, the ideas wehasmT I.Toposed might not cok
substantially more than present forms of testing, since many oL the material* we
have suggested would serve,t6th assessment and instruction. .

44

.

, There N a large;- and growing mde and ,for improved edii6ational

assessment in the classroom.-We are firm in our belief that appropriate
assessment practices are possible. Although the development of new, more useful
assessment materials will require an investment of resources, we believe this Al
investment is likely to have a profound and beneficAal' effect on teaching. '

Indeed, as Oe have argued, successful ,teaching is in large measure a continuing
process of inquiry kgcl assessment.




